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Inspired by Fibershed and the Slow Fashion movement, this research explores the intersections
of fashion and agriculture in New York. Although New York is not a leading wool state, a
vibrant fiber community persists. There are over 470 fiber farms in New York with sheep,
alpacas, and goats that produce a variety of fibers such as wool, alpaca, mohair, and even
cashmere. Several fiber processing mills have emerged to transform raw fibers into finished
products for clothing and textile design. This research uses Actor Network Theory as a
framework based on the idea that all entities are equally important including people, animals, and
objects for design practice. Three major case study themes include historical, contemporary, and
practice-based approaches. Methods include archival, qualitative survey, interview, and
observational approaches. Findings from historic and contemporary research reveal that fiber
farming has always been economically difficult. Major challenges faced by farmers in both
contexts include difficulty reaching a consistent market and rural geography. A difference today
is that women predominantly own fiber farms. Like predecessor farmers, they develop
innovative approaches to address key challenges that includes developing fiber mills and fiber
festivals. Several New York artisan designers are interested in sourcing local fibers. While some
consistently source fibers, others struggle to identify consistent sources. Inspired by the research
process, this study includes three practice-based approaches. The first is collaboration in a Fiber
Sorting, Grading, and Classing Apprenticeship to learn about fiber quality for scaled production.
The second is the development of a New York Regional Yarn Sourcebook as a resource for

artisan designers to find farms. And the third involves the development of farm-to-fashion short
films to expand awareness of fiber farms. Aligned with slow fashion, farmers hope that demand
for local fibers increases to bring a local clothing and textiles economy into fruition. The
development of an umbrella New York Fibershed and collaboration with Cornell Cooperative
Extension may provide a centralized source of information about farms, fibers, and textiles for
New York City designers interested in sourcing local fibers. This research provides a model for
future research that explores the intersection of slow fashion and agriculture.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This research comes at a time when most of our clothing is made of synthetic materials
and the fast fashion model dominates the fashion system (Textile Exchange, 2016; Taplin, 2014).
Fast fashion promotes rapid production, consumption, and disposal of clothing (Watson & Yan,
2013). Trendy, low cost clothes are produced in limited edition batches to attract immediate
consumer interest until the next fashion trend is available (Gabrielli et al., 2013). Fast fashion
brands include Forever 21, H&M, and Zara. The short-term use of clothing has led to greater
post-consumer textile waste. In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (2016)
reports that over 16 million tons of textiles were generated as municipal solid waste, and only
16% was reclaimed for recycling. Although a form of recycling is to donate clothing, vast
amounts of used clothing exceeds consumer demand and enters the international second-hand
clothing market. Several bales of used clothing are shipped to developing countries with a
potential of becoming waste there (Brooks, 2013; Hansen, 2000). From production to the final
disposal phase, the global fast fashion model has induced negative environmental and social
impacts globally (You, Cheng, & Yan, 2009).
Towards Slow Fashion
The term “slow fashion” was introduced by Kate Fletcher in 2008 and parallels slow food
by encouraging healthy localized value chains, quality, and consumer consciousness (Petrini,
2001; Fletcher, 2008). The importance of renewable, natural fibers in domestic and global
fashion value chains is becoming increasingly apparent at the farm and consumer level
(Fibershed, 2017). In his treatise for fashion sustainable thinking, Van Dyk Lewis (2015)
indicates that, “..humans are unable to resist the advantages that basic fiber might provide. How
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we use fiber and manipulate it directly affects human life” (p. 288). Fiber is intrinsically linked
to our everyday lives, especially if we consider the two-fold meaning of “fiber” as a food
nutrient and raw material for clothing production. Agriculture sustains local food and fiber with
the availability of watersheds that support the growth of “fibers” throughout various landscapes.
Drawing from the metaphor of watershed as a system that sustains life, the development of
grassroots “fibersheds” suggests concerted efforts to develop and sustain local clothing and
textile systems geared towards environmental longevity and community economic development.
Fibershed. “Fibershed” refers to the natural, social, and physical resources available in a
geographic landscape for local clothing and textile development. It can include fiber farms, dye
plants, mills, and local labor from artisans and designers. This research draws inspiration from
the encouraging work of the Northern California Fibershed, which has stimulated global
community-based action towards developing “local” clothing and textiles economies. Fibershed
is a non-profit that developed in 2011 after the success of the 150-mile wardrobe project
spearheaded by founder Rebecca Burgess. Her aim was to create a wardrobe with fibers, mills,
and artisanal labor within 150-miles of her home. Fibershed’s historical and contemporary
research about California wool, and their development of the “Wool and Fine Fiber Book” in
2015 inaugurally showcased diverse fibers within the 150-mile radius. Fibershed’s research and
development collaborations have led to launches Climate Beneficial Wool in 2017 and The
North Face “Backyard Hoodie” collection in 2015, which conveys how their research has direct
implications for farms, fashion designers, a global apparel brand, and consumers (Sustainable
Brands, 2014).
From a community-based consumer activism perspective, the Northern California
Fibershed has inspired the development of over 30 Fibersheds throughout the world. In 2015, the
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“One Year One Outfit” Fibershed was formed by Nikki Taylor in Australia. It is an innovative
Fibershed model that spans beyond traditional geographic boundaries and welcomes global
participation. It encourages the global community to look at the natural resources in their unique
local vicinity for clothing and textile development.
During my process of identifying fiber farms throughout New York, I realized that
Washington County has the highest amount of fiber farms with 27. I quickly learned that
Washington County also hosts an annual fiber tour that allows community members to visit
multiple farms during a spring open-farm weekend. Inspired by the vibrant fiber farms I
discovered during the New York Washington County Fiber Tour in 2015, I developed a farm-tofashion “fiberscape” dress to showcase the diversity of fibers for the “One Year One Outfit”
Fibershed initiative. I hand-spun over 800 yards of wool, mohair, and alpaca fibers from five
New York farms in eastern, central, and western New York—Quarry Ridge Alpacas in Salem,
Crazy Legs Sheep Farm in Fort Edward, Ensign Brook Farm in Greenwich, Laughing Goat Fiber
Farm in Ithaca, and Orchard View Farm in Bergen. I developed greater knowledge about fiber
quality by hand-spinning yarns on a drop spindle. I shared the New York fiberscape dress and
narrative during a “Fiber and Place” International Textiles & Apparel Association seminar in
2015, in a Sustainable Fashion exhibit at Cornell University during 2016, and the dress is now
archived with the Southern Adirondack Fibershed in 2017. The experience of going through the
farm-to-fashion process in 2015 laid the foundation for my continued dissertation research with
New York fibers.
On a broader consumer level, several studies suggest consumer interest in products made
with local and/or domestic animal fibers. Consumers range from fiber artisans who transform
raw materials into finished products to everyday consumers who purchase ready-made clothing
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and textile products. In a Northeast study with fiber artisans, fiber arts activities include
spinning, knitting, dyeing, felting, crocheting, weaving, and rug hooking (Lowry, 2014).
Approximately 69% of fiber artisans purchase fibers at festivals where farmers are typically
vendors, and 28% buy directly from farmers on other occasions. A study by Stannard and Mullet
(2017) also presents artisan’s support of local fiber farms, and expands on their previous study
regarding artisan’s interest in the unique aspect of fiber products (Stannard & Mullet, 2015).
Studies also present consumer interest for ready-made local fiber accessories such as scarves and
socks (Cao et al., 2014; Bernard, Hustvedt, & Carroll, 2013).
Why New York? New York City is a major fashion capital of the world (Rantisi, 2004).
It is considered the central point of New York based on the presence of fashion businesses, retail,
and special events such as New York Fashion Week. However, fiber and/or fashion creation
spans northern, eastern, central, western, and southern parts of the state in both urban and rural
areas as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, over 470 fiber farms persist along the Hudson River
north of the city, into the Adirondacks, throughout the Finger Lakes, and in the Western most tip
towards Niagara Falls. Each place carries its own narrative beyond the natural landmarks that
make them known in the broader landscape of New York as we will see through the case studies
in this research. Appendix A presents a full list of New York fiber farms organized by county.
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Figure 1: Map of Farms, Fiber Mills, and Festivals

Although fibers are not a major agricultural commodity of New York, the state has a rich
history of wool production, which makes it a critical place of inquiry with the emergence of
small-to-medium sized fiber farms in the 21st century (Donahue, 2017; New York Farm Bureau,
2015). New York was one of the first states to import Merino sheep in the early 19th century and
several fiber processing mills developed to support small scale and commercial production
(Wright, 1910; Jarvis, 1842). At its peak in the mid-19th century, New York housed over 6
million sheep and produced 13.8 million pounds of wool in 1845 (Peters, 1851a). The
Northeastern sheep and wool industry began to dwindle in the latter half of the 19th century as
wool market prices were low, and farmers shifted to other cash crops (Peters, 1854a).
Additionally, imported wool, recycled wool, and wool/ cotton blends became alternative
resources (Wright, 1910; Stevens, 1854; Peters, 1851b). The sheep and wool industry also began
to shift westward based on land availability and lower costs to raise sheep (Peters, 1851c).
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Although the supply of wool in New York became scant, fiber manufacturing excelled in the
latter 19th century with the advent of the industrial revolution and demands for mass production.
There is currently a resurgence of small fiber producing farms in the Northeast and it
coincides with the vibrant culture of fiber artisanship, and fiber festivals (Lowry, 2014).
However, findings from my Master’s research revealed major challenges that several New York
farmers face including difficulty finding their target market and low economic profits from
selling fiber products (Trejo, 2014). It was critical to continue research about the diverse New
York fiber farms to discover how farmers are addressing these challenges, and explore
intersections between farmers, mill owners, and artisan designers.
Overarching Theoretical Framework
Actor Network Theory was founded in science and technology studies, and is
increasingly being applied in cultural studies, social geography, and design research (Storni et
al., 2015; Law & Hassard, 1999). This research applies Actor Network Theory to Slow Fashion
farm-to-fashion design research. It extends previous fiber farm research that used Actor Network
Theory as a framework to explain fiber farmer’s use of social media (Trejo & Lewis, 2017).
Actor Network Theory (ANT) focuses on the “materiality” and “performativity” of
entities, and their relational links (Law & Hassard, 1999). Entities include human and nonhuman actors as an inclusive, critical thinking approach. All entities are critical based on their
position in the network and the links they create. Philosopher Bruno Latour highlights that “[t]o
become an actor is just as much a local achievement as obtaining a ‘total’ structure (p. 18).” This
suggests that there is significance at both micro- and macro- levels. Actor Network Theory
questions what is “out there” in nature, “in there” in psychology, “down there” in politics, and
“up there” in theology (p. 22). This open-endedness coincides with Actor Network Theory
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providing a “summing up of interactions” among circulating entities (Law & Hassard, 1999,
p.17). It functions at varying scales to explain what is happening. Based on a theoretical
understanding of Actor Network Theory, it is inclusive of entities such as people, animals, and
objects such as fibers, clothing, and textiles. All entities are considered equally important in the
network, and the ideology parallels the complex global apparel supply chain where all
stakeholders are important contributors.
Actor Network Theory was chosen based on several commonalities with Slow Fashion.
Like Actor Network Theory, Slow Fashion is strongly based on “materiality” including raw
fibers, clothing, textiles; and “performativity” that is based on links, or social bonds that can
form between people, animals, and the natural landscape. Considering the rhetoric, “Actor
Network” is a paradox; “actor” suggests being centered, and network “decentered” based on
relational deviations from a central point (Law & Hassard, 1999). “Slow Fashion” is also a
paradox (Clark, 2008). “Fashion” is defined by speed and agility to provide a supply to meet a
market demand and maximize profits. Pairing “slow” with “fashion” questions the status quo. It
leads us to stop and take time to ask where our clothing is coming from, how it is being
produced, and what we can do to support localized fashion resources to improve environmental,
social, and economic development (Fletcher, 2008). Slow Fashion is an alternative to Fast
Fashion, and the dichotomy forces us to consider spaces in between (Zarley Watson & Yan,
2013). Similarly, Actor Network Theory questions persisting dichotomies of subject and object,
nature and society, and even spatial longitude and latitude (Latour, 1993). These dichotomies are
questioned to create an “unusual freedom of movement” in thought to discover new ideas in the
space between (p. 87). Actor Network Theory provides an open platform to think about the
following objective: “How to talk about complexity, to appreciate complexity, and to practice
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complexity” (Law & Hassard, 1999, p. 10). Slow Fashion is complex concept that is continually
defined by scholars based on research and creative practices (Langdown, 2014; Jung & Jin,
2014; Fletcher, 2008). This research extends these approaches in a localized farm-to-fashion
context.
Spatial relationships of entities are also critical to both Actor Network Theory and Slow
Fashion based on significance of relationships in the defined space (Law & Hassard, 1999;
Latour, 1993). Space is defined as a heterogeneous plurality that is co-formed with multiple
possibilities; there is an openness that allows for “becoming” (Massey, 2005, p. 21). Space is a
representation of entities in a network with their “stories so far,” or relational links that can
continue to develop; and place is a “collection of stories,” also relational links that can inform
future linkages. Both space and place offer a “sphere of co-existence of multiple trajectories” to
explain the “here and now” (p. 130). Local place is a “throwntogetherness” of actors in a
landscape. Allen (2011) uses Actor Network theory as a framework to explore landscape and
scale, concluding that “everything is networked.” Allen further asserts that Actor Network
Theory provides a framework to study “anything in the landscape, because it folds the naturesociety dialectic (and space-time) into one concept” that links back to questioning dichotomies
(p. 274).
This research evaluates slow fashion and agriculture in a micro-level local context with
circulating entities, or actors that contribute to the presence of farm-to-fashion in New York.
This coincides with Latour’s claim that “there is never an interaction that is not framed,” and the
local contributes to the broader macro-level perspective as a “summing up” (Law & Hassard,
1999, p. 19). Although the local context of New York farm-to-fashion is distinct, interacting
actors may provide glimpses into other farm-to-fashion relationships in other local places,
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throughout space and time. This research draws attention to nuanced entities in farm-to-fashion
that previously may have fallen into an “empty space ‘in between’ the networks” (p. 19).
New York Farm-to-Fashion Research
This research uses an exploratory case study approach that contributes to academic
applications of Actor Network Theory in slow fashion research. There are three major case study
themes that explore the intersection of slow fashion and agriculture in New York. This includes
historical, contemporary, and practice-based research. The historical and contemporary research
suggests the significance of New York farms, mills, and fashion. It considers the history of New
York wool since events in history contribute to social understandings of the contemporary
context (Latour, 1993). The contemporary research provides an opportunity to understand the
current social, economic, and political context that are integral to contributing to Actor Network
Theory (Law & Hassard, 1999). And practice-based case studies present efforts to strengthen
farm-to-fashion links in the network.
Case Study 1. The first case study explores New York’s wool legacy of farmers, sheep,
and mills during the early to mid-19th century. It aims to answer two primary questions: 1) How
did New York become a leading wool producing state in the early 19th century? 2) Why did
New York wool production decline by the mid-19th century? New York was one of the first
states to import Merino sheep and encouraged a culture of communication among members of
the wool community through farmer-centered agricultural publications. New York was a leader
in developing a wool depot system as a solution to address farmer’s low economic profits from
their wool. A wool depot was a central location for farmers to collectively sell their wool based
on quality, and parallels today’s wool pool system. This historical research conveys challenges
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of sheep farmers and initiatives to develop solutions to make the New York wool industry
economically sustainable.
Case Study 2. The second case study concerns the contemporary state of New York fiber
based on perspectives from fiber farmers, mill owners, and fashion designers. A preliminary
fiber farm survey from 2015 received 89 responses and conveys farmer’s motives for
establishing a fiber farm business, the diverse fibers available, fiber products, income, and
multiple retail venues for fiber products. During 2016 and 2017, interviews were conducted with
20 farmers, 3 mill owners, and 8 artisan designers throughout New York. Primary research
questions were 1) How do fiber farms, mills, artisans, fiber festivals, and fiber agro-tourism
intersect to sustain the current fiber industry?; 2) What are the major challenges the fiber
industry faces?; 3) Have stakeholders of the fiber industry benefited from any regional, state, or
federal policies?; and 4) What are the long-term goals to support the local fiber industry?
Interviews reveal underlying challenges of consistently reaching a target market for both farmers
and designers, finding support for small business growth, as well as the recent closure of three
fiber processing mills in Central New York. Despite these challenges, several farmers and
fashion designers anticipate future growth. Existing mills hope to continually support small to
mid sized fiber farms. Although these fiber farms are living emblems of American culture, their
long-term sustainability is at risk due to an inconsistent market for their fiber products. Greater
consumer awareness is necessary to make slow fashion feasible at both production and
consumption scales.
Case Study 3. The third case study conveys how the farm-to-fashion design research
process led to three practice-based community engaged projects during 2015 to 2017.
“Reflection-in-action” is stimulated by practitioner’s practice that includes “intuitive
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performance” that leads to surprises (Schön, 1983, p. 56), in this case it occurred during the
farm-to-fashion research process. A surprising finding from the interviews with farmers was that
there is no specific policy that supports local fiber production, though it is a natural, renewable
fiber resource. This led me to further consider how fiber farmers are mobilizing and creating
solutions to address their needs around “raw fiber” and challenging capitalism that relies on a top
down solution.
Inspired by “raw fibers” and issues around it, farmers in the three case study projects are
engaging with the local world around them to pave the path towards a world they envision. At
the core they hope to sustain their fiber farms to offer natural, renewable fibers to the public.
This approach coincides with Latour’s (2005) assertion for “making things public” in an “objectoriented democracy” that is embedded with history, materiality, locality, uncertainty, risk,
heterogeneity, and a network. The following case study projects present several examples of
farmers creating the world they want through the embedded action they take with “raw fiber.”
Their actions range from sorting and grading raw fiber for quality to sending their raw fibers to a
fiber mill. All the raw fibers featured in the practice-based case studies carry the embodied
energy of the farmers, animals, and landscape in a non-linear way to suggest to complexity of the
intersections and the “raw fiber” as part of an “object-oriented democracy” with a strong network
around it.
Practice-Based Case Studies. The first “reflection-in-action” case study project was a
fiber sorting apprenticeship after completing Basic and Advanced Fiber Sorting, Grading, and
Classing courses taught by fiber experts in SUNY Cobleskill during Fall 2016. The course aims
were to train student attendees about standardized fiber sorting, grading, and classing systems to
evaluate different fiber qualities throughout a fleece, and the best product to manufacture. With
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the use of this standard system, farmers would ideally have higher quality products to offer
consumers, have repeat customers based on the quality, and generate greater income for their
farms. The Fiber Sorting, Grading, and Classing Apprenticeship is a practice-based approach that
requires continuous “reflection-in-action” based on heterogeneous natural fleeces provided by
farmers. The objectives of this practice-based approach were to 1) gain hands-on experience
sorting and grading raw animal fibers sourced directly from farmers, and 2) obtain feedback
from a Master fiber mentor to learn from the process. This case study presents results of
completing approximately 30% of the apprenticeship program with over 70 alpaca, wool, and
mohair fleeces from five fiber farms during Winter 2016, Spring, and Summer 2017. Most of the
fleeces, 60, were sorted in direct collaboration with a fellow fiber apprentice who is an alpaca
farmer. The accuracy of sorting and grading was 73% and the process led to tacit knowledge
with raw fibers. This study provides initial fiber apprentice research findings based on a
standardized fiber sorting, grading, and classing system that can inform future farm-to-fashion
designs.
The second “reflection-in-action” case study project was based on continuous
communication with Laura Sansone, faculty at Parsons the New School of Design, and founder
of Textile Lab, which focuses on textile development with New York fibers and yarns. Our
interactions led to the development of the New York Regional Yarn Sourcebook in collaboration
with a team at Parsons, Cornell University fiber scientists, an Ithaca knitwear designer, and
textile weaver. This research implements Actor Network Theory, and Bye’s (2010) “research
through practice” framework for clothing and textile design scholarship to present a collaborative
process to support a local fiber, clothing, and textiles economy. This is a three-part research
study that involved (1) the development of the New York Regional Yarn Sourcebook with local
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yarns sourced directly from farmers, 2) analysis of fiber micron and yarn tensile strength, and (3)
development of a Made in New York farm-to-fashion limited edition line of woven scarves
based on fiber science data. This study is critical as it puts farm-to-fashion design “research into
practice” and aligns with slow fashion ideals of localism and community engagement. The
ultimate goals of this research are to stimulate greater awareness of fiber farms in the United
States for the prospective development of a vibrant clothing and textiles economy, and propose a
collaborative slow fashion design process that integrates fiber science and apparel design using
Actor Network Theory.
The last “reflection-in-action” case study project was inspired by on-farm visits, handspinning fibers from local farms, and documenting the research process (Jenss, 2016). This
research explores slow fashion in a local landscape through the development of four short New
York farm-to-fashion films. This is an example of using “fashion thinking,” which is “a
paradigm of critical thought and creative agency utilizing technology, story, experimentation,
and open sourcing in order to add meaning and value…” (Nixon & Blakley, 2012, p. 157). This
research uses digital media including DSLR photography and 360° video to expand knowledge
about farm-to-fashion from raw fiber to final products. The films highlight several processes
undertaken to foster a vibrant, local fiber community including fiber agro-tourism, fiber
artisanship, locally produced fashion, and sorting raw fibers for scaled production. This research
proposes a multispecies perspective to slow fashion that embodies relationships between fiber
animals, people, and a local landscape.
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CHAPTER 2
NEW YORK’S WOOL LEGACY:
FARMERS, SHEEP, AND MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES
“It is my fervent desire that eventually we may be independent of the rest of the world, not only in the
production of every grade of wool, but of the manufactures thereof…”
L.A. Morrell, New York sheep farmer, 1842 (p. 356)

Sheep and wool remained nascent for over two centuries in the United States after the
initial introduction of sheep in the 16th century (Wentworth, 1948). The Spanish introduced small
flocks of sheep in the Southwest, and a century later the English and Dutch introduced sheep to
states such as Massachusetts, Virginia, and Connecticut. The availability of local wool allowed
for small-scale production and trade among colonies (Ledwell, 2012). Great Britain banned the
trade of sheep and wool between colonies with the Wool Act of 1699. This led colonial farmers
to increase their sheep flocks for a local supply of wool in the latter 17th century. To support
household production, textile entrepreneurs developed carding and fulling mills (Wentworth,
1948). Carding mills aligned fibers for hand-spinning, and fulling mills felted homespun and
hand-woven textiles to create a dense, sturdy fabric. Although the colonies strived to create a
self-sufficient clothing and textiles economy, they had a limited supply of wool and imports of
wool clothing from England was limited. In efforts to support the growth of the domestic wool
industry, the Continental Congress of 1774 called for a boycott of British goods and made a
strident call for the improvement of the domestic wool industry. As a symbol of patriotism
during the American Revolution, more household wool manufacturing persisted in the Northeast,
and after the War of 1812, the wool industry experienced sustained growth for commercial
production.
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New York City is known for its clothing production capabilities, but little is known about
the broader state’s rich legacy of sheep and wool production during the first half of the 19th
century. In 1835, a contributor to The Cultivator explained, “There is little doubt but that the
mountainous and hilly districts of our state, at present, of comparative little value, will ultimately
become our most profitable sheep grounds (p. 136).” Raising sheep was a potential source of
“individual and public wealth,” a resource that could become a staple commodity to Northeastern
agriculture. Wool was initially processed at the household level and developed into an industry
with larger scale wool manufacturers to meet the domestic demand of clothing and textiles.
Research Purpose
This research considers the intersections of entrepreneurship, agriculture, economics, and
politics that contributed to the rise and decline of New York wool between 1800 and 1850. New
York was one of the first states to import fine wool sheep and develop mill infrastructure to
support it; however, its role as a leading wool state was short-lived. This study aims to answer
two primary questions: 1) How did New York become a leading wool producing state in the
early 19th century? 2) Why did New York wool production decline by the mid-19th century?
Although New York is not currently a leading wool state, answering these questions can lead to a
greater understanding of social, economic, and political patterns that can inform current
prospects for contemporary fiber farms, clothing, and textile development in New York.
Method
This research uses archival research as a method that is common in historical wool and
mill research (Wallace, 2008; Randall, 1862). However, this historical research takes an
emerging “digital humanities” approach based on the increasing availability of digital archives.
Zorich (2008, p. 4) indicates that “‘[d]igital humanities’ implies humanities-based research,
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teaching, and intellectual engagement conducted with digital technologies and resources.” As
more rare archives are becoming digitally accessible through university libraries, museums,
Google Books, and the National Archives, a digital scholarship archival research method was
considered appropriate (Lanning & Bengtson, 2016; Zorich, 2008).
This study relies on digital archives available through HathiTrust Digital Library and
Google. Archives focused on 19th century New York agricultural publications. Early agricultural
publications such as The Cultivator (1837 – 1865) and Transactions of the New York State
Agricultural Society (1842 – 1889) prompted farmers to share expertise and communicate
regardless of geographic location. The development of agricultural publications devoted
specially to wool in New York emphasized the importance of the emerging industry. A western
New York sheep and wool grower, Theodore C. Peters established The Wool Grower and
Magazine of Agriculture and Horticulture (1849 – 1852). The publication later became known as
The Wool Grower and Stock Register: A Monthly Journal to the Wool and Stock Growing
Interests of America (1852 – 1855). The former struggled to attract sufficient subscribers and
was acquired by Daniel D.T. Moore of Rochester New York. The founder of The Wool Grower,
Theodore C. Peters was the editor for all articles about the wool industry in both publications.
These publications provided a space for sheep farmers to voice their concerns and a historical
narrative for wool industry setbacks and progress.
While physical archives of the agricultural publications were reviewed in the Cornell
Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, the information was fragmented based on limited
availability of physical publications for the time-period 1830 to 1855. All of these archives are
newspapers and their availability is limited based on their age, as well as the lack of an
institution to actively conserve them at the time. Conserving newspaper clippings became
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commonplace nearly 100 years later in the 1940s (Lanning & Bengtson, 2016). The digital
availability of comprehensive archives provided immediate access to the publications, and
effective text filtering for “wool” and “sheep” for close reading of the text. Since digitized
primary and secondary resources ranged from 100 to 700 pages based on a wide breadth of New
York agricultural topics discussed, the filtering option provided an opportunity for efficient
searchers for the desired content. This is a highlighted benefit of digital humanities research
(Lanning & Bengtson, 2016).
Theoretical Framework
Actor Network Theory provides a theoretical foundation for this research based on the
significance it places on materiality, time, and spatial aspects (Law, 1999). Rooted in science and
technology studies, all actors, or entities in the network are equally important contributors
including humans and non-humans. Latour (1993) explains that “History is no longer simply the
history of people, it becomes the history of natural things as well” (p. 82). Latour further asserts
that nature “remains eternal” and society is “stirred up by history” (p. 81). This provides
justification to uncover the narrative of wool as a natural entity from sheep to discover how its
history in New York has been “stirred up.” Wool is an entity that faces many transformations
from its life history on the sheep it grows on, to its processing during shearing, spinning,
weaving, and sewing to be worn on the human body. Latour explains that “….actors endowed
with the capacity to translate what they transport, to redefine it, redeploy it, … also … betray it”
(p. 81). Actor Network Theory considers complex social aspects, such as economic and political
influences, that can impact a natural entity throughout time. It aims to get to the “essence,”
central, converging point, which disrupts “nature” and “society” dichotomies (p. 87).
A historical context informs contemporary understandings. Latour was influenced by
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philosopher Charles Péguy who believed memories were a powerful way to tell history. People
carry local narratives as “witnesses to history” (Schmidgen, 2013, p. 10). Latour was also
influenced by philosopher Gilles Deleuze who expressed that “historical events” are
characterized by repetition and differences in those patterns of repetition. Each repetitious
pattern is distinct based on internal and external factors. Historical events are part of a continuum
that is “forward-looking, open-ended” (p. 10). In this research, the path of wool depended on the
unique spatial and temporal circumstances of the farmers raising sheep in New York, their ability
to sell their wool to be processed, reach a market, and tell their stories in the agricultural
publications during the 19th century. Although Actor Network theory has predominantly been
applied to history of science studies, a focus on wool as a core material for clothing and textiles,
contributes to emerging applications of Actor Network Theory in design (Sridhar, 2017; Storni et
al., 2015).
Literature Review
Transcontinental Fine Wool Sheep Come to New York. The New York wool industry
developed gradually in the early 19th century. Fine wool sheep began to be imported in 1802 and
more avidly in 1809 and 1810. Economic historian Chester Whitney Wright considered the years
1807 to 1835 the period when domestic wool became an official industry as sheep populations
increased and wool manufacturing developed (Wright, 1910). Tariffs on foreign wool products
began in 1816 to protect the domestic wool industry. Although the tariffs were meant to protect
domestic production, they had limited impact on the amount of wool and wool products imported
from other countries.
Several breeds of sheep were imported to the United States including fine, medium, and
coarse wool sheep. The three main fine wool sheep breeds stemmed from Spanish Merino, but
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were distinguished based on acclimation to new environments and distinguished traits. Spanish
Merino originated in Spain and began to be imported to the United States in the early 1800s.
Saxon Merino were Spanish Merinos acclimated to the environment of Saxony Germany. They
were first imported to the United States in the 1820s. The French Merino sheep, also known as
Rambouillet, acclimated to the environment of Rambouillet France, and were first imported to
the United States during the 1850s.
Fine Wool. Spanish Merino and Saxony Merino sheep were the world’s predominant fine
wool sheep during the early 19th century. In Spain, Merino sheep were so highly valued that their
export was initially illegal (Jarvis, 1842). With permission, the first flock of Spanish Merinos
were exported to Saxony Germany in 1765 (Randall, 1842). The second flock of Spanish
Merinos were a gift from the Queen of Spain to the King of France in 1786. The sheep went to
the Rambouillet royal estate. Spanish Merinos were also exported to Sweden, Austria, Britain,
South Africa, and Australia during the 18th century (Ryder, 1987).
The New York wool industry began with imports of sheep from Europe. In 1802, the first
Merino sheep came to New York from the Rambouillet flock of France with efforts by
Chancellor Robert R. Livingston of New York, who was also the Minister to France (Jarvis,
1842). During the same year, 200 Spanish Merinos were exported from Portugal by Honorable
David Humphrey, the Minister of Spain to Connecticut. Spanish Merino were imported in
greater numbers during 1809 and 1810.
Farmers in New York did not immediately accept Spanish Merino sheep until they were
able to see their value first hand (“Spanish Merino vs. Saxon Merino,” 1836). Farmers initially
lost several Merino sheep due to their lack of knowledge about how to care for them. Merino
sheep were not important to the United States until 1808 when England stopped exporting wool
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goods (Randall, 1842). This led farmers to become self-sufficient in wool production and
manufacturing. More Merino sheep were imported based on the growth in manufacturing and
demand for local wool. The economic value of Merino sheep was initially high, but dwindled as
more sheep were imported (F, 1836). In 1813, the cost of one Merino sheep ranged between
$150 to $100; in 1827, the value decreased significantly to $2.50. In a 2018 valuation based on
average inflation rates, the 1813 $150 cost for one Merino sheep is equivalent to approximately
$2,200 today. The $2.50 value of one Merino sheep in 1827 is equivalent to about $60 today.1
Saxon Merino sheep were initially imported to Boston Massachusetts in 1824 (Randall,
1842). In 1826, New York received its first Saxon Merino sheep. Prominent New York wool
grower, Henry D. Grove, purchased the sheep for $65 a head. The sheep were a mix of pure and
crossed sheep with the native Saxony Germany sheep. Although both Spanish and Saxon sheep
were Merino sheep, wool from Saxon Merinos was greatly favored. In a judging of Merino and
Saxon wool sheep, Saxon wool was described as having a “softer texture and finer quality… two
qualities which are so essential to the manufacture of the finer broadcloths and cassimeres”
(Beekman, Tilden, & Ellis, 1846, p. 88). New York wool grower Henry S. Randall further
illustrated the allure of Saxon wool:
But there was an atoning beauty about the wool of the Saxon which it was hard to resist.
It flashed with such a gem-like lustre; it was so beautifully fine and even; it had such an
exquisite downiness of touch, that all other wool seemed base by the side of it. I have
seen it so pliant, that a lock of it held upright by the outer end, between a thumb and
finger, and gently played up and down, would bend and dance like a plume.
(Randall, 1862, p. 18).

French Merino, also known as Rambouillet sheep, began to be imported and raised
throughout the United States in the early 1850s as shown in Figure 2. In 1846, Americans began

1

An inflation calculator was used for the valuation comparison: http://www.in2013dollars.com/

2

Based on a 2018 valuation accounting for inflation, the 1850s $500 value for two Rambouillet sheep is
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to visit Rambouillet flocks to buy sheep (Gilbert, 1852). States with prospective sheep buyers
were Connecticut, New York, Vermont, and Ohio. The Rambouillet sheep were fine wool sheep
with heavier fleeces compared to Spanish and Saxony Merino. A New York sheep farmer from
Monroe County preferred Rambouillet sheep. He explained, “They were uniformly larger than
the Spanish Merino—the fleece thick, fine, long, soft and beautiful—sufficiently furnished with
yolk, but the surface clean, white and soft” (E.D., 1852, p. 9). These sheep could produce 20 to
24 pounds per fleece, compared to Spanish and Saxon Merino that could produce 2 to 4 pounds.
The general value of Rambouillet sheep was higher than Merino sheep at the time. Based on an
account from a New York farmer in 1853, he bought two Rambouillet sheep for $500, and 25
Spanish Merino sheep for $5 each (Sprague, 1853).2 The novelty of the newly imported
Rambouillet fine wool sheep, and higher wool yields made them more valuable.

Figure 2: Rambouillet Sheep Engraving by R.H. Pease of Albany (Patterson, 1854, p. 176):

2

Based on a 2018 valuation accounting for inflation, the 1850s $500 value for two Rambouillet sheep is
approximately $15,000, with each sheep valued at about $7,500. The $5 value for each Spanish Merino
sheep in the 1850s is approximately $150 today.
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With these three types of distinguishable Merino sheep, farmers also experimented with
cross breeding to increase desirable traits. New York farmer H. Brown discussed how he was
able to make his sheep’s fleece weigh more than the average two pounds (Brown, 1854). In
1846, the farmer had 200 sheep whose average wool weight was two and a half to three pounds.
Getting Spanish and French Merino bucks helped improve the weight of fleeces to an average of
four and a half pounds. By keeping track of the sheep and weight of their fleeces, he was able to
determine which sheep yielded the most wool. The sheep with the heavier fleeces were kept for
future breeding to optimize his profits on wool.
Sheep Diversification. The rising amount of sheep breeds in the Northeast led to the
classification of several types of wool. Merino and Saxon sheep were short and fine wool sheep
whose wool was used for fine clothes (“Breeds of Sheep,” 1837). Middle wool sheep were South
Down sheep from England. Dual purpose sheep were raised for their fleece and meat. Their wool
was used for coarse cloths. The longwool sheep were Leicester, Cotswold, and Lincoln. They
were primarily raised for meat, though they produced fleece ranging from nine to twelve pounds.
Their wool was used for worsted cloths and hosiery.
Farmers continuously conversed about the benefits of raising sheep for wool, or meat.
They were advised to raise either predominantly wool or meat sheep based on their geographic
location. During Agricultural Meetings in Albany, Judge Cheever discussed how English breeds
of sheep such as Leicester, Cotswold, and South Down were better suited for counties close to
market centers (“Albany Agricultural Meetings,” 1845). Generally, meat sheep breeds were
preferred near large market areas such as Brooklyn and New York City since the time of
transportation was shorter and suited better for perishables (Carll, 1843). Fine wool Merino
sheep were better suited for rural, inland counties far from large markets. Although counties near
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large markets such as Queens County in New York City did have fine wool sheep, their profits
stemmed primarily from meat breeds of sheep such as Leicester, Bakewell, Cotswold, or
Lincolnshire. The surge of these varieties of sheep laid the foundation to work with wool at small
household, and larger commercial scales.
From Home Spun to Mill Spun. In the early 19th century, the household wool industry
was strongly encouraged as a symbol of American independence towards self-sufficiency
(Summerhill, 2005). In Washington County, eastern New York, historian Crisfield Johnson
explained, “Flax and wool, raised on the farm, were carded, spun, and woven by the family
fireside. The rattle of the loom and the buzz of the spindle could be heard in every house”
(Johnson, 1878, p. 201). A New York farmer of the 20th century, Jared Van Wagenen, (1953)
called this early period “The Golden Age of Homespun.”
Household production was supported at local and state levels. In 1808, the New York
state government offered monetary awards for the best produced wool cloths for up to $80
(Randall, 1862). An estimated over three million yards of wool cloth were made in New York
homes. Between 1808 and 1815, approximately $21,000 was distributed as prizes in New York
(Wright, 1910). During the mid-19th century, the New York Agricultural Society encouraged
household manufacturing of wool and provided incentives for exhibiting at the annual fair. In
1849, judges gave financial awards in the following categories: best woolen cloth, best woolen
carpet, best pair of woolen stockings, and mittens (“Sheep and Sheep Husbandry,” 1850).
Between 1816 to 1830, domestic wool manufacturing developed alongside household
wool production (Wright, 1910). Carding and fulling mills as well as technological developments
spurred the New York wool industry. The availability of these mills was a step towards
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industrialization that bridged household manufacturing with scaled up production. Wright
explained,
Nearly everyone had a small flock of sheep; one such as could be kept with little extra trouble or
expense. The women of the family employed their spare time in spinning or in weaving, while the
carding and finishing, if the latter were needed, could be done at one of the mills that were to be
found in every neighborhood (p. 59).

In support of household production and emerging wool manufacturing, several inventions and
discoveries were made between 1795 to 1845 (Patent Office, 1847). Inventors in New York
contributed to developments in carding and spinning technologies as well as in chemical
processes for wool dyeing and printing. An example of a spinning patent is by Amos Miner from
Onondaga County in Marcellus New York (Parslow, 1948). In 1810 he received a patent for
adding a spinning head to a spinning wheel that produced more yardage of yarn at a faster rate.

Figure 3: Map of New York Counties with Woolen Manufacturers Between 1800 to 1820, (Congress,
1858, p. 416-419)
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The development of woolen mill infrastructure led the New York wool industry to reach
broader markets. Between 1800 and 1820, approximately ninety woolen mills were incorporated
under the Legislature of New York as shown in Figure 3 (Congress, 1858). A full list of these
mills is presented in Appendix D. Several mills produced a combination of woolen products, as
well cotton, flax, and hemp goods.
Leading entrepreneur Simon Newton Dexter North developed the Oriskany
Manufacturing Company in February 1811 and it was considered one of the first woolen mills in
New York (North, 1850). The mill was adjacent to several water ways such as the Oriskany
Creek and Mohawk River in Oneida county. Several people with strong social-political
backgrounds were “subscribers to its stock;” the investors did not expect to gain wealth for their
investment, but supported the path it was paving towards American self-sufficiency based on an
embargo with Great Britain before the War of 1812. North explained that they had “…the hope
that their example might induce others to embark in like enterprises, thereby rendering our
country measurably independent of Great Britain, at least for the clothing…” (p. 169). The mill
building was three stories high with a basement and attic. The spindles initially used in the mill
were imported from England in 1796. During 1812, the average price that Oriskany
Manufacturing Company paid for raw wool was 80 cents per pound. In 1814, they paid between
$1.15 and $6.10 per pound. The prices for wool were relatively high since there was a low
supply of domestic wool. The first woolen fabric was created on a narrow power loom in 1818.
The mill employed 120 people (Jones, 1851). Wages of mill workers was $50 per month, and
shearers were paid the same amount (North, 1850). The mill produced up to 100,000 yards of
wool yearly. Satinet fabrics were produced for $3.50 per yard, and sold in Utica and
Whitesborough stores for $5 per yard. Broadcloths were of higher value and sold for $12 to $15
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per yard. The Oriskany Manufacturing Company also had New York City merchants, Wolcott &
Slade, who helped bring wool fabrics to an urban market.
The Oriskany Manufacturing Company received wool from New York and several other
states. In a correspondence with a Geneva New York farmer, North explained that he would buy
10,000 pounds of the 23,000 pounds offered for 45 cents per pound. Comparatively, North wrote
a letter to Samuel Hoys of Charleston South Carolina (North, 1852). North was apologetic for
missing Hoys when he visited his mill in New York. Hoys left wool samples for North to assess
and provide price estimates. North expressed that he was willing to purchase washed wool for 33
cents per pound, and unwashed wool for 24 cents per pound.3 This suggests the variable prices
for wool.
As a mill owner who constantly needed to acquire wool to keep his mill active, North
was wary of wool market prices. In an 1853 letter to a Hoosick New York farmer, North
expressed his concern regarding rising wool prices. North (1853) wrote to George M. Tibbits,
Wool is very high now and it will take a great deal of money to pay for what we shall need
and if I do not go now and take it in when it is first shorne we shall very likely have to pay
20 or 25% more to dealers who will soon monopolize it all.

This suggests volatility of the wool market, which affected many mills including the Oriskany
Manufacturing Company, which closed in 1854 (Corbett, 2007; Wager, 1896). The founder,
Simon Newton Dexter North later became the editor for Utica and Albany newspapers, President
of the New York Associated Press, Secretary of the National Association of Wool
Manufacturers, and eventually the Director of the United States Census. The legacy of the mill
represents community mobilization to develop a local, self-reliant clothing and textiles economy.

3

In 2018 currency, the values for wool based on North’s valuation ranges from about $6 to $11.50.
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By 1840, New York housed 323 woolen factories to process 9.8 million pounds of wool
from sheep (Davisson, 1851). In the latter half of the 19th century, two steam woolen mills
developed in Utica along the Erie canal (Jones, 1851). The creation of the steam engine helped
these mills run on steam-power that generated more energy compared to traditional water power.
The Utica Steam Woolen Mill used approximately 300,000 pounds of wool annually and
produced 150,000 yards of broadcloth. It employed 175 people. This was the beginning of
further developments in industrialized yarn and knit manufacturing in New York. Figure 4 shows
the Kane Falls Woolen Mill, which was managed by the Fort Ann Woolen Company (Johnson,
1878). It was built in the latter half of the 19th century, adjacent to the waterway Halfway Brook
and had thousands of spindles to create yarn as well as fourteen broad looms. It had “first class”
machinery and processed over 2,000 pounds of wool imported from California to produce
approximately 60,000 yards of cloth (p. 307).

Figure 4: Kane Falls Woolen Mill in Washington County New York (Johnson, 1878, p. 441)
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New York’s Wool Supply. The abundant supply of wool in New York contributed to its
significance during the early 19th century. In a Northeast census of sheep, wool, and
manufacturing during 1835 New York had over 4.2 million sheep, and produced over 13.9
million pounds of wool (“Statistics of American Wool and Woollen Manufactures,” 1838).
Hoosick, a New York town 30-miles away from the state capital Albany, had the highest amount
of sheep, approximately 37,800, during 1835. Dutchess County, in southeastern New York, north
of New York City, had the highest amount of sheep with approximately 230,000. In terms of
manufacturing capabilities, New York had the second highest amount of wool machinery, after
Massachusetts, with capabilities to process 3.5 million pounds of wool in their mills. To meet the
domestic demand for wool, 12 million pounds of wool was also imported from other countries.
Transportation networks like the Hudson River along eastern New York prompted wool
trade throughout New York. Records of trade in the Albany Hudson River convey greater wool
commerce between 1834 and 1848 as seen in Figure 5 (Peters, 1849b). This includes wool trade
of fine, medium, and coarse wools. Notable declines in wool commerce were in 1837 and 1848.
The economic Panic of 1837 led wool market prices to fall, and in 1848, there was a shortage of
wool based on high shipping freight costs during 1847 (“Wool,” 1852). The transportation
infrastructure, including railroads, helped disseminate New York’s supply of wool to
manufacturers and consumers throughout New York state and New York City.
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Figure 5: New York Wool Trade Between 1834 and 1848 (Peters, 1849b)

Between 1840 and 1845, the amount of New York sheep and wool increased (Peters,
1851c). In 1840 there were over 5 million sheep that provided 9.8 million pounds of wool. By
1845 there were over 6 million sheep that produced 13.8 million pounds of wool. The total fiveyear increase in sheep was over 1 million, and an increase of 4 million pounds of wool. The
average weight of each wool fleece was three pounds. Leading wool producing counties were
throughout western, central, and eastern New York (Fitch, 1850). Figure 6 shows the high
number of sheep in the counties with the corresponding pounds of wool available.
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Figure 6: Comparison of Wool in Leading New York States (Fitch, 1850)

Washington County. Washington County, in eastern New York, is historically known as
an American Revolution battle site, which slowly transitioned to an agricultural landscape during
the 19th century. Natural historian Asa Fitch described the land as “worn out hills of old
Washington” (Fitch, 1846, p. 459). In its agricultural transition, Asa Fitch regarded Washington
County to be a leading wool region with high quantity and quality of wool during 1830 to 1850.
The first Merino sheep were imported to the county in 1809 based on earlier imports by
Chancellor Robert R. Livingston of New York (Johnson, 1878). The preferred sheep breeds were
Merino and Saxony sheep fine wool sheep. In a historical topographical and agricultural analysis
of the county, Fitch asserted,
No section of our country can be better adapted for the convenient and profitable keeping of
fine wooled sheep than the eastern half of Washington county…But although the prices of
wool render its production little lucrative, it can here be grown to such advantage, that these
hills now are covered with flocks, and it is probable they will continue in all coming time
(Fitch, 1850, p. 48).
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Every town in the county showed an increase in sheep between 1835 and 1845, as shown in
Figure 7. The exception county that did not increase its amount of sheep is Granville because it
was transitioning toward the dairy industry.

Figure 7: Washington County New York Sheep Between 1825 to 1845 (Fitch, 1850)

The geographic location of Washington County helped broaden its market reach. It is in
proximity to the state capital with an urban market, Albany, and at the border of Vermont,
another leading wool state. The developments of the Saratoga-Washington Railroad in 1848 as
well as the Troy and Rutland Railroad in 1852 increased market reach opportunities (Johnson,
1878). Markets included Lansingburgh, Troy, Albany, New York City, and Montreal (Newton et
al., 1853).
However, wool market prices affected sheep husbandry and wool growing in Washington
County. Asa Fitch discussed,
When the price of wool is low, their [sheep] numbers will be diminished and more
ground devoted to agricultural operations; and whenever the production of wool is per se
profitable, their numbers will be increased, and then also, lands valuable for cultivation
will be appropriated to their maintenance. Thus, wool will always be grown here in large
quantities, but its amount will be augmented or diminished according to the condition and
prospects of the market (Fitch, 1850, p. 759).
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Based on the low prices of wool in 1845, farmers began to reduce their sheep flocks. Despite
this, Fitch asserted that Washington County “will continue to be a wool-growing district” (p.
758). By 1852, wool was not a primary agricultural product of Washington county. Primary cash
crops were corn, potatoes, rye, wheat, buckwheat, oats, and flax (Newton et al., 1853). Sheep
farmers reduced their sheep flocks due to a shortage of hay and low market prices of wool.
Figure 8 shows a sheep farm residence that sustained itself into the latter half of the 19th century.

Figure 8: Washington County Sheep Farm of Hugh and Sarah Fairley in Salem New York (Johnson,
1878, p. 196)

Worth of Wool. The agricultural publications The Cultivator (1834 – 1865) and
Transactions of the New York Agricultural Society (1842 – 1889) were initial resources for
farmers to share information about their annual sheep raising expenses and wool earnings.
Although the information was sporadic, mixed in with articles about other branches of
agriculture, the commonality of earning limited economic profits provided motivations for
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farmers to share their accounting. By 1849, The Wool Grower by Theodore C. Peters avidly
published wool market prices. Peters estimated prices based on communication with domestic
and international wool merchants. In 1852, The United States Economist and Dry Goods
Reporter also published wool market prices to reach broader audiences. The public availability
of market prices helped farmers assess the potential value of their wool and determine whether
the market supported the economic sustainability of their sheep and wool farms.
Wright named the years 1830 to 1837 the time of the United States “East’s Supremacy”
based on the growth of the fine wool industry, and the high prices paid to farmers of fine wool.
The value of sheep may have been influenced by the value of sheep themselves. A New York
farmer who chose to remain anonymous in his letter provided his perspective on the value of
sheep and wool (F, 1836). In 1813, the value of Merino sheep ranged between $150 to $100, and
by 1827 sheep’s value fell dramatically to $2.50. The farmer described the price of wool as
“depressed,” selling for 25 cents per pound (p. 153). In 1830, a farmer from Genoa New York
purchased 68 sheep at $1.30 per head (B, 1834). After shearing in 1831, he earned $105 for 300
pounds of wool. He sold his wool for 35 cents per pound. By 1834, the value of Saxon Merino
wool was greater than Spanish Merino in both the United States and England. Between 1831 and
1837, the average price of Saxon wool was between 60 to 70 cents, and each sheep produced
approximately three pounds (Randall, 1862). This period was the economic height of the United
States fine wool industry and prices would never reach this price peak again. Unpredictable wool
prices impacted the sustainability of sheep and wool in New York from this point on.
Decline of Wool. The economic Panic of 1837 led prices of fine wool to fall and they
never reached the price peak of 60 to 70 cents again. At the brink of the economic Panic of 1837,
farmers questioned whether raising sheep for wool or meat generated more profits. Prominent
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sheep grower Henry D. Grove of Hoosick New York emphasized that in 1837 most profits were
earned from selling wool, rather than sheep meat (“Breeds of Sheep,” 1837). He discouraged
farmers from raising meat breeds of sheep because it would lead to an abundance of coarse wool,
which would reduce prices and overall profitability. Additionally, coarse wool was already
imported from other countries duty free. If farmers shifted to meat breeds with coarse wool, the
United States was expected to import fine wool from other countries that would compete with
domestic fine wool.
During the 1840s, wool market prices were considerably lower than the peak prices
between 1831 to 1837. In 1843, Henry S. Randall, a well-regarded sheep owner of Cortland New
York, reported the costs of managing 55 merino and crossed sheep to be $82.50 (Randall, 1845).
Wool profits were approximately $120, and he received 45 cents per pound. In 1844, the market
prices of wool were not beneficial to Merino sheep farmers (“Albany Agricultural Meetings,”
1845). When compared to Cotswold sheep that produced eight pounds of wool, at a market price
of 28 cents per pound, the profit was $2.24. A Merino sheep that produced four pounds of wool
with a market price of 40 cents per pound generated $1.60. There was a 64 cents difference in
profits that favored Cotswold sheep, a meat breed of sheep with long wool. The prices for New
York wool increased between 1848 and 1849 due to a shortage of wool (Peters, 1849d). In 1848,
New York pure Saxony wool sold for 33 cents per pound, and pure Merino wool sold for 30
cents. By 1849, pure Saxony wool sold for 40 cents per pound, and Merino wool for 37 cents per
pound. There was not enough domestic wool produced to meet demand in manufacturing and
over 11 million pounds of wool was imported. In 1850, prices for coarse wool were higher than
fine wool due to the longer fiber length, suitable for emerging trends in worsted fabric
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manufacturing even though there was a scarcity of domestic fine wool (Wright, 1910; Peters,
1850d).
Additionally, fine wool from Spanish Merino and Saxon sheep generated more wool
waste compared to medium and coarse wools from meat breeds of sheep (Peters, 1850f). The
wool waste from pure Saxon wool was on average 36%, which meant that 36 pounds of a 100pound bale was considered waste; for Spanish Merino, wool waste was up to 45%. The true
worth of wool was the value minus the wool waste. For example, Saxon wool was $48 per 100
pounds, but in consideration of 36 pounds wool waste for every 100 pounds, the true value was
$48 for every 64 pounds. The true value of Merino wool was $42 for every 55 pounds based on
the 45-pound wool waste. Common wool generated less waste and had a greater bargaining
value than fine wools. The value of common wool was $30 for every 67 pounds, 33 of the 100
pounds being wool waste.
Generally, sheep farmers described the wool market as “depressed” in the early 1850s.
Sheep populations in several states declined between 1840 and 1850. In 1840, New York had
more than 5 million sheep, which was over one-fourth of all sheep in the United States
(Rockwell, 1852). New York experienced the most dramatic decline of 1.5 million sheep,
followed by Vermont and Connecticut. In 1851, Peters explained that the core question shifted
from “what is the wool worth” to “what will you take?”
Although the market prices for fine wool were higher than coarser wools, farmers with
coarse wool earned more based on the greater demand for coarse fibers. In 1851, fine wool sold
for up to 50 cents per pound and prices for coarse wools ranged from 36 to 39 cents (Peters,
1851a). In 1852, Peters expressed the market price for fine wool to range between 48 to 54 cents;
however a New York wool dealer expressed paying 28 cents per pound, a low price, for full
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merino fleeces (Peters, 1852a). In 1853, the domestic wool market had a low supply of 300,000
to 500,000 pounds of wool (“Domestic Wool Market,” 1853a). As the supply of New York wool
dwindled, the amount of wool traded throughout New York canals also fell from 9 million
pounds in 1851 to 5 million in 1853 (“New York Canals,” 1853). In 1854, there was a short
period where some manufacturers did pay between 55 to 65 cents for Spanish Merino wool, and
65 to 75 cents for Saxon Merino (Peters, 1854b). Wool buyers paid a higher price because there
was an uncertain supply of foreign wool based on European war conflicts and scarcity of
resources. Low market prices for wool contributed to the decline of sheep and wool towards the
mid-19th century; however, leaders in the sheep industry developed an innovative system to help
sustain the industry in the dwindling years.
Call for a System to Assess Wool Quality. Wool was a commodity not directly sold to
consumers, but to wool manufacturers with wool buyer intermediaries. In a 1846 letter on the
wool trade, J.B. Nott, secretary of the New York State Agricultural Society, voiced his concerns
about the New York wool industry (Nott, 1849). Wool was collected and combined from several
different farms, including farms that strived to improve wool quality, and those that did not. The
combination of all wool made it difficult to sort and determine the appropriate price for the
farmer. Nott explained that sorting fleeces based on fiber quality was necessary for the economic
stability of wool growers. He asserted,
The present mode of purchasing wool has already had the effect to deteriorate the character of the
flocks over large sections of the country. There is now an almost universal complaint, that there is
no adequate discrimination in price; the evil is most seriously felt, and men are in hot haste to
make changes in the character of their flocks, which they, as well as the manufacturer, will, ere
long, it is to be feared, seriously lament (p. 3).

To prevent farmers from raising sheep primarily for meat, Nott argued that wool must be sorted
based on quality to provide farmers with profits as an incentive.
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Nott called for a wool broker/stapler system with wool depots like those in England. A
contributor to The Cultivator wrote about the duties of a wool stapler or sorter (“Sheep
Husbandry-No. IV.,” 1836). A wool stapler sorted fleeces of a flock based on the fiber length,
fineness, elasticity, softness, and assigned to one of three categories. The wool sorting process
helped assess the price of the wool, best use, and established a reputation for the sheep flock.
Nott expressed that farmers and manufacturers should appoint agents who sell on commission
and assess quality of wool. The agent would be accountable to manufacturers with accurate
information about the quality of wool sold. The farmers would also know the exact condition of
their wool and get feedback on their wool clip to improve breeding practices and fiber quality for
future years. A major issue that wool manufacturers encountered was buying wool not suited for
the final product, and the wool depot aimed to resolve this issue. For manufacturers, sorting
would determine the best manufacturing use of wool in clothing or for home textiles.
Since the wool depot system was a new idea in New York, farmers shared their opinions
about it in the agriculture presses. Daniel Curtis, a Spanish and Saxony Merino wool grower with
over twenty years experience in Columbia County supported the wool broker system idea
(Curtis, 1849). He explained advantages for farmers and manufacturers:
This system facilitates the sale of wool by the collection of large quantities of the various
grades in one place, rendering it convenient for the purchaser to procure his stock, and
inducing many to visit the depot, creating competition, advantageous to the seller. It also
enables the manufacturer to purchase the kind of wool best adapted to the goods he
makes, and to pay higher prices than he could if the wool was not assorted. Thus the
grower is benefited, by receiving the full value of each grade, and the manufacturer by
not being compelled to buy the grades he does not want (p. 246).

From a farmer’s perspective, Curtis agreed with Nott’s assertion regarding the major issue that
manufacturers’ purchased wool not suited for their purposes under the current system (Nott,
1847). Curtis also emphasized the wool depot’s key role of providing a venue for communication
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where farmers could learn about the quality of their wool, distinct sheep breeds, and improve
breeding practices.
Wool Depots. The wool depots acted as an intermediary between the farmer and
manufacturer to systematically sort and grade wool for commercial, industrial production. The
aim of wool depots was to provide manufacturers with the wool suitable for their machinery and
provide fair market prices to farmers who sold their wool. The first New York wool depot was in
Kinderhook, approximately twenty miles from Albany. Theodore C. Peters, editor of The Wool
Grower established the second wool depot in Buffalo New York and modeled it after
Kinderhook. Additional wool depots later developed in Utica New York, and several states such
as Vermont, Massachusetts, Ohio, and Illinois (Ohio Farmer, 1854; Reed, 1850). Wool depots
acted as centralized collection points that connected the wool supply of the east and rising midwestern states.
Primary reasons for establishing the wool depot were because farmers had limited
opportunities to sell wool at the right time, wool buyers did not come to farms often to purchase
wool, and wool manufacturers were not interested in buying wool directly from farms. The
founder of the Buffalo wool depot, T.C. Peters explained,
Let … the farmer have an agent, (instead of resorting to the speculator) who, by direct
communication with the manufacturers themselves, and acquiring a true knowledge of the
market at the principal cities where wool is bought and sold, will ascertain its real market
value (Peters, 1849a, p. 1).

The wool depot would receive wool, analyze it, sort it, weigh it, and the farmer would receive a
cash payment. The development of the wool depot system put New York at the center of the
domestic wool industry that supported greater manufacturing on a path towards industrialization.
Kinderhook Wool Depot. Wool entrepreneur, Homer Blanchard, established the first wool
depot in Kinderhook New York during 1845 in the Hudson Valley. Blanchard was initially
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unsure if wool manufacturers would approve of the system since they were accustomed to paying
low prices for wool. After consulting with key wool manufacturers, they agreed that it would be
a helpful system to improve wool manufacturing. The system provided a record of wool quality
for each farm. This system helped farmers determine if sheep breeding practices were
appropriate, or needed to be altered to improve wool quality. The wool stapler could also justify
higher prices for wool to manufacturers based on the quality.
When a farmer sent his wool to the wool depot it could sell for 5 cents per pound more
than if he sold it on his own. In 1846, Kinderhook sold 140,0000 pounds of wool for farmers,
and 70,000 pounds of the wool sold at prices between 37 cents to 50 cents (Nott, 1847). Wool
was brought to the warehouse and the fleece was analyzed and sorted into five categories based
on the quality. In one instance, wool staplers evaluated 125 pounds and determined 15 pounds to
be unusable based on the vegetable matter. The wool broker received 1 cent commission for the
wool sold.
Accounts from two farmers convey their attempts to enter commercial markets with high
quality wools. An Ohio sheep farmer sent over 1,000 Saxon Merino wool to Kinderhook in 1849
(Reed, 1850). Nine-hundred and eighty pounds was graded in the “super category” and 438
pounds were considered “prime.” During the 1850s, sheep farmer W.G. Norton (1853) of St.
Lawrence County New York sent his wool clip to the wool depot to learn whether Spanish or
French Merino sheep provided better fleeces. Norton discovered that French Merino sheep
provided more wool in comparison to Spanish Merino based on their overall weight as shown in
Figure 9. He also found that the French Merino sheep did not have as much lanolin as Spanish
Merino. The average weight of wool for his entire sheep flock was 4 pounds, and it sold for 65
cents per pound.
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Figure 9: Comparison of Pounds of Wool from Eight French and Spanish Merino Sheep (Norton, 1853, p.
38-39)

Farmers continued to send their wool to the Kinderhook wool depot and in 1854 it
received 250,000 pounds of wool (Peters, 1854d). Prices ranged from 35 to 50 cents. To expand
the Kinderhook wool depot enterprise and be closer to important markets and manufacturers,
Blanchard added an additional wool depot warehouse near a railroad that connected Albany to
Boston (Blanchard, 1850). After ten years in Kinderhook, Blanchard closed the depot and moved
it to Hartford Connecticut in 1855 to be closer to manufacturers (Blanchard & Burt, 1855). The
development of the Kinderhook wool depot in the Hudson Valley inspired additional wool
depots to emerge to connect farmers in rural areas to larger markets.
Buffalo Wool Depot. Over 300 miles away from Kinderhook, on the far western part of
upstate New York, Theodore C. Peters established the Buffalo wool depot in 1847 (Peters,
1849b). As a well-respected sheep farmer, as well as founder and editor of The Wool Grower
agricultural press, T.C. Peters heavily promoted the new Buffalo wool depot. The Buffalo
method of grading wool paralleled the method at Kinderhook. Full blooded Merino wool were
categorized with a numbering system one through five, and Saxony wool was categorized as
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Extra, Prime 1, and Prime 2 (Peters, 1849c). After a wool stapler graded the wool, it was stored
until a manufacturer sought it. The wool depot charged farmers one cent per pound for receiving,
sorting, selling and insurance for up to three months. After the wool was sold, the farmer
received payment for their wool.
Based on communication with wool manufacturers and knowledge of market prices, T.C.
Peters regularly published wool prices in The Wool Grower to expand market transparency
(Peters, 1849c). Peters expressed initial difficulties selling wool to manufacturers for previously
not preparing estimates (Peters, 1849d). Table 1 shows the first published wool estimates that
aimed to inform farmers of the potential market value of their wool. The published prices also
aimed to inform manufacturers of prices expected based on wool quality. The Buffalo wool
depot gradually received more wool to sort and grade during its first three years in business
(Peters, 1850a). During 1847, the wool depot obtained 55,000 pounds of wool; in its second year,
160,000 pounds, and approximately 500,000 pounds in 1849.
Table 1: First Wool Prices Published in The Wool Grower with Attention to Fiber Quality, (Peters,
1849c, p. 17-18)

Buffalo Wool Depot
Wool Grade
No. 1 (fine)
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5 (coarse)
Super (very fine)
Extra
Prime
Long Combing
Short

1849 Wool Prices
0.34¢ to 0.38¢
0.32¢ to 0.35¢
0.28¢ to 0.32¢
0.27¢ to 0.29¢
0.23¢ to 0.25¢
0.45¢ to 0.56¢
0.40¢ to 0.45¢
0.35¢ to 0.39¢
0.27¢ to 0.30¢
0.25¢ to 0.32¢
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Developments in transportation, notably the railroad supported agricultural trade and the
wool depot system. Railroads began to be constructed in 1827 and by 1850 New York had the
largest amount of railroad miles compared to all states in the northeast, south, and west
(“Statistics of Railroads in the United States,” 1851). The New York and Erie Railroad
transported sheep to western states, and wool was shipped back to the Buffalo wool depot. For
two consecutive years in 1847 and 1848, the Buffalo depot received the highest quality wool
from a Merino sheep flock in Michigan (“Gull Prairie,” 1849). This suggests that the emerging
wool supply of the Mid-West could compete with New York wool.
The overall supply of domestic wool influenced the amount of wool sent to wool depots.
The amount of wool in 1850 was 1 million pounds less than the amount of wool in 1849 (Peters,
1851b). In 1850, less wool was sent from Western states through the Erie canal and railroads
than ever seen before (Peters, 1850e). Peters projected that the amount of wool in 1851 would be
lower than the clip of 1850 because farmers were selling their sheep to butchers to sell the pelts,
which provided a higher profit margin of $1 or more per pelt.
As a sheep grower and editor of The Wool Grower, Peters made efforts to sustain the
sheep and wool industry by encouraging farmers to increase their flocks of sheep (Peters,
1851d). He praised sheep for their ability to adapt to different climates, and capabilities of
producing wool for a long period of time. However, economic and environmental factors
contributed to declines in sheep. Farmers shifted to towards the dairy industry with a higher
market value (Parkerson, 1995). Wool reached its lowest market value in 1855 (Peters, 1855c).
Peters explained,
Wool is now the lowest comparatively, of any article grown by the farmer, and lower than ever
before. Heretofore, when wool has been at from 18c to 33c., wheat in the same localities has sold
at 50c to 75c per bushel, and corn from 10c to 37c per bushel (p. 149).
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Peters advocated for a diversified agricultural approach. He raised a flock of 500 sheep, and also
grew wheat (Peters, 1854a). When there was a low market supply of wool, Peters raised more
sheep; and when there was an oversupply of wheat in the market, Peters reduced his wheat
acreage and yield. During this time, a Northeastern drought led to the escalation of grain and hay
prices for sheep farmers, which was another factor that led to a shift away towards other
agricultural products including wood, coal, apples, or honey (Parkerson, 1995).
After 1851, T.C. Peters did not make any remarks about the Buffalo wool depot in The
Wool Grower. In 1854 there was a mention in The Wool Grower and Livestock Register that the
wool depot did not exist any more, and Peters did not contest the claim. Although the wool depot
system was a strategy to assess wool for the commercial market, in 1854 T.C. Peters explained
that the grading categories were “arbitrary” based on the wool sorter’s personal judgment
(Peters, 1854f). At the time there was no objective standard to assess wool quality, and the
grading categories varied by sorter and region. Peters called for standards to be developed
alongside manufacturers so that farmers could know with certainty the quality of their wool. He
hoped that in the future there would be Wool Fairs that could act as a central meeting place for
sheep farmers and wool manufacturers to buy and sell wool.
Challenges in New York Wool Manufacturing. Wool manufacturers were a critical
asset to the development of wool from household to commercial scale production (Fuergang,
1850). However, wool mills struggled to maintain economic sustainability based on the limited
supply of wool, and work orders to keep their machinery running. This suggests the ephemerality
of wool mills and conversion of mills to suit other industries. One example comes from
Washington County, which was previously noted to be a leading wool county. The 60-mile
Battenkill River that ran from Vermont to New York made the region suitable for mill
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development (Corbett, 2007). In 1826, New York land-owner Anthony McLean recruited Daniel
Anthony, father of Susan B. Anthony, from Massachusetts to revive an “idle wool factory” in
Battenville New York (p. 23). However, the revival of a wool mill was not considered a good
business decision based on the county’s stronghold in household manufacturing, fluctuating wool
prices, and competition of British wool. Daniel Anthony turned the previous wool mill into a
cotton mill that did not survive past the Panic of 1837. It eventually became a paper mill based
on its suitability in the local economy.
Nevertheless, during the 1850s, New York was a central manufacturing hub, and
processed 12 million pounds of the 28 million processed in New England states (Peters, 1851c).
Based on the dramatic decline of sheep and wool between 1840 to 1850, some eastern wool
manufacturers were desperate to secure a source of wool and purchased wool before it was shorn
from the sheep. There was a high demand for wool under 40 cents, but most of the wool on the
market was fine wool between 45 to 55 cents (“Domestic Wool Market,” 1852a). Primary buyers
of the fine wool were manufacturers that created fancy products, rather than everyday clothing
(“Domestic Wool Market,” 1853b). To make up for the lack of domestic wool supply, the United
States imported between 12 to 20 million pounds of wool (Peters, 1851c). Raw wool and
finished products were imported from England, Germany, and France (Peters, 1850b). Raw wool
imports were coarse fibers that competed with the coarse to medium grades of wool in the United
States. Imports of fine wool products such as yarn, fabrics, and shawls competed with the fine
wool products made in the United States.
Despite greater imports of raw wool, several U.S. wool manufacturers struggled to keep
their machinery active. In a review of the wool market, a Wool Grower contributor commented,
A few manufacturers have a tolerable supply on hand but, as a general thing, not more than
enough to stand them in hand until the next clip, even if it comes into market early. The large
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majority have not enough to keep them fully supplied for only a short time… (Astor, 1850, p.
175).

Wool manufacturers sought to maintain a steady supply of wool to keep their machinery running,
and also hoped to make a profit while not overspending on wool (Peters, 1850c).
Alternative Fiber Sourcing. As wool was scarce, manufactures sought alternative fiber
resources to keep their machinery active throughout the year. Wool and cotton were the primary
agricultural fibers produced in the United States (“Wool,” 1852). As early as 1837, cotton began
to be used in the warp for wool fabrics, as a new fabric blend (Wright, 1910). By the 1850s, wool
manufacturers were readily blending cotton with wool to sustain their businesses and keep their
machinery running (Peters, 1852b). Based on advancements in machinery, wool manufacturers
could blend 30% cotton into previously 100% wool fabrics, which reduced demand for wool
(Peters, 1854c). Peters stated, “True, they make their money now by a fraud, for the public buy
woolen goods that are not mere than one-half or one-third wool. Still it would not be well to
revenge upon them to our own disadvantage” (Peters, 1854e, p. 73). Cotton and wool blended
fabrics were also a low cost alternative for consumers (Corbett, 2007). Flax cotton blends were
another alternative fiber used by manufacturers, but there was a limited supply since flax was
linked more closely to household production (“Domestic Wool Market,” 1853d). As the wool
manufacturers developed these fiber blends, they relied less on the domestic wool supply.
Large amounts of wool rags, also known as shoddy, were also being imported and
purchased as low cost alternatives (Stevens, 1854). Stevens explained, “Every pound of this rag
wool takes the place of so much of our native wool. The cloth sells to good advantage, and is
quite cheap and durable” (p. 84). After the rags were sorted, wool manufacturers remanufactured
several hundred pounds of wool for re-use. Wool manufacturers received wool rag imports from
Canada, France, England, and Scotland. Stevens projected that up to 30 million pounds of wool
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rags could be remanufactured into wool yarns and fabrics. With the limited supply of domestic
wool, in 1853 wool rags could be purchased for 18 cents, a price considered high for shoddy
(“Domestic Wool Market,” 1853c). Figure 10 shows a Central New York wool shoddy mill of
the late 19th century where wool and cotton wool rags were collected and remanufactured
(McKinney & Isaacs, 1888).

Figure 10: Utica Woolen Mill for Wool Shoddies, 1888 (McKinney & Isaacs, 1888, p. 98)

Up to the 1840s, woolen fabrics dominated the market, most notably broadcloths.
Developments in fiber combing technology led to the creation of worsted fabrics in the 1840s
(Wright, 1910). However, most of domestic wool was not appropriate for worsted
manufacturing, which required a coarse fiber with a long staple length between four to seven
inches. Domestic wool had a short staple length and was finer than the wool necessary for the
worsted machinery. The manufacturing trend towards worsted fabrics led many sheep farmers to
shift towards medium and coarse wools; higher prices for these wools further incentivized
farmers to shift away from fine wool production. Raw coarse wool, necessary for worsted fabric
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production was thus imported. The Canadian-American Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 allowed long
wool to be imported to the United States duty free, and worsted wool fabric became highly
favored by the 1860s.
Sheep and Farmers in an Economic-Political Gridlock. Wool grower’s sentiments for
manufacturers became oppositional during the 1850s. Farmers felt disheartened by the low wool
prices based on manufacturers’ willingness to pay. A farmer made a proposal for fellow farmers
to reduce their sheep flocks as a retaliatory gesture towards manufacturers who were buying
imported wool (Peters, 1854e). He hoped that with a decline in sheep and wool, manufacturers
would realize the true necessity of a domestic wool supply. In response to the farmer’s distress
and call to action, T.C. Peters explained that wool manufacturers were buying wool at the lowest
price possible, and generated larger profits during 1853 to 184 than the previous fifteen years.
In 1855, tensions between wool growers and manufacturers escalated as wool
manufacturers attempted to get the duty on all foreign wool removed. An empathetic New York
City correspondent stated, “The capital embarked in growing wool is at least four times greater
than that embarked in its manufacture, and the people dependent upon the business at least four
times as numerous” (Peters, 1855b, p. 42). T.C. Peters remarked, “The real object for getting the
duty removed is not so much for the benefit of the farmer as the manufacturer, by enabling him
to monopolize the wool of the country at his own price” (p. 42).
Several farmers were concerned about wool manufacture’s attempts to reduce the duty on
wool imports. Farmers were upset that Congress did not pass any legislation to support
agriculture. They argued that farmers were major producers of domestic resources, as well as
consumers. The duty on wool for manufacturing was 30 percent and the house proposed the bill
to reduce the duty to 8 per cent. However, it did not pass in the Senate. Farmers were concerned
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that wool manufacturers would continue to pressure Congress to eliminate the duty on wool, also
for rags, shoddy, and dyes.
To protect their interests, wool manufacturers prompted Congress to develop more
protective tariffs to prevent European finished wool products from entering the U.S. market
(“Domestic Wool Market,” 1852b). Peters advocated for the duty on imported finished wool
products to be lifted for the benefit of farmers who were consumers. He explained, “If the
manufacturers are to have the wool free, the farmers must have their cloth free also, and
measures must be taken to pour in upon the next Congress such a flood of petitions as will
enforce the measure” (Peters, 1855b). Wool manufacturers did not want the duty on finished
manufactured wool goods to be removed. It would reduce their revenues, as there would be an
influx of more foreign finished products such as fabrics, merino shawls, blankets, and hosiery
(Peters, 1849a).
In Central New York, Utica was a prime manufacturing hub and market, well-connected
with railroads and on the Erie Canal (McKinney & Isaacs, 1888). A wool manufacturer from
Utica New York wrote to Peters to express his perspective (Manufacturer, 1855). The
manufacturer discussed the inability of wool manufacturers to pay over 40 cents for wool. He
indicated that several wool mills went into liquidation over the past year and predicted that few
would re-open. He discussed,
I think 25 per cent of all the woolen mills have failed within the year past. Now, sir, do you know
of a wool grower that has failed? I do not. That the farmer should be paid, and well paid, for his
care and trouble, all agree, but has not the manufacturer some claims upon the sympathy of the
community also?... I believe you will not desire to mislead the farmer in this matter, and thereby
prevent him from selling his wool at a fair price, when the time arrives for taking off the fleece.
You need not fear but the manufacturers will pay all for wool they can afford to. They have done
so, and much more, for the past few years. Please remember there has never been a woolen mill
in this State that has paid 7 per cent to its owner yet (p. 145).
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This suggests that economic instability was experienced by both wool manufacturers and farmers
based on previous accounts. Each attempted to develop sustainable business models, but were
hindered by the wool market supply and demand dynamics.
Continuation of Wool Manufacturing. Although the sheep and wool industry was
declining in New York during the 1850s, New York continued to be a leading wool
manufacturing state along with Massachusetts and Connecticut in the latter 19th century (Randall,
1862). The availability of wool manufacturers in the Northeast contributed to the growth of U.S.
wool manufacturing during the Civil War. There was a high demand for army clothes and a
scarcity of cotton. After the 1860s, the wool manufacturing industry was well-established with a
steady supply of domestic and foreign wool. To support U.S. wool growers and manufacturing,
the National Wool Grower’s Association (now the American Sheep Industry) developed in 1865
(National Wool Grower's Association, 1965). New York was central to this long-lived
organization based on its history in wool production and manufacturing capabilities. The
National Wool Grower’s Association hosted its inaugural meeting in Syracuse to address the
collective interests of both wool growers and manufacturers. The first president was Henry S.
Randall of Central New York, an expert in sheep husbandry with American Merinos, Saxon,
French Merinos, Cotswold, and Leicester sheep. This organization supported the future
development and sustainability of wool growing and manufacturing in the United States as it
expanded into the west and now into the 21st century.
Discussion
To address research question 1) How did New York become a leading wool producing
state in the early 19th century? This research suggests several factors that contributed to New
York’s rise in sheep and wool in the early 19th century. New York farmer entrepreneurs were the
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first to import first fine wool sheep, which led to the subsequent development of the first woolen
mills for scaled up production. This was spurred by U.S. efforts to become self-sufficient and
independent of clothing and textiles from Great Britain. New York’s legacy with sheep and wool
between 1830 and 1850 is critical as it developed the foundation for future sheep and wool
production in the United States. Despite low market prices for wool, leaders of the New York
wool industry developed the innovative wool depot system to professionally assess and sort
fibers based on quality to meet commercial scale demand in a step towards industrialization. This
was meant to encourage sheep farmers and help them earn fair market prices for wool, as well as
assure manufacturers purchased the wool quality necessarily for their machinery and products
developed. The availability of transportation networks including the Hudson River, Erie Canal,
and railroad lines made wool trade possible and helped connect rural areas with urban markets
via merchants and dealers. The development of New York-based agricultural wool publications
The Wool Grower, which later became The Wool Grower and Stock Register encouraged
ongoing discourses about the state of wool in New York and United States. This reached rural
and urban areas, which helped democratize information about wool—an important agricultural
commodity that contributed to the expansion of manufacturing in a path towards
industrialization.
To address research question 2) Why did New York wool production decline by the mid19th century? Several factors contributed to the decline of New York wool growing by the mid19th century. The first is that the wool market prices never reached a high peak as they did during
the 1830s, and low earnings from wool after the Panic of 1837 led farmers to seek other
agricultural cash crops led to a reduction of sheep and wool over the next ten years. The
economic struggles of both wool growers and manufacturers suggest critical issues associated
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with scaled production. Manufacturers required a consistent supply of wool to keep their
machinery active, while meeting consumer demand of products. However, as the Northeastern
wool supply dwindled, wool began to be produced in Mid-Western and Western states where it
was less expensive to raise sheep. Wool manufacturers also sought foreign supplies of wool as an
alternative resource. Technological innovations in fiber manufacturing made it possible to blend
fibers, and reuse wool, which reduced the demand for domestic wool. Even though the New
York wool supply declined by the mid-19th century, existing New York infrastructure was
critical in helping the U.S. enter the industrial revolution during the latter 19th century.
With an Actor Network Theory theoretical lens focused on wool, this research conveys
how New York became a leading wool producing state in the early 19th century and declined by
the mid-19th century. The history of New York wool is filled with social, political, and economic
entities that create a complex narrative. The economic worth of natural, renewable wool was
constantly questioned. The economic value dictated the agricultural, social practices of farmers
who continued to raise sheep or shifted to other agricultural products. The agricultural
publication The Wool Grower developed as a democratic, social effort to expand awareness of
the economic issues faced by sheep farmers. Although the U.S. wool industry was founded on
the political principle of self-sufficiency and independence to produce clothing and New York
was a leading contributor, there was no effective policies that helped sheep farmers. Tariffs had
limited impact on the influx of foreign wool and at times wool was imported free of duties. From
this perspective, it certainly seems like New York wool was historically “betrayed” as an original
staple resource to help the U.S. become self-sufficient (Latour, 1993; p. 81). Wool manufacturers
found alternative fiber resources that were economically advantages to ensure their survival as
clothing and textile manufacturers.
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Conclusion
While the wool growing and manufacturing landscape of New York has changed
dramatically since the 19th century, there is a resurgence of small to mid-sized farms and fiber
mills in New York (Trejo, 2014). The supply of fibers has expanded beyond wool with alpaca,
mohair, and even cashmere. The historic legacy of New York continues to be relevant as the past
helps inform the present. Washington County, previously noted as a leading wool county of the
19th century, currently has the highest amount of fiber farms that range from sheep to angora
goats and alpacas. There are several community-based events that foster a creative culture for
fiber arts, clothing, and textile production including the Southern Adirondack Fiber Festival, and
the annual Washington County Fiber Tour. The Battenkill Fibers, Carding, and Spinning Mill in
Greenwich is a core asset that adds value to wool of many New York fiber farms. Additionally,
the availability of the Southern Adirondack Fiber Producers Cooperative in the county functions
liked a “wool depot.” It aims to provide a market for sheep farmers that raise sheep primarily for
meat with wool as a by-product. The wool is graded and sold to a commercial buyer for scaled
production. The presence of this strong fiber community in Washington County provides a
glimpse into the height of the New York wool industry from home spun to mill spun.
More broadly, the legacy of fiber sorting that began with the New York wool depots
continues with a new landscape of fibers in the 21st century. Many sheep farmers continue to
struggle to find a market for their wool, and wool continues to have a low economic value
(Schwartz, 2015). To address this issue, fiber farmers and fiber experts throughout the U.S. have
joined together to develop a Sorting, Grading, and Classing system to standardize the analysis of
animal fibers, including alpaca, wool, mohair, and cashmere among others (Labrecque et al.,
2016). By sorting, grading, and classifying fibers, master fiber sorters can determine the best end
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use of fibers for manufacturing into clothing and textiles. This is a path towards Peter’s vision
for a sorting and grading system developed by farmers and manufacturers. Farmers have the
option to send fiber to artisanal mills, or larger scale cooperative manufacturers such as the
Natural Fiber Producers. This ensures greater durability and longevity of products for the final
consumer. The goal here, as in the past with fiber sorting, is to help farmers earn more income
for their fiber quality. It also aims to provide manufacturers with the ideal fibers for commercial
production of a specific product. The long-term goal with a standardized sorting, grading, and
classing system is to create an organizational fiber flow that supports small and mid-sized farms
earn a recurring source of income to become economically sustainable.
Paralleling the past, New York farmers continue to struggle economically and their
pathway to a consistent market continues to be fragmented (Trejo, 2014). Access to diversified
markets including direct-to-consumer and business-to-business outlets can provide a path for
farmers to become economically sustainable. The Northern California Fibershed provides a
leading model that can be replicated in different locations as indicated with their Fibershed
Affiliate program (Fibershed, 2018). The annual Fibershed symposium provides a platform for
Northern California farmers to discuss their challenges, solutions to pressing issues, and there is
a marketplace for farmers and artisan designers. The success of Fibershed’s Climate Beneficial
Wool as a community-supported cloth, and the launch of the “Cali Wool Beanie” by The North
Face suggests artisan designer and global brand interest in U.S. wool.
A strategy to support the long-term growth of New York fiber farms is the development
of an umbrella New York Fibershed based on the Northern California model. There are currently
several Fibershed Affiliates in New York in Chenango, the Southern Adirondacks, and the
Hudson Valley area. An umbrella Fibershed can support the collective growth of New York’s
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diverse fiber farms and provide a centralized connection point for New York City designers and
larger brands that are interested in local fiber sourcing.
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CHAPTER 3
FROM RAW FIBER TO RETAIL: NEW YORK FARM-TO-FASHION IN FLUX
Slow fashion is part of broader sustainable fashion movement that has gained traction at a
global scale (Henninger, Alevizou, & Oates, 2016). The term “slow fashion” was introduced by
Kate Fletcher in 2008 and parallels slow food by encouraging healthy localized value chains,
quality, and consumer consciousness (Fletcher, 2008; Petrini, 2001). The importance of
renewable, natural fibers in domestic and global fashion value chains is becoming increasingly
apparent at the farm and consumer level (Fibershed, 2017).
Slow fashion is increasingly becoming understood by designers and consumers as the
slow movement becoming more defined (Ozdamar & Atik, 2015). At the designer level, slow
fashion is understood to embody ideals of originality, craftsmanship, versatility, longevity for
extended use, responsible use of local resources, and transparency (Antanavičiūtė & Dobilaitė,
2015; Langdown, 2014; Fletcher, 2008). Consumer’s understanding of slow fashion is
characterized by equity, authenticity, functionality, localism, and exclusivity (Jung & Jin, 2014).
It is difficult to identify consumers who are primarily devoted to buying clothing that matches
slow fashion ideals. Many consumers typically purchase clothing that they can afford, this
includes fast fashions. Jung and Jin (2016) indicate that consumers who purchase fewer fast
fashion products pay attention to slow fashion aspects of product functionality and authenticity.
There are many barriers that limit slow fashion market reach (Ozdamar & Atik, 2015). However,
the development of community-based slow fashion initiatives provides opportunities for slow
fashion production and consumption at various localized levels.
Aligned with slow fashion ideals, several studies highlight the feasibility of domestic
clothing and textile production with local fibers (Fibershed, 2017; Daniels et al., 2016; Bieg et
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al., 2014; Cao et al., 2014). Wool and cotton are fibers grown in the U.S. that support scaled
manufacturing initiatives by global brands such as The North Face and Pendleton, as well as
newer brands such as Appalatch and Zady (Portway, 2016; Sustainable Brands, 2014). These
domestic manufacturing initiatives aligns with consumer’s increasing interest in “Made in USA”
products produced with local fibers (Cao et al., 2014; Bernard, Hustvedt, & Carroll, 2013).
The Northern California Fibershed non-profit provides a lens to consider the proliferation
of slow fashion based on local fibers, infrastructure, and labor available in unique localized
regions. Fibershed developed in 2011 after the success of the 150-mile wardrobe project initiated
by founder Rebecca Burgess. Her aim was to create a wardrobe with fibers, mills, and artisanal
labor within 150-miles of her home. “Fibershed” refers to the natural, social, and physical
resources available in a geographic landscape for local clothing and textile development. It can
include fiber farms, dye plants, mills, and labor from artisans and designers. To date, there are
over 40 Fibershed affiliates throughout the world that encourage slow fashion in several
diversified geographies. The One Year One Outfit Fibershed is a virtual approach that allows
participation beyond traditional geographic boundaries with the primary goal to encourage local
clothing and textile development in many places.
Research Purpose
Based on slow fashion approaches focused on localism, this research aims to distinctly
highlight social, economic, and political aspects in the raw fiber-to-retail value chain (Jung &
Jin, 2014; Fletcher, 2008). These are complex factors that have not been conjointly discussed in
previous scholarly slow fashion studies. Social, economic, and political factors are significant
since they can dictate the success of slow fashion in practice among small business owners.
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This research study aims to understand the state of the New York fiber community. The
primary research questions are 1) How do fiber farms, mills, artisan designers, fiber festivals,
and fiber agro-tourism intersect to sustain the current fiber community?; 2) What are the major
challenges the fiber community faces?; 3) Have stakeholders of the fiber community benefited
from any regional, state, or federal policies?; and 4) What are the long-term goals to support the
local fiber community? Understanding the complex social, economic, and political aspects of
localized raw fiber- to-retail value chain provides deeper insight into slow fashion, especially
challenges that can hinder its proliferation.
Literature Review
Why New York? New York has a rich history of wool production, which makes it a
critical place of inquiry with the emergence of small to mid-sized fiber farms in the 21st century
(Donahue, 2017; New York Farm Bureau, 2015). Historically, New York was one of the first
states to import Merino sheep in the early 19th century and several fiber processing mills
developed to support small scale and commercial production (Wright, 1910; Jarvis, 1842). At its
peak in the mid-19th century, New York had over 6 million sheep and produced 13.8 million
pounds of wool in 1845 (Peters, 1851a). The Northeastern sheep and wool industry began to
dwindle in the latter half of the 19th century as wool market prices were low, and farmers shifted
to other cash crops (Peters, 1854). Additionally, imported wool, recycled wool, and wool/ cotton
blends became alternative resources (Wright, 1910; Stevens, 1854; Peters, 1851b). The sheep
and wool industry also began to shift westward based on land availability and lower costs to raise
sheep (Peters, 1851c). Although the supply of wool in New York became scant, the fiber mill
processes excelled in the latter 19th century with the advent of the industrial revolution, and
demands for mass production.
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New York City is a major fashion capital of the world, and can easily be considered the
central point (Rantisi, 2004). However, as shown in Figure 11, fiber and/or fashion spans
throughout the state with over 470 fiber farms, fiber processing mills, and fiber festivals.
Appendix A, B, and C present the full list of farms, mills, and festivals. A There is currently a
resurgence of small fiber producing farms in the Northeast and it coincides with the vibrant
culture of fiber artisanship, and fiber festivals (Lowry, 2014). However, major challenges that
several New York farmers face include difficulty finding their target market and low economic
profits from selling fiber products (Trejo, 2014). It is critical to conduct further research with
New York farmers, mill owners, and designers to discover how these challenges are being
addressed, and prospects for future growth.

Figure 11: Map of New York Farms, Fiber Mills, and Festivals
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Theoretical Approach
This is an exploratory case study that uses Actor Network Theory as a framework to
explore the intersections of fiber farms, fiber mills, and fashion design in the raw fiber-to-retail
value chain (Trejo & Lewis, 2017; Latour, 1993). Actor Network Theory was founded in science
and technology studies; it is increasingly being applied in cultural studies, social geography, and
design research (Storni et al., 2015; Law & Hassard, 1999). Actor Network Theory was
previously used as a framework to explain fiber farmer’s use of social media to expand their
farm’s reach online (Trejo & Lewis, 2017).
Actor Network Theory focuses on the “materiality” and “performativity” of entities and
their relational links (Law & Hassard, 1999). Entities include human and non-human actors as an
inclusive, critical thinking approach. All entities are critical based on their position in the
network and the links they create. Philosopher Bruno Latour highlights that “[t]o become an
actor is just as much a local achievement as obtaining a ‘total’ structure (p. 18).” This suggests
that there is significance at both micro- and macro- levels. Actor Network Theory questions what
is “out there” in nature, “in there” in psychology, “down there” in politics, and “up there” in
theology (p. 22). It is an open-ended approach that aims to provide a “summing up of
interactions” among circulating entities (Law & Hassard, 1999, p.17). Actor Network Theory
functions at varying scales to explain what is happening. Based on a theoretical understanding of
Actor Network Theory, it is inclusive of entities such as people, animals, and objects such as
fibers, clothing, and textiles. All entities are considered equally important in the network, and the
ideology parallels the complex global apparel supply chain where all stakeholders are important,
valuable contributors.
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Actor Network Theory was chosen based on several commonalities with Slow Fashion.
Like Actor Network Theory, Slow Fashion is strongly based on “materiality” including raw
fibers, clothing, textiles; and “performativity” that is based on links, or social bonds that can
form between people, animals, and the natural landscape. Considering the rhetoric, “Actor
Network” is a paradox; “actor” suggests being centered, and “network “decentered” based on
relational deviations from a central point (Law & Hassard, 1999). “Slow Fashion” is also a
paradox (Clark, 2008). “Fashion” is defined by speed and agility to provide a supply to meet a
market demand and maximize profits. Pairing “slow” with “fashion” questions the status quo. It
leads us to reflect on where our clothing is coming from, how it is being produced, and what we
can do to support localized fashion resources to improve environmental, social, and economic
development (Fletcher, 2008). Slow Fashion is an alternative to Fast Fashion, and the dichotomy
forces us to consider spaces in between (Zarley Watson & Yan, 2013). This research also
attention to nuanced entities in New York raw fiber-to-retail that previously may have fallen into
an “empty space ‘in between’ the networks” (Law & Hassard, 1999, p. 19).
Method
A case study approach is ideal because it considers the “rich, real-world context in which
phenomena occur” (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). It aims to capture contemporary phenomenon
in a natural setting as it is occurring (Yin, 2014; Farquhar, 2012). The case study approach is
common in business, fashion supply chain, and production research (Caniato et al., 2012; Curran
& Blackburn, 2001; Holliday, 1995). This case study uses mixed methods survey, semistructured interview, and observational methods (Yin, 2014; Farquhar, 2012). New York fiber
farmers, mill owners, and designers were surveyed and/or interviewed between 2015 to 2017.
Observational data was collected during site visits to farmer’s retail venues. A majority of the
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data is qualitative and aligns with previous slow fashion research (Stannard & Mullet, 2017;
Trejo & Lewis, 2017; Henninger et al., 2015; Fletcher, 2012). Since this research is subjective,
the use of multiple methods aims to create validity, reliability, and triangulation of data to
corroborate major research findings (Farquhar, 2012). The variation of research participants aims
to minimize bias in findings and is inclusive of several perspectives (Eisenhardt & Graebner,
2007). Figure 12 visually conveys this case study approach.
Slow Fashion in New York
Raw Fiber-to-Retail Value Chain
Farmers
Mill Owners
Designers
• Sheep, alpaca, and goat
• Commercial scale mill
• Yarn, clothing, and
farmers
textile designers
• Combination farm and
mill
• Small and large farms
• Cooperative fiber mill
Figure 12: Visual Representation of Case Study Design

Survey. To guide the development of research questions, a preliminary survey was
distributed to explore the New York fiber farm business model. This survey was developed
based on a pilot survey with New York farmers in 2013 (Trejo, 2014). The objectives of the
survey were to (1) determine demographics of New York fiber farmers, (2) evaluate their
motives for establishing a fiber farm business, (3) determine the fibers available, (4) fiber
products, (5) income earned, and (6) retail efforts. This provides baseline knowledge about who
New York fiber farmers are, their motivations for establishing a fiber farm business, and their
fiber entrepreneurial activities.
The online survey was distributed during January and February 2015. The survey asked
farmers to reflect on the time frame January to December 2014. The survey was distributed to
286 New York farmers with fiber producing animals, through personal email communication, a
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Small Ruminants Listserve, and the snowball effect. The online survey received 89 responses,
which is similar to the 2013 pilot survey responses.
Interviews. For the semi-structured interviews, approximately 100 New York farmers,
mill owners, and designers were contacted via email to participate in the research during 2016
and 2017. The study received 30 respondents. Participants received the IRB consent form, and
returned it prior to the interview. Research participants included 20 fiber farmers, 8 artisan
designers, and 2 fiber mill owners. Some farmers were also mill owners and artisans. They were
categorized into the group that they primarily aligned themselves with. Each interview was
recorded for accurate transcribing and data analysis. All participants were assigned a unique
identifier, such as “F1” for farmer 1, to keep their identities anonymous as part of the research
protocol.
Visits to New York fiber farms during 2013 to 2015 provided an initial understanding of
primary topics of importance to farmers to develop interview questions. Key topics discussed in
the interviews included: motivations for starting the business, products developed, production
process, fiber community membership, retail strategies, challenges, policy support, and prospects
for future growth. Interview time spans ranged from 20 minutes to 1 hour and 40 minutes; the
average interview time was 38 minutes. Eleven interviews were conducted in person at various
farms throughout upstate New York, in New York City, the Alpaca Owner’s Association Fleece
Conference during 2016, and in one instance on campus since the sheep farmer was also an
animal science student. Most phone interviews were conducted with farmers, mill owners, and
designers that were previously met in person at fiber festivals, or who previously answered the
survey. Appendices E through J present more detailed information about the research protocol.
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Observation. To further understand social and economic aspects described by farmers in
interviews, the primary researcher attended several retail venues that farmers participated in
during 2015 to 2017. This provided an opportunity to observe farmer’s products, marketing, and
direct-to-consumer retail strategies. Retail site visits included four fiber festivals, a specialized
fiber tour with 10 farms, a visit to two farmer’s markets, two community festivals, and one
knitting retail venue.4 This provided an opportunity to learn about different retail strategies
described in surveys and interviews. Data from these observational retail site visits was visually
captured through photographs and video footage (Jenss, 2016).
Data Analysis
The survey data was exported into an excel sheet for general data analysis. Descriptive
categorical data such as gender, age, years of experience, and income was analyzed using SPSS
software. An open-ended question generated qualitative data. The responses were read, analyzed,
and coded based on eleven key themes that were identified. Several responses from the question
“what inspired you to begin your fiber farm business” were categorized into multiple categories.
An example is the quote below:
I loved knitting from an early age, and found that I also loved goats. It was an easy
combination - especially when I found how much fun it was to talk about goats and fiber
products from goats. People were always so delighted!
Overlapping codes included “Love for Fiber Arts,” “Love for Fiber Animals, and “Education and
Public Engagement.”
Interviews were transcribed based on audio recordings by the primary researcher.
Transcribed interviews ranged from 6 to 26 pages depending on the length of the interview. As a
4

New York State Sheep & Wool Festival; Fingerlakes Fiber Festival; Little York Fiber Festival; Winter
Recess Fiber Arts Festival; Washington County Fiber Tour; Ithaca Farmer’s Market; Wisner Market;
Apple Harvest Festival; Ithaca Festival; and NYC Vogue Knitting Live!
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preliminary data analysis step, important points emphasized by the participants were highlighted
during the transcription process (Farquhar, 2012). A brief summary of each interview was
developed after transcribing for future reference. The brief synopsis of individual interviews is
an example of “within-case” analysis.
Dedoose, qualitative data analysis software, was used based on its previous use in
sustainable fashion business research (Lawless & Medvedev, 2016). Interview transcripts were
uploaded to classify, sort, and store data. The primary researcher developed codes based on
preliminary data analysis during the transcription process. Codes and definitions were developed
for each group of participants, such as farmers, mill owners, and designers. Primary codes
across all three groups included “Business Development,” “Challenges,” and “Future 5 years.”
Some codes were shared only between two groups of participants. This includes “Barter
Economy” in farmer and designer interviews. It was defined as “any description of trades that
can include fiber, labor, or land.” Similarly, the code “Fiber/ Wool Pool” was a theme between
the farmer and fiber mill interviewees. It was defined as “any description about collecting fibers
for mill fiber processing.” The overlap of themes across the different groups of participants
suggests data triangulation that is critical for case study research (Farquhar, 2012).
To increase the reliability of the subjective coding process, the primary researcher and a
research assistant with a local fiber background conducted inter-rater reliability analysis. The
Dedoose training center was used to conduct the analysis among researchers. The Kappa
statistic, an observer agreement measurement for categorical data, was first determined; and
percentage of inter-rater reliability was subsequently calculated based on further review the
codes and content. Researchers analyzed 622 excerpts from farmer interviews and obtained an
average Kappa of 0.58; analysis of 257 excerpts from designer interviews received a 0.53
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average Kappa; and analysis of 55 excerpts from mill owner interviews received an average
Kappa of 0.48. These Kappa ranges convey “moderate agreement” among researchers since it is
between 0.41 and 0.60 (Landis & Koch, 1977). Several responses were coded into multiple
categories. An example is a quote from Farmer 6 that was coded as “Direct to Consumer
Marketing,” “Product Development,” and “Fiber Processing:”
My biggest fiber product that I sell is just the raw fleece. People really like the raw fleece, it’s
really easy to sell. It’s really profitable and manageable. And making products takes up so much
capital up front, get it made before you get any feedback. So [raw fleece] is what I really try to
sell the most of. But I do have yarn made, I have roving made. I have the MacAusland’s blankets
made. But because those aren’t 100% my wool, I have connected with Battenkill Fiber Mill to
make handwoven blankets that are entirely NY products. My wool spun by Battenkill in
Washington County, and woven by someone she has connected with in the Hudson Valley.

The application of several codes for each excerpt made it challenging to obtain high levels of
inter-rater agreement during initial analysis. Researchers further reviewed codes and excerpts to
obtain a higher level of agreement. After additional analysis, coding for farmer excerpts reached
95% agreement, 86% agreement for designer excerpts, and 98% agreement for mill owner
excerpts. These are acceptable rates of agreement for qualitative research (Stannard & Mullet,
2017).
As an exploratory case study focused on New York farmers, mill owners, and designers,
this study used inductive content analysis (Farquhar, 2012). Since there are no studies that
consider social, political, and economic aspects of localized slow fashion, this study considered
“emerging themes,” rather than relying on previous themes (p. 96). According to Eisenhardt &
Graebner (2007) “… theory is emergent in the sense that it is situated in and developed by
recognizing patterns of relationships among constructs within and across cases and their
underlying logical arguments” (p. 25).
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Findings
Both the survey and interviews provide significant data to understand the state of the
New York fiber community. The survey provides an overarching view of the diverse New York
fiber farm community, and the semi-structured interviews provide in-depth perspectives from
farmers, mill owners, and artisanal designers that contribute to a slow fashion raw fiber-to-retail
value chain.
Fiber Farm Survey. Demographics. Of the 89 survey respondents, most were women
(87%) and primarily over 45 years old (89%). This demographic population is consistent with
previous research with New York farmers (Trejo, 2014). Approximately 53% of farmers reported
working on the farm full-time and 47% worked on the farm part-time. Their farm experience
mainly ranged from 1 to 15 years. Farms are primarily family farms with land acreage between 2
to over 500 acres, with a designated amount for pasture. The farm characteristics of being
operated by women, being family owned, and having multiple sources of income aligns with
broader USDA census statistics about sheep and goat farmers (USDA, 2015).
Motivations for Establishing Fiber Farm Business. Aligned with the slow movement,
an overarching factor for developing a fiber farm is to contribute to their overall quality of life
(Honoré, 2004). Fiber farmers expressed a variety of additional motivations for establishing a
fiber farm business such as love for fiber arts, animals, retirement lifestyle choice, ease of animal
maintenance, land availability, children, 4-H, personal well-being, gained knowledge about fiber
animals, and public engagement. Several farmers also began their fiber farms to have animals for
breeding purposes, the dual-or-triple uses of the animals for their fiber, milk, or meat. Table 2
highlights representational quotes from the survey.
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Table 2: Representational Quotes from Open-Ended Survey Responses
Survey Codes
Love for Fiber Arts

Love for Fiber Animals

Interest in Fiber
Business
Fiber Animal Ease of
Maintenance
Personal Health and
Well-Being
Initial or continued milk,
meat, or breeding
purposes
Children and 4-H
Retirement/ Lifestyle
Choice
Education and Public
Engagement
Gained Knowledge
about the Fiber Animals
Land Availability

Representational Quotes
I have always worked with fiber learning to knit & crochet while a young girl.
I have developed my skills winning blue ribbons at the state fair and always
wanted to grow my fiber, so I had control of the product from the very
beginning.
I fell in love with llamas! They’re majestic, regal, intelligent, and they
produce awesome soft silky fiber that can be spun, felted, and dyed into
anything the artist desires.
We chose to breed up two rare long wool breeds from the UK, and have
worked to establish them here in the US. Their fiber is so amazingly unique
that it prompts me to develop techniques to highlight it to fiber artists of all
kinds.
While purchasing my farm, I researched the possibility of raising alpacas as a
fiber business. These animals require very little acreage and care.
I experience the same calming effect from the alpacas that I experienced from
the cows. This was something I longed for after leaving a high pace job and
recovering from cancer. My alpacas were initially for therapeutic reasons as
animals. Now I enjoy the therapy I get from working with their fiber as well.
I initially was interested in meat production, then developed an interest in
improving the fiber quality of my sheep and in creating a line of value added
wool products. Nine breeds of sheep were crossbred to create a unique meat
and fiber quality. Wool is natural colored (complete brown and grey scales).
I was looking for a type of goat for my kids to show in 4H … after a bit of
research and farm visits, we settled on angora goats and quickly learned about
the fiber business involved with that.
We were always interested in the curious loveable alpaca, and once we retired
it seemed like something we wanted to get into.
We are a non-profit organization—a working, historic farm—open to the
public year-round. Our fiber operation is primarily to educate and engage
with the public about livestock/fiber animals.
We saw alpacas at the county fair, and were told of all the fiber products we
could produce.
My husband and I were looking to make our land work for us. So, we decided
to buy some fiber animals. We were inspired by others who were already
running successful alpaca farms.

Fibers Available. Fiber farmers have a variety of fiber animals on their small and midsized farms as shown in Figure 3. The amount of fiber animals ranges from 3 to 250. Prevalent
fiber animals include alpacas, sheep, llamas, goats, and angora rabbits. Many farmers have one
main type of fiber producing animal; however, 20% have more than one type of fiber animal and
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take a diversified fiber farming approach. Of the 39 sheep farmers in the study, they have a
diversity of sheep breeds including some that are on the livestock conservancy list including
Dorset Horn, Cotswold, Oxford, and Tunis (Livestock Conservancy, 2017). Of the 53 alpaca
farmers with alpacas, most farmers (92%) have Huacaya alpacas, the more common breed.
Eleven farmers had one llama to protect their alpacas as a predator friendly approach (Fletcher &
Grose, 2012). Of the 10 farmers with goats, most had angora goats (60%) that produce mohair,
cashmere producing goats (20%), and other types of goats. Four farmers in the study had angora
rabbits. The availability of these unique natural, renewable fibers suggests several local design
opportunities.

Figure 13: Diversity of Fiber Animals Reported in New York Fiber Farmer Survey 2015

Fiber Processing. Most fiber farmers (70%) use fiber processing mills to add value to
their raw fibers. Fiber processing mills typically wash, card, and spin yarn for farmers. Farmers
send a variable amount of fiber to these mills. Approximately 23% send less than 30 pounds,
41% send between 30 to 90 pounds, and 24% send over 90 pounds. Most farmers (55%) spend
less than $1,000 on fiber processing; however, 45% spend over $1,000. With the availability of
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knitting mills, farmers (16%) also send their fibers to be processed into socks, mittens, or gloves.
Approximately 33% spend over $1,000 to process their fibers in commercial knitting mills, or
through fiber cooperatives.
Fiber Products, Income, and Retail. Farmers sell several fiber products including yarn
(65%), raw fleeces (63%), top/ roving (48%), clothing (48%), household (22%), and felt
products (11%). Most farmers (80%) have several retail venues such as on-farm stores, websites
or attend fiber festivals, or Farmer’s Markets. Notable New York fiber retail venues that have
concentrated market reach include the New York Sheep & Wool Festival that attracts over
12,000 fiber consumers, and NYC Vogue Knitting LIVE! that attracts over 8,000 people
(MacKenzie, 2017; Kelley, 2007). However, a limited number of farmers can sell products at
these venues because the venue due to the competitiveness to be accepted as a vendor, or high
booth fee. Of the farmers that participated in the survey, 14 sell at one or both of these venues.
Among these specific farmers, their average annual income for selling fiber products during
2014 ranged from less than $500 to approximately $40,000. More broadly, the average earnings
from fiber products sold by the survey respondents was primarily below $4,000; this is consistent
with fiber product earnings of less than $10,000 in 2013 (Trejo, 2014). Fiber farmers have sold
their products to New York based fiber artisans and designers. Some of these raw fiber-to-retail
collaborations were explored further in the interview portion of the study.
Interviews. The semi-structured interviews revealed the complex intersections between
fiber farmers, mill owners, and artisan designers that contribute to the New York raw fiber-toretail value chain. Fiber farmers rely on a supportive network to sustain their fiber farms. Many
of the farmers focus on raising their animals for fiber; however, several farmers raise sheep for
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dual-purpose fiber and food to diversify their market reach. Some farmers sell their sheep,
alpacas, and goats as breeding stock to generate additional income.
Sample. Table 3 presents the farm characteristics among the 20 farmers interviewed.
Thirteen primarily own sheep, 3 focus on alpacas, 1 focuses on cashmere goats, and 3 have
diverse farms with combinations of sheep, alpacas, angora goats, and/or angora rabbits. Among
the 3 fiber mill owners interviewed, one focuses on wool, and two focus on processing alpaca
fibers. The first is a commercial scale mill that processes raw wool to create roving, yarn, and
facilitates the production of knitwear and blankets for customers. The second is a combination
alpaca farm and mini-mill that does raw fiber washing and carding for fiber farmer and artisan
customers. The third is a regional alpaca fiber cooperative that collects fibers from
approximately 3,500 farms, and processes over 80,000 pounds of raw fibers into finished
products annually. This was the only participant not based in New York. This fiber cooperative
was included since many New York farmers send their fibers for processing and the cooperative
uses several New York mills as part of their raw fiber-to-retail value chain. Among the New
York based designers interviewed, 8 are professional fashion, knitwear, or textile designers, and
2 are yarn designers that are based in New York. Most of their businesses are less than 5 years
old.
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Table 3: Sample of New York Fiber Farmers Interviewed During 2016 to 2017
Farm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Number of Fiber Animals
24 sheep
140 sheep
25 sheep
70 angora goats, 9 alpacas, 5
cashmere goats, 1 sheep
20 alpacas
25 sheep
59 sheep
102 Sheep
100+ sheep
25 sheep
61 sheep
62 cashmere goats
78 alpacas
130 sheep
110 alpacas
60 sheep, 35 angora goats, 5
angora rabbits, 2 alpacas, 1
llama
90 Alpacas, 25 sheep, 3 angora
rabbits
11 sheep
100+ sheep
90 sheep

Age of Farm
9 years
5 years
28 years

Farm Size
40 acres
275 acres
8 acres

Location
Central NY
Central NY
Central NY

13 years

48 acres

Central NY

3 years
15 years
23 years
29 years
9 years
10 years
9 years
21 years
10 years
17 years
11 years

70 acres
55 acres
22 acres
43 acres
74 acres
40 acres
35 acres
60 acres
160 acres
530 acres
40 acres

South Central NY
Western NY
South Eastern NY
Eastern NY
South Central NY
Western NY
South Eastern NY
Central NY
Western NY
Central NY
South Eastern NY

7 years

30 acres

Eastern NY

12 years

30 acres

South Central NY

2 years
11 years
9 years

5 acres
175 acres
7 acres

Central NY
Central NY
Central NY

The following presents the primary research questions and key themes from the
interviews with farmers, mill owners, and designers. Representative narratives and quotes were
chosen to convey key insights. Several narratives were categorized in multiple themes. The
narratives were grouped based on the more apparent theme based on the interviewee’s overall
message citations.
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How do fiber farms, mills, artisan designers, fiber festivals, and fiber agro-tourism
intersect to sustain the current fiber community?
Farmer Leadership. Farmer’s experience raising fiber animals and offering natural fiber
products ranges from 2 to over 20 years. Several farmers expressed seeking learning
opportunities to expand their knowledge about their animals, fiber processing, and marketing.
This includes visiting other fiber farms to learn directly from other farmers, joining fiber guilds,
sheep, goat, or alpaca associations, and taking courses. The availability of these resources
suggests a vibrant social atmosphere in support of local fibers in New York. Based on several
years being part of the fiber community, several fiber farmers developed leadership initiatives to
address challenges they observed in their local fiber communities. This was in addition to having
their fiber farm, which conveys significant motivation to address prevailing issues.
Farmer 1 created an informal barter economy based on the issue of “wool waste,” a fiber
mill closure in her local area, and neighboring farmer’s desire to have fiber products to offer
customers. She created a “low-tech fiber mill” to her existing sheep farm business and obtains
over 300 pounds of wool each year from 4 sheep farms within a 75-mile radius in Central New
York. Two of the sheep farms primarily raise the sheep for meat with wool as a by-product. The
farmer indicated that one of the farms threw away their wool for the past 20 years. She
explained,
…[the wool is an] unnecessary or an unwanted by-product of the meat sheep industry. It’s a
burden to you, it’s a hassle. They’re thrilled if someone comes along and says ‘Hey if you give
me your fleece, I’ll turn it into yarn for you and a pair of socks. They’re ecstatic. So it serves a
need for them and keeps me happy.

Farmer 1 charges less than a mill does for her fiber processing and generally has the creative
freedom to apply any technique she wants. She washes raw fleeces, cards the fibers to align
them, creates batts and roving, dyes, and hand-spins fibers into yarns. The barter-business
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arrangement she has with the farmers is to process 50% for the farmers, and keep 50% for her
personal use. She earns a profit by having farmers that sell products also take some of her
products at a fiber festival, for instance. From one of these collaborations, she earned an
estimated $1,500. The farmer-artisan also provides feedback about the fleeces to farmers by
pointing out if there are fleece breaks, or defects in the overall fleece. She explained that the
farmers appreciate her feedback, and it also helps her develop a higher quality wool product.
Farmer 9 shears sheep for farmers throughout Southern and Central New York. He
considers his shearing to be a vital service for small sheep flocks, based on his difficulty finding
a sheep shearer to shear his sheep approximately 10 years ago. He took courses at the Cornell
Sheep Shearing School for three years and gained experience by shearing local sheep. Although
he initially offered to shear for free, farmers often paid him based on his skilled labor. This led
him to develop a small shearing business, which also involves bartering of wool. Most of his
clients raise sheep primarily for meat with wool as a by-product, he explained, “…to them the
wool is just garbage, a useless by-product. So, most of them were just gonna throw it out or
compost it…” Figure 14 conveys the amount of wool taken by Farmer 9 since 2008; the amount
varies depending on how many shearing jobs he was able to do per year. Occasionally Farmer 9
purchases wool directly from farmers, and in one instance split 40% of revenues with a farmer
with a large flock. Farmer 9 shears and collects wool to take to the wool pool because it is an
efficient strategy that saves farmer’s time and is a way to generate some revenue.
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Figure 14: Amount of Wool Sent to a New York Wool Pool by a Professional Shearer

Although Farmer 12 never had issues selling her cashmere fibers, she developed the
Central New York Fiber Festival through the Central New York Fiber Artists & Producers
organization. The festival creates an annual retail venue for farmers during the summer, a time
when there are limited retail opportunities. This aligns the organization’s mission to increase the
“visibility and marketing opportunities for CNY fiber farmers and artists.” Of the farmers
interviewed in this study, 6 were vendors at this festival during 2017. Farmer 19 expressed that
this was the first big festival she was able to participate in as a vendor, and she will “always be
grateful to them for the start.” She now also participates in the New York State Sheep & Wool
Festival, Fingerlakes Fiber Festival, New England Fiber Festival, and a local farmer’s market.
This suggests how participation in one local fiber festival provides a launch point for other retail
opportunities.
The Central New York Fiber Festival also provides opportunities for fiber mills, which
provide fiber processing services, to find fiber farm customers. One of the interviewees, Farmer
15 recently established an artisanal fiber mill that produces small batches of batts, roving, and
core spun yarn. She participated in the festival as a mill vendor for the first time in 2017. She
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currently employs a manager, and part-time workers with two shifts per day. In the future, she
hopes to have enough fiber to process and run the mill 24/7 to provide more employment
opportunities and provide value-added products for local farmers.
Fiber Marketing & Merchandising. Fiber farmers use several strategies to sell their fiber
products directly to consumers or businesses. Most fiber farmers use direct-to-consumer retail
venues such as fiber festivals and local markets. Less farmers, 7 in this study, actively sell their
fiber products online through their farm websites, Etsy.com, or Facebook selling groups.
To adequately reach a market with their fiber products, several farmers diversify their
fiber product offerings. Farmer 4 began to process her naturally colored raw mohair into yarn
during 2006 to sell directly to fiber artisan consumers. She realized that people were not drawn
to natural colors and began to hand-dye her yarns to add color variation. To diversify her
consumer market beyond fiber artisans, she also began to develop hats, gloves, and socks by
sending her yarn to a knitting manufacturer in New York. She concentrated on four key items—
socks, mittens, gloves, yarn—during a fall community festival in 2015 and explained, “I doubled
my sales from the year before, which were already double from the year before that. So, it was a
real confidence booster.” Concentrating on key products and offering items for both fiber
artisans and everyday consumers suggests a distinct retail strategy to maximize market reach.
Targeting both fiber artisans and everyday consumers is a strategy implemented by 12 sheep,
alpaca, and/or angora goat farmers in this study.
To market unique fibers, several farmers emphasize rare or heritage aspects of their fiber
animals. Sheep that are on the livestock conservancy list as threatened and owned by farmers in
the study include Lincoln Longwool sheep, Navajo Churro sheep, and Cotswold sheep. Farmer 6
has Lincoln Longwool and takes pride in preserving natural dark colors such as grey and black
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since it is a recessive trait in the sheep breed. She was featured in a popular podcast Woolful
during 2015 and emphasized the darker color variations among her flock. She has roving, yarn,
and blankets made with her Lincoln Longwool. Additionally, Farmer 20 with Icelandic sheep is
conserving the leadership traits among her flock. She explained that her Icelandic sheep have the
highest percentage leadership traits outside of Iceland; they are very alert and can lead a flock.
Farmers present this information on their websites, social media sites, and on their product
labels.
Fiber farmers also bring their fiber animals to festivals to offer customers an opportunity
to directly connect with them. The fiber animals provide a starting point for farmers to talk about
their animals, farm, and products available. Farmers tend to bring animals that are unique to the
farm, and have friendly personalities. In this study, 5 of the farmers actively bring alpacas,
cashmere goats, angora goats, and various breeds of sheep to festivals as a marketing strategy to
attract potential customers. Figure 15 presents alpacas at a summer community festival in South
Central New York.

Figure 15: Alpacas and Fiber Farmer’s Products at a Farmer’s Market in South Central New York in 2016
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Several fiber farmers and mill owners also collaborate with design professionals to
develop different product ideas to market their yarns. Farmer 15 employs 6 hand-knitters to
create knitwear samples to show during fiber festivals and Greenmarkets in New York City.
Knitwear designer Lars Rains was inspired after visiting Farm 16 and developed a “Snowflake
Girl Hat” pattern that is available on Ravelry.com and “Modern Lopi,” a knit pattern book. On a
larger scale, Battenkill Fiber Mill developed unique lines of wool and alpaca yarns that have
been used by knitwear designers to present unique designs. Knitwear designer Sloane Rosenthal
used New York Corriedale wool and alpaca for a sweater design featured in Interweave Knits
magazine during Fall 2017. The yarn spun by Battenkill Fiber Mill. The use of New York yarns
by knitwear designers that publish patterns helps farmers and mills reach a broader public.
To discover potential merchandising opportunities, several farmers visited fiber festivals
to learn about the retail venue. Farmer 7 who participates in various markets year-round,
including the New York State Sheep & Wool Festival indicated that over the past three years her
natural yarn sales have seen a “tremendous peak” although local, dyed yarns are widely available
at the festival. She discussed, “…people come to my spot because they don’t want dyed fibers,
they like the fact that I have such an expansive palette of colors.” She also explained that
participating in the annual festival with diversified fiber products ranging from yarn to interior
textiles makes up 8 to 10% of her annual income. Fiber festivals offer an opportunity to directly
connect with customers and determine effective marketing and merchandising strategies.
Although fiber festivals are designed to attract fiber artisans, designers, and consumers,
all farmers do not use festivals. Some farmers feel that there is too much competition with
several farmers that offer similar products. They have difficulty attracting consumers based on
fiber artisans’ loyalties to specific farms or they feel that they do not have enough inventory or
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time to participate in a fiber festival based on 8- to 12-hour time commitments per day depending
on the geographic distance.
Fiber agro-tourism provides an additional marketing and merchandising opportunity. It
fosters community engagement, knowledge about fibers, animals, and sales of fiber products. Six
farmers in the study host annual open farm days. Two of the farmers are part of an annual fiber
tour; Farmer 8 actively sells her raw fleeces and Farmer 16 sells products ranging from yarn to
hand-knit clothing and accessories. Farmer 13 shifted his business model of raising alpacas for
breeding to agro-tourism in 2013. He has the largest alpaca farm in the Fingerlakes region of
Central New York and regularly hosts tours of his alpaca farm. He has an on-farm store with
yarn from his farm, and carries fair trade clothing and textiles made in Peru to offer a wide
variety of products to visitors.
Similar to farms hosting visitors, fiber mills also host potential consumers. New York
City based luxury fashion designer Mimi Prober visited the solar and wind-powered mill at
Buckwheat Bridge Angoras. She developed a unique felted textile using vintage lace, Cormo
wool, and mohair. Her work was featured during New York Fashion Week in February 2017 as
shown in Figure 16 and was sold in a luxury retail store in New York City. In an interview, she
explained, “It’s bringing the artisan luxury, that heritage vision of these materials and these
fibers and producing these custom pieces, but on a scale that can be scaled up or down and is still
sustainable.” Textile designer Laura Sansone of Textile Lab visited Battenkill Fiber Mill several
times to develop specialized fine wool and alpaca blended yarns for woven textile development
shown in Figure 17. Knitwear designer Victoria Hantout visited Battenkill Fiber Mill to learn
about the fiber processing and local yarn available. This visit inspired the development of her
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inaugural Farm to Fashion Autumn/Winter 2017 collection featuring New York fibers. These are
examples of business-to-business collaborations between a farmer, mills, and artisan designers.

Figure 16: Mimi Prober’s Design with Local Wool and Mohair Featured During New York Fashion Week
in 2017, Photo Courtesy Neilson Barnard

Figure 17: Regional Cloth Project Textiles Made with New York Fibers by Textile Lab, Photo Courtesy
Laura Sansone
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Business-to-business sales typically develop based on a fiber business’s desire for a
particular fiber. For example, ever since Farmer 12 established her cashmere farm 21 years ago,
she sent her cashmere to be processed in a fine fiber mill, and it was subsequently purchased by a
spinner in Vermont. Similarly, Farmer 8 has a similar wholesale buying pattern for her Romney
wool. During 2016, she sold 200 pounds of wool to a Connecticut mill that produces yarn, and
100 pounds to a farm in Massachusetts that makes batts for hand-spinners.
Additionally, some farmers sell a select amount of yarns wholesale to brick-and-mortar
yarn stores. In 2015, Farmer 3 developed a brick-and-mortar store to carry local farm yarns and a
line of Made in New York products made with wool. Based on 20 years experience being part of
the fiber community, she reached out to her network to buy yarns wholesale and charged 25%
commission as retail mark-up in her store. Farmer 2 sold 6 skeins of yarn to Farmer 3 for her
brick-and-mortar store. The yarns were featured on the store’s Facebook page with a photograph
and description, “Yarn from [Farm 2] arrived today. Beautiful and incredibly soft. The tweed is a
3-ply with natural color. Three skeins sold already… this yarn is flying off the shelves!” The
25% mark up may be a sustainable strategy for farmers that have extreme difficulties reaching a
market. Farmer 3 became a new vendor at the New York State Sheep & Wool Festival in 2016,
and Figure 18 presents her display of local yarns to attract consumers.
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Figure 18: Display of Local Fiber Products at the New York State Sheep & Wool Festival in 2016

However, several farmers explained that they do not sell their yarns wholesale due to the
traditional 50% retail mark-up based on keystone pricing. Farmer 4 expressed that she initially
attempted to sell her yarns directly to yarn stores. She paid $22 to get the raw fiber processed by
a fiber mill and hoped to receive $15 per skein. However, the stores were willing to pay $9 to
sell the yarn for $18 at retail price. Farmer 19 who does extensive direct-to-consumer marketing
further explained, “it’s just not worthwhile to discount what is already the tiny margin for my
products.”
A less common, but significant retail strategy is for farmers to sell their raw wool directly
to a wool pool with a pre-determined buyer. Two farmers that focus on raising their sheep for
meat with wool as a by-product, rely on wool pools to earn income. Farmer 10 focuses on raising
Romney sheep with high quality genetics and shows them at national sheep shows. Since wool is
not the focus of his business, he has taken his wool to the Fingerlakes Wool Pool for the past 5
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years. His sheep flock consists of approximately 50% white wool and 50% natural colors. He
explained the importance of the wool pool and economic issues,
…that’s just a way to get rid of it, you don’t even pay for the cost of shearing by sending
it to a wool pool, but it’s a way to get rid of it. Better than just throwing it in the dumpster.

Annually he takes approximately 200 pounds of wool to the pool, and prices are roughly 90 cents
per pound of clean white wool, 50 cents for off sorts such as belly and leg wool, and 18 cents for
natural colors such as black.
What are the major challenges the fiber community faces?
Challenges. A majority of fiber farmers are the main operators of their fiber farm, and
manage all aspects including caring for the animals and selling final products. This requires
extensive attention to all aspects ranging from animal husbandry to land management and fiber
marketing. Some farmers have part-time employees to help, but face challenges with employee
retention. Based on the time it takes to take care of their fiber animals, many fiber farmers rely
on fiber processing mills to offer affordable products to their fiber artisan, or broader consumer
market. The following provides more details about the complex intersections of fibers, mills, and
design.
Several farmers identified cash flow as a major issue to pay for fiber processing
expenses. The approximate expenditure, depending on the pounds of fibers sent, can range from
$2,000 to $10,000 annually. Farmer 5 explained,
I started in 2014, and my alpacas were shorn in 2014. But I never saw the yield from my shearing
until 2015. The mills are anywhere from 8 to 10 months out to process your fiber. So you are
already behind the ball a year and a half before you can even see any cash flow in. So you gotta
be able to compensate your income for that, especially when you shear in the summer and your
high selling business is in the Winter and you can’t even get to that for a year and a half. You
know, so that’s a big draw back. There is not enough fiber mills to take care of the fiber business.
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Since farmers must actively sell their fiber products and it may take longer for them to make a
return and profit on their initial investment. Several famers have hundreds of pounds of
unprocessed wool on hand based on limited financial resources for fiber processing, lag time in
selling fiber products previously processed, or difficulty finding fiber processing mills to meet
their needs.
There are currently 12 active fiber mills in New York. However, several mills have
closed in the central New York region as shown in Figure 19. They have closed primarily due to
primary operator illnesses or losses. This has led farmers to re-configure their fiber processing
value chains. Once a fiber mill within 60-miles of Farm 4 closed, the farmer had to locate a new
mill capable of processing her mohair. She found a mill in Pennsylvania that is approximately
160 miles from her farm; however, she had to locate a separate mill to wash and card her mohair
since the Pennsylvania mill only focuses on spinning yarn. Farmer 4 located a washing and
carding mill in New York, but the mill refused to process her mohair again in the future. The
farmer is currently developing a strategy to efficiently wash her 150 pounds of mohair annually
for future processing. More generally, fiber farmers strategically use several mills based on the
quality of products they produce, lead time, and cost. This parallels the broader business-tobusiness approach of the New England Fiber Pool that works with several Northeastern mills to
produce a variety of clothing and textiles.
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Figure 19: Central New York Fiber Processing Mills Closed Between 2014 and 2017

To address the issue of long fiber mill lead times, fiber farmers have developed several
strategies. Several keep some of their raw wool and source wool from other farms to wash and
card on their farm as a self-sufficient strategy. They do this to maintain some control of their
fiber production, and to have fiber products on hand to sell in case products do not arrive on time
from fiber mills. Farmer 19 developed hand-felted wool scarves using a cob-web felting
technique to sell at a farmer’s market as shown in Figure 20a. Farmer 4 obtained several handoperated knit machines during 2016 to develop knit products on her farm. Figure 20b showcases
a machine knit scarf made with alpaca and wool for a community festival. Some farmers also use
several fiber mills with different lead times to spread out their inventory and maximize their fiber
product outputs.
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Figure 20a and 20b: [Left to Right] Felted Wool Scarf; Machine Knit Alpaca and Wool Scarf

An overarching issue is the low economic profits earned from selling fiber products. In
the 2015 survey, most farmers reported earning less than $4,000. Although Farmer 12 has a
continuous buyer of her cashmere in a business-to-business relationship, she illuminated the
issue,
I don’t make any money on it. That’s considered a challenge. I don’t regard it as a hobby because
that sounds like something silly you do for your own amusement. But certainly, it’s very difficult
to make a living, well actually it’s impossible to make a living, it’s difficult to make a profit.

Several farmers emphasized efforts to at least make sufficient income to pay for caring and
feeding their fiber animals.
To earn a sufficient income to sustain their farms, some farmers diversify their product
offerings and take time to discover trends. Sheep Farmer 11 explained,
So one of the challenges is the ability to keep bringing new products to market, you can’t really
rest on your laurels, although it’s really nice to have a product that you can carry through from
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year to year… We find that the interest in them is kind of short lived, so you have to keep coming
up with something new and something different that’s really what your customers want,
especially your repeat customers. Socks are easy to repeat year after year after year, everybody
wants socks, but sweater designs … are always changing… So that is definitely a challenge to
find out what’s the fashion trend of the year, and how can I incorporate my farm fiber to meet that
so that I can sell a unique product for this year.

Although fiber farmers develop products unique to their farms, the same products may not sell
from year to year depending on consumer preferences. Some farmers experiment with assorted
colors, techniques, and product ideas to diversify their offerings and maximize their market
reach. Some conduct market research on Ravelry and at local yarn stores to determine potential
items to introduce.
Have stakeholders of the fiber community benefited from any regional, state, or federal
policies?
Policy. Farmers indicated that they have not benefited from any fiber specific policies
that support their farms. Sheep farmers throughout the United States were previously eligible for
wool subsidies, but have not received subsidies since 2011; similarly Angora Goat farmers in the
U.S. stopped receiving mohair subsidies in 2009 (Environmental Working Group, 2017).
Some famers have benefitted from broader historical policies. The federal Morrill Land
Grant Act of 1862 led to the establishment of Cornell University, a land-grant university with
cooperative extension offices that provide opportunities for public engagement. The Cornell
veterinary school is also a vital resource for fiber farmers to get care for their animals.
Additionally, the New York Agricultural Districts Law of 1971 can reduce property taxes for
farmers if their land is designated for agricultural purposes. Approximately 38% of 473 fiber
farms identified are in agricultural districts (Somers, 2017).
More recently, alpaca farmers expressed a small tax benefit since alpacas became
recognized as livestock rather than exotic animals by the United States Department of
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Agriculture. Additionally, due to the 2016 severe drought in upstate New York, some farmers
received drought assistance to help offset hay costs. Several farmers are part of the New York
Farm Bureau, but expressed no involvement in policy making.
Regarding state funding, several farmers, mill owners, artisan designers, and non-profit
fiber organizations have received grants to support economic development initiatives. Farmers
have received a New York Farm Viability grant, New York Historic Barn grants, a Hudson
Valley AgriBusiness Development Corporation grant, and a grant from the Chenango County
Agricultural Development Council. One fashion designer based in western New York received a
Start-Up NY grant based on her use of advanced knitting technology to create zero-waste
knitwear. An artisan designer in Central New York received a Community Arts Partnership grant
for her engagement with a local school and use of New York yarns and natural dyes. This
suggests that there are funding resources at local community levels to support local fiber,
education, and economic development initiatives.
What are the long-term goals to support the local fiber community?
Future 5 Years Fiber Farmers. In anticipation of the next five years, several farmers hope
to maintain the same number of fiber animals ranging between 10 to 100. They also hope to find
a better market for their products, and to develop strategies to make a sustainable income. Five
farmers anticipated increasing their e-commerce presence to expand their market reach as wide
as possible. Farmer 6 actively uses the Facebook group “Raw Wool for Sale” to find customers
and hopes to find a fiber artisan or designer who is interested in buying all her wool annually.
Farmer 16 actively attends several markets throughout the year, but hopes to make most of her
fiber sales online in the future. This suggests concentrated efforts to sustain fiber animals at
hand, and to generate a sustainable income.
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On a broader scale, farmers also have long-term visions that support interconnections
between fiber farms, mills, and design. Farmer 3 who has a sheep farm, a brick-and-mortar local
fiber store, and facilitates a Made in New York value chain indicated, “I hope that my business
will be so successful that farmer’s stop throwing their wool away.” This farmer hopes that her
business model provides a successful retail venue for local fiber products to prevent wool waste.
In alignment with this long-term vision, this farmer initiated a “Take or Make Hudson Valley
Mitts” project in collaboration with several farmers, fiber artisans, and a local mill. The aim is to
create greater consumer awareness of local fiber production and sustainability as an alternative to
fast fashion. The project was launched during the 2017 at the New York State Sheep & Wool
Festival. Although many farmers hope to remain part of the fiber community, some expressed
prospects of reducing their farm flock based on their age.
Future 5 Years Mill Owners. The three mill owners interviewed in the study function at
different scales, but have similar perspectives for their future. The commercial scale mill that
processes wool anticipates future work with wool to support emerging initiatives including the
“Take or Make Hudson Valley Mitts” project and the “Hudson.Farm.Cloth” project. However,
she hopes to find someone with a similar vision to operate the mill in the future. The
combination alpaca farm and fiber mill hopes to attract more customers to run the mill at
maximum capacity and offer more employment opportunities in her region. The fiber
cooperative anticipates future growth in processing alpaca fibers and more diversified product
development with a newly hired knitwear designer.
Future 5 Years Designers. Several of the designers interviewed expressed a commitment
to continue to use natural fibers to support small and mid-sized farms in the United States.
Anticipated efforts included developing Made in New York exclusive lines of yarn, using
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heritage wool to support rare breeds of sheep, developing lines of woven fabric for designers,
obtaining more manufacturing equipment to increase manufacturing capabilities, developing a
textile school for local artisanship, and expanding consumer education about the value of local
fiber and fashion production.
To date, several artisan designers have dramatically expanded their visibility. Mimi
Prober debuted her artisanal work with New York fibers and vintage lace during New York
Fashion Week in February 2017. Laura Sansone of Textile Lab showcased woven and knit
textile samples of the Regional Cloth Project during the Hudson Valley Textile Summit and New
York Textile Month in 2017. Sarah Gotowka of Earth Grown Shades developed Luna Fiber
Studio, and hosts textile weaving and natural dye courses to expand knowledge about fiber
artisanship and textile production in Central New York. Alexander Reynoso of AlexCreates has
taught fiber spinning courses and participated in trunk shows throughout several New York City
yarn stores. Additionally, Victoria Hantout of Wooly Knit Things launched an Autumn/Winter
Farm to Fashion collection, and co-organized a Local Fiber pop-up shop in December 2017 as
part of her commitment to local fibers.
Discussion
This study used Actor Network Theory as a framework to research raw fiber-to-retail in
New York as part of the broader slow fashion movement. Considering that all entities involved
are valuable contributors, this research suggests that the intersections of people, animals, and
technologies play critical roles in ensuring the longevity of local fiber. Fiber farmers rely on fiber
processing mills to produce affordable fiber products that they can offer to fiber artisans and
everyday consumers. Although fiber mills require an initial investment from fiber farmers, their
availability allows farmers to take advantage of economies of scale for efficient processing.
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Creating more efficient systems to reduce lead times can help farmers consistently offer products
to their target market and earn a sustainable income. Since the marketplace for local fibers is
highly volatile, digital media technologies including e-commerce and social media can be used
more to increase visibility of local fiber products (Stannard & Mullet, 2017; Trejo & Lewis,
2017). Including fiber quality information can provide baseline information for customers, and
can help justify higher farm-to-fashion retail pricing in comparison to mass-produced products.
Icebreaker, Smartwool, and Rambler’s Way provide a wide breath of fiber micron and
performance quality information on their e-commerce platforms.

Figure 21: New York Slow Fashion Localism Actor Network Theory Analysis Diagram

Figure 21 summarizes the major actors from this research with an Actor Network Theory
analysis diagram (AAD) to contribute to emerging research about localized slow fashion (Payne,
2016). There are three main aspects: 1) the actors/ objects (shown in rectangle), 2) their
associated attributes (shown in ellipse), and 3) their relationships (shown in rhombus and with
arrows). Actors/ objects in solid shapes are considered “fluid” with potential to change
depending on each unique situation. This aligns with farmers, mill owners, and designer’s
emphasis to pursue their personal interests and meet market demand to adopt to the changing
environment.
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Conclusion
Slow fashion is an emerging movement and this research creates a broader understanding
of the social, economic, and political aspects slow fashion in a localized landscape. Fiber farmers
have developed several leadership initiatives to address key issues in fiber marketing and fiber
processing. This includes business-to-business collaborations to add value to wool that would
otherwise go to waste, creating new retail venues in support of local fibers, and farm-scale fiber
processing strategies. Fiber farmers identified critical issues including cash flow, high fiber
processing costs, difficulty making a full return on their fiber processing investments based on
consistently reaching their target market, low economic profits, and the issue of mill closures.
Based on the absence of local fiber production and fashion policy support, farmers, designers,
and mill owners make use of available resources such as grants for specialized projects. In
anticipation of the next five years, most farmers hope to maintain their current quantity of
animals, and expand their market reach through direct-to-consumer and e-commerce marketing
and merchandising. Mill owners anticipate future growth of their businesses in support of the
longevity of local fiber production. Fiber artisans and fashion designers plan to continue to use
fiber from New York and the broader United States to support the fruition of a local clothing and
textiles economy.
A major implication of this research is that it confirms the economic instability of fiber
farms although they offer natural and renewable resources for clothing and textile design.
Consumer’s disconnect to the fashion production system is a barrier for sustainable, slow fashion
consumption (Ozdamar & Atik, 2015). Greater consumer awareness about local natural and
renewable resources is critical for long-term sustainability of local farm-to-fashion. Future
research focused on slow fashion consumer’s fiber preferences, purchase intentions, and
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willingness to pay for local fiber products can provide consumer insight for key stakeholders
ranging from fiber farmers to fashion designers. This can complement existing slow fashion and
consumer studies that suggest consumer demand (Stannard & Mullet, 2017; Jung & Jin, 2016;
Cao et al., 2014).
Fiber agro-tourism is an emerging and effective business strategy for farmers based on
previous accounts (Wood, 2011; Tapper & Zucker, 2008). A visit to a farm can lead to stronger
connections to the farmer, animals, and desire to buy products. Fiber farm agro-tourism
coincides with the broader experience economy where people are putting value on products and
experiences around them. A recent study suggests that Northeast agro-tourism on small farms
improves profits as diversified farm income (Schilling, Attavanich, & Jin, 2014). Farm visits can
create memorable experiences that contribute to the farm’s distinction (Barbieri et al., 2015).
Not all artisan designers visited farms and instead relied on email or cell phone
communication with farmers to obtain products. A limited amount of farmers have
complementary e-commerce sites, but this can help designers more easily find products and
place orders. Farmers with an e-commerce marketplace do not have to solely rely on direct-toconsumer marketing at physical retail venues. This gives them more time to take care of their
animals. Although artisans do not commonly buy fibers online based on an expectation to touch
products before buying (Stannard & Mullet, 2017), an e-commerce strategy can be useful for
artisans who have previously purchased products from the farm and confirmed that it is of the
desired quality. E-commerce aligns with broader fashion industry initiatives to sell products
online and mobile devices as multi-channel retailing efforts (Blázquez, 2014).
Although this research did not focus on Fibersheds in New York, it came up in several
conversations as a model to connect people interested in local fibers. The development of an
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umbrella New York Fibershed can provide greater connectivity among for fiber farmers, fiber
mill owners, and artisan designers interested in local fibers. Not all farmers are in the regions
where Fibersheds persist in the Adirondacks, Chenango, and Hudson Valley area. The umbrella
Fibershed can function as a centralized source of knowledge about the different localized farmto-fashion efforts throughout the state. Future research can determine whether farmers, mill,
owners, and artisan designers would find an umbrella Fibershed organization to be useful and if
so, determining what form it should take would be critical. This includes whether it should be a
formal 501(c)(3) non-profit with board members, a limited liability company, or take another
form. This can provide insightful information for future fiber communities interested in
developing umbrella Fibersheds to create greater connectivity within a state or region.
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CHAPTER 4
SEEING RAW FIBERS:
COLLABORATING WITH FIBER FARMERS TO DEVELOP TACIT
KNOWLEDGE IN A FIBER SORTING, GRADING, AND CLASSING APPRENTICESHIP
In response to the negative social and environmental consequences of the fast fashion
model of mass production, consumption, and disposal, slow fashion directs attention to
environmentally and socially responsible design practices (Fletcher, 2008). Slow fashion
encourages local production at small scales as a reference to its inspiration, the larger slow food
movement. Slow fashion involves thoughtful reflection at production and consumption stages for
the creation of high quality, durable clothing and textiles that can positively impact society and
the environment. Slow fashion design practices range from using local fibers to salvaged textiles
(Henninger et al., 2015; Antanavičiūtė & Dobilaitė, 2015). Based on consumer’s understanding
of slow fashion, key factors that define it are equity, localism, authenticity, exclusivity, and
functionality (Jung & Jin, 2014). As slow fashion is emerging, it is strongly rooted in community
(Trejo & Lewis, 2017; Langdown, 2014).
Aligned with slow fashion ideals of localism, Fibershed draws attention to natural,
renewable resources in a clothing and textiles community. Fibershed is a non-profit organization
that was established after the success of Rebecca Burgess’150-mile wardrobe project that
involved the development of a farm-to-fashion value chain with farmers, artisans, and fiber
processing mills in Northern California (Fibershed, 2017a). It aims to “develop regional fiber
systems that build soil and protect the health of our biosphere” and is a leading model for over 50
Fibershed Affiliates throughout the world, suggesting continued emergence of slow fashion
(Fibershed, 2017a; Fibershed, 2017b; Fibershed, 2016; Bieg et al., 2014).
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Research Study
This is a slow fashion practice-based case study that focuses on the raw materials stage of
the farm-to-fashion value chain. It conveys the process of developing tacit knowledge by
participating in a standardized Fiber Sorting, Grading, and Classing (SGC) apprenticeship to
prepare the raw materials for scaled production. The definition of “scaled production” includes
processing by a fiber artisan, an artisan-scale fiber mill, or a commercial scale fiber mill. The
objectives of this study were to 1) gain hands-on experience with a variety of raw natural animal
fibers and 2) obtain feedback from a Master fiber mentor to learn from the process. Although
there is a significant amount of research focused on objective analysis of fiber properties for
commercial production (Scobie et al., 2015; Botha & Hunter, 2010), this practice-based research
involved collaborative learning and reciprocal exchanges of knowledge to develop tacit
knowledge about fiber quality as a slow fashion, community-based approach.
Literature Review
Understanding the U.S. Farm-to-Fashion Value Chain. Farm-to-fashion involves
many contributors and drawing attention to these various contributors is essential for slow
fashion. The process of turning a raw, natural fiber into clothing or textiles adds value to the
fiber from the perspective of consumer interest. The farm-to-fashion value chain can include
farmers, their animals, shearers, fiber sorters-graders-classers, mill owners, many facets of
designers, and consumers. The designated roles are often blurred as farmers may also be
shearers, mill owners, and/or designers. This coincides with the blurring designer and consumer
dichotomies that is common in slow fashion as more consumers are becoming makers
(Langdown, 2014).
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Farms. The United States has a variety of fiber farms with animals that produce wool,
alpaca, and mohair. Data from the USDA (2015) indicate that there are 114,756 sheep and goat
farms throughout the United States with over 5 million sheep and goats in 2012. In 2016, the
yield of wool from sheep was 25.7 million pounds from over 3 million sheep (USDA, 2017). In
2016 over 140,000 angora goats produced 800,000 pounds of mohair. Another type of fiber
producing goat is cashmere goats. There are currently over 50 cashmere farms in the United
States; each cashmere goat produces approximately 4 ounces of cashmere and must be dehaired
to separate the soft down from heavy guard hairs. Alpacas are a relatively new fiber producing
animal from South America that were introduced to the United States in the 1980s (Safley,
2007). Registration data from the Alpaca Owner’s Association indicates that there are over 7,000
farms with 250,000 alpacas in the United States. The use of these fibers ranges from small-scale
to large scale production depending on the farmer’s preference to get a final product to market
(Miller et al., 2016; Tapper & Zucker, 2008).
Fiber Processing Mills. Although mill infrastructure in the United States has dwindled
over the past thirty years, fiber processing mills have persisted and developed to support the
small-and-medium sized farms (Fairbanks, 2012). In Fibershed’s 2016 Mill Inventory report,
they indicate that there are over 90 fiber processing mills that can spin raw fibers into yarns,
create knit, and woven textiles (Daniels et al., 2016). The size of mills ranges from small scale to
large scale, but a majority are small-to-medium. Approximately 58% of the fiber mills are in the
Northeast and Mid-West with services ranging from scouring to spinning, knitting, felting, and
dyeing. Key issues among U.S. fiber mills is a lack of large scale equipment for scouring, longlead times, and mill closures.
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Mill equipment that is identified as critical to obtain high quality clothing and textile
products includes dehairing machinery (Hezoucky & Ellenberger, 2017; Lupton, 1996). To
improve the overall quality of clothing and textiles, dehairing is critical to remove thick, primary
guard hairs from fleeces because thicker fibers protrude to the surface of yarns overtime (Onions,
Toshniwal, & Townend, 1960). Fiber mills commonly have fiber processing equipment that does
not fully remove strong primary, guard hairs. This results in fiber products that have strong
primary guard hairs mixed in with softer fibers. The lack of dehairing machinery in the United
States led the National Fiber Producers agriculture cooperative to acquire a commerical scale
dehairing machine to create high quality clothing and textiles (NFP, 2017).
Fiber Pools and Cooperatives. Fiber mills typically require a minimum amount of raw
fibers for processing that can range from 2 pounds to over 1,000 pounds depending on the
capacity of the mill equipment (Daniels et al., 2016). In an interview with a New York wool mill
owner in 2013, he indicated that putting lower amounts of fiber into the machinery results in a
higher percentage of wool waste based on fibers caught in the machinery (Trejo, 2014). As a
result, farmers receive less yield in fiber products such as roving or yarn. Fiber pools and
cooperatives provide an opportunity for farmers with small flocks, or herds to contribute their
fiber to a larger collection so that it can be processed at a larger scale to maximize the fiber
output for final products. There are several types of wool pools, or fiber cooperatives for alpaca,
llama, mohair, and cashmere in the United States.
Farmer’s earnings for wool is based on pre-established prices each year depending on the
collection point. In 2015, prices for wool in a New York wool pool were $0.71 per pound for
white wool, $0.41 per pound for white off sorts, and $0.15 per pound for natural colored wool
(Schwartz, 2015). Some farmers do not feel they earn enough for their wool; a major issue is that
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the quality of fiber is not accounted for in assessing the monetary value. A study by Lupton,
Pfeiffer, and Blakeman (1993) indicates that including an objective fiber diameter assessment
before the point of sale can increase the value of fibers in a warehouse pool setting; however this
requires an additional cost to the farmer to send the fibers for lab testing. In a recent American
Sheep Industry survey with U.S. sheep and wool farmers, value based pricing for wool is a key
research priority to address the issue of low profits from wool (Miller et al., 2016). At a
commercial scale with wool sorting, fleeces are commonly divided by general “lines” based on
the position of the fleece on the sheep with the main portion separated out into sub fleece “lines”
based on visible quality characteristics and staple strength tests (Scobie et al., 2015). Mohair
fleeces follow a similar procedure for sorting (McGregor & Butler, 2008).
Looking beyond wool to alpaca fibers, the New England Alpaca Fiber Pool collects and
processes alpaca fibers into a range of clothing and textiles. In 2017, the Fiber Pool sought to
buy 25,000 pounds of alpaca fibers to use economies of scale and benefit farmers (NEAFP,
2017).5 Once collected from farms, fibers are classified based on their uniformity, staple length,
micron, color, and grade into prime, seconds, and thirds categories. Fiber sorters confirm the
category and weigh the amount of fibers submitted to determine the monetary value given to
farmers. Fibers are processed by Northeastern commercial mills based on 20 years of experience.
To have products to sell on their farms, the Fiber Pool provides the option for farmers to buy
alpaca products that range from lace scarves to rugs at wholesale prices. Pricing is more
beneficial if farmers contribute their own fiber to the Fiber Pool. A farmer can purchase socks to
re-sell for prices ranging from $7.65 to $6.50 depending on the amount ordered. Pricing for

5

The 25,000 pounds of alpaca fibers is minimal compared to the broader wool industry. As a primary
provider of wool for the global Woolmark brand, Australia produces over 700 million pounds of wool
annually (Pattinson, 2017).
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farmers who only seek to buy finished alpaca products is slightly higher. This unique farm-tofashion model gives alpaca farmers the opportunity to have a consistent supply of ready-made
clothing and textiles to sell to their customers.
Using a different approach, the Alpaca Coalition of America is also striving to help
farmers earn more income based on their fiber quality. The National Alpaca Fleece Collection
collects raw alpaca fibers, determines its quality, and gives money to farmers based on profits
generated from selling to a buyer (Labrecque, 2016). During 2016, 168 alpaca farms contributed
fiber and over 14,200 pounds of bales were sold to seven pre-determined buyers (ACOA, 2016).
The total sale value of collected fleeces was $74,841, and $67,001 was remitted back to the
farmers for the quality of their fibers. Depending on the fiber grade, color, and length, prices for
fibers collected ranged from $19 per pound of Grade 1 and $1.75 per pound of Grade 5 fibers.
The continuity of this work is essential to support the long-term sustainability of the alpaca fiber
industry.
Standardized System of Fiber Sorting, Grading, and Classing. Based on the variety of
approaches to value natural fibers in U.S. pools and cooperatives, a standardized system of
sorting, grading, and classing natural animal fibers was developed by fiber farmers in the
Northeast and Mid-west (Labrecque et al., 2016). “Sorting” refers to the process of separating
different quality fibers from each other; “grading” involves categorizing fibers on a scale of 1
through 6 based on the determined fiber diameter; and “classing” is the determination of ideal
clothing and textile products to make based on the graded quality. This standardized system is
unique because it is not limited to wool or alpaca fibers. It is an all-inclusive approach to meet
the needs of farmers with a variety of fiber animals.
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The standardized system was piloted through the previously mentioned Alpaca Coalition
of America during 2015 and 2016. Generally, fibers are evaluated based on the ratio of primary
to secondary fibers that are mixed in with each other. Primary fibers are fibers with a larger fiber
diameter than the secondary fibers. The ratio of primaries to secondary’s can range from low to
high. This determines the fiber’s Grade category on a scale of 1 through 6. Grade 1 is ultra fine
fibers that typically have more secondary fibers, and Grade 6 is robust, stronger fibers that are
characterized by more primary fibers. The staple length is also a critical factor that determines if
a fiber should be processed with woolen or worsted spinning mill equipment. Fibers with a
woolen staple length range from 1.5” to 3,” and are most suitable for woolen spinning. The fibers
are carded and randomly aligned as they are spun into yarns. The resulting yarn has loft as a key
characteristic. Fibers with a worsted staple length range from 3” to 6,” and are suitable for
worsted spinning. These fibers are carded, go through a pin drafter for parallel alignment, and are
spun into yarns. Worsted yarns are characterized by more twist, strength, and smoothness. Fibers
are also separated based on a spectrum of white to black. During the apprenticeship process, an
expert fiber mentor provides feedback for inter-rater reliability since fiber analysis is subjective.
This process is discussed further in the latter half of the research paper.
Theoretical Framework
This practice-based approach is guided by Actor Network Theory that embodies
interconnected relationships between heterogeneous entities, or actors in a network (Law, 1999).
Actor Network Theory focuses on the “materiality” and “performativity” of entities and their
relational links (Law & Hassard, 1999). “Entities have no inherent qualities” and can be
theoretical ideas, objects, people, and animals as an all-inclusive approach with limitless
relational outcomes (p. 3). Actor Network Theory is the “summing up of interactions” (Latour,
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1999). It is a sum of the circulating entities with intentions and a consciousness in the system.
Latour asserts, “[t]o become an actor is as much a local achievement as obtaining a ‘total’
structure” (p. 18). The micro-level local interactions inform broader macro-level phenomenon.
Actor Network Theory was chosen based on the parallels it shares with Slow Fashion.
Actor Network Theory originates in science and technology studies, but is increasingly being
adopted for design research (Storni et al., 2015; Law & Hassard, 1999). Slow Fashion
emphasizes “materiality” including raw fibers, clothing, and textiles. “Performativity” with raw
fibers, clothing, and textiles creates bonds between people, animals, and the natural landscape. It
adds to the complexity of the farm-to-fashion value chain. Additionally, the standardized fiber
sorting, grading, and classing system is inclusive of all natural animal fibers to meet the
emerging needs of fiber farmers. It also involves “reflection-in-action” to fully understand the
circulating entities of the network as part of slow fashion (Latour, 1999; Schön, 1983).
Drawing attention to sorting and grading raw fibers as a critical part of the farm-tofashion value chain fills in an “empty space ‘in between’ the network” (Latour, 1999). The
development of the apprenticeship program expands opportunities to explore the complexities in
a fluid network with farmers in a local context (Latour, 1999). Allen (2011) uses Actor Network
theory as a framework to explore landscape and scale, concluding that “everything is
networked.” Allen asserts that Actor Network Theory provides a framework to study “anything
in the landscape, because it folds the nature-society dialectic (and space-time) into one concept”
(p. 274). This provides a foundation to begin to think about and sum up interactions for localized
slow fashion through the Fiber SGC apprenticeship (Latour, 1999).
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Fiber Sorting, Grading, and Classing Apprenticeship as “Reflection in Action”
Aligned with the reflective aspect of slow fashion, being a fiber apprentice requires
constant “reflection in action” to repeat a specific set of procedures with distinct and unique
fleeces (Schön, 1983). The fiber apprentice engages in an “intuitive performance” that involves a
continuous conversation about the raw fibers with oneself, peers, and/or mentors. In initial visual
and haptic analysis, the apprentice conducts an “on-the-spot experiment” of a hypothesis by
constantly comparing the fibers with a standard set of samples provided during the SGC courses.
The time span of developing tacit expertise is self-directed by the apprentice. It can range from
seconds analyzing a fiber sample, minutes analyzing an entire fleece, several months or years to
fully develop proficient tacit knowledge. By analyzing at least 250 fleeces through the
apprenticeship, the apprentice develops a “repertoire” of experiences to draw from to
consistently obtain over 80% accuracy as a Master Fiber Sorter, Grader, and Classer. Although
the protocol for the Fiber SGC apprenticeship is straight-forward, there is an underlying
complexity based on the unique fibers from each farm, and the farmer’s farm-to-fashion value
chain that can range from an artisan to a mill.
Linking back to slow fashion, fiber farmers are aligning themselves with ideals of equity,
localism, authenticity, exclusivity, and functionality (Jung & Jin, 2014). Farmers are increasing
their knowledge of fiber quality through the apprenticeship program to create equitable income
opportunities for each other. They are acting locally by seeking farms in their respective regions.
The process is authentic with the apprenticeship program as a precursor requirement to becoming
a Master Fiber Sorter, Grader, and Classer. It is exclusive based on the unique locality of farms
and the diversity of materials. Defining the quality of fibers helps determine optimal uses to
create durable clothing and textiles.
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Fiber SGC Apprenticeship in New York. This process began by taking Basic and
Advanced Fiber Sorting, Grading, and Classing courses taught by fiber experts as part of
continuing education courses in in the State University of New York Cobleskill. The aims of the
courses were to train student attendees to learn about the standardized Fiber SGC system and
gain hands-on experience sorting and grading fleeces with their feedback. The Fiber SGC
apprenticeship relies on collaboration among farmers and sorters. It also requires hands-on
experience with a variety of fibers: 60% of a preferred fiber, at least 10% huacaya alpaca, 10%
suri alpaca, 10% wool, and 10% other animal fibers. Huacaya is the more common type of
alpaca fiber with crimp, while suri fibers are silk-like and straight without any crimp.
The Fiber SGC apprenticeship in New York involved sorting and grading over 70 alpaca,
wool, and mohair fleeces from five fiber farms during Winter 2016, Spring, and Summer 2017.
The farms were within 50 miles of each other. Figure 22 shows a visit to a farm to source wool
fleeces. Most fleeces, 57, were “primary sorts” that were sourced directly from farmers by the
main researcher, and 20 were “secondary sorts” sourced from a farmer-apprentice collaborator.
Most of the fleeces, 59, were sorted in direct collaboration with a fellow fiber apprentice who is
an alpaca farmer and striving to expand her farm revenue sources by becoming a Master Fiber
Sorter, Grader, and Classer in the future. Table 4 specifies the type of raw fleeces analyzed.
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Figure 22: Visit to Farm D to Source Wool for the SGC Fiber Apprenticeship in 2017
Table 4: Raw Fleeces Sourced for Fiber SGC Apprenticeship

Farm

Location

A

South
Central
NY

Type of
Fiber

Fleeces
Sorted

Total
Amount
of
Samples

Range of
Colors

Range of Staple
Length &
Grades

Processing

Woolen 2 to 6
Worsted 2 to 6

Fiber Mill

Alpaca

39

35

White,
Fawn,
Brown,
Grey, Black

Wool

20

16

White, Grey

Woolen 3 to 6
Worsted 2 to 7

Fiber Mill

Alpaca

2

2

White

Worsted 4 to 5

Fiber
Cooperative

Wool

3

9

Grey, Black

Worsted 5 to 7

Fiber Artisan

E

Central
NY

Mohair,
Cashgora
Alpaca

9

8

White, Grey,
Black

Woolen 6
Worsted 4 to 6

Fiber Mill

F

Central
NY

Alpaca

1

2

White

Worsted 5 to 6

Fiber Artisan

B
C
D

South
Central
NY
Northern
PA
Central
NY
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Fiber SGC Method. The method for sorting the fleeces involves continual assessment of
fibers throughout the fleece. The “sweet spot” or “midside” of the fleece is ideal to sort for
commercial production (Scobie et al., 2015; McGregor & Butler, 2008). It is the portion of fleece
on the animal that is reflective of the finest fibers, and does not get contaminated with vegetable
matter. However, when a fleece is received, it often includes the entire fleece with mixed
qualities. The fiber sorter assesses the fiber quality throughout the fleece, and sometimes fleece
is not usable for processing based on excessive felting or vegetable matter. Sorting a fleece
prepares fibers for optimized fiber processing to be able to create high quality clothing and
textiles.
The first step during the apprenticeship was to take the fleece out of the bag, which was
likely placed there during shearing day. The fleece is often compressed, and was carefully spread
out throughout the sorting table. Depending on the amount of time the fleece is inside the bag,
and amount of humidity, the fleece may gently stick together. It must be carefully handled to
prevent the fleece from getting disorganized. Once spread out, the fleece should lie flat with the
interior fibers facing upward. The next step is to pick out a few fiber samples throughout the
fleece, ideally the blanket, to analyze in detail, as shown in Figure 23. The fibers are laid out on a
clipboard that is subdivided with white and black tape to analyze the light or dark fibers under a
light. Once the fibers samples are laid out, they are analyzed using the protocol below.
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Figure 23: Representative Cashgora (left) and Mohair (right) Locks for Analysis from Farm E

The first feature considered is the staple length. If it is between 1.5” to 3,” it is ideal for
woolen processing; if it is between 3” to 6” inches it is best for worsted processing. Woolen fiber
processing involves scouring, blending, carding, and spinning (Hunter, 2002). The results are a
yarn that has more air and loft for scarves and sweaters. Worsted processing involves scouring,
carding, gilling, and combing (Hunter, 2002). The result is top, which are fibers that are aligned
in a parallel format and ready for spinning. Worsted yarns are parallel and densely packed to
create finer yarns for items such as tailored suits or pants. Many of the Northeastern fiber mills
have woolen or semi-worsted equipment, but a few have equipment for worsted processing. The
fleeces have staple lengths that vary, which requires sorting a fleece into woolen and worsted
categories (Iglesias et al., 2013; McGregor & Butler, 2009).
The second feature evaluated is the ratio of primary fibers to secondary fibers, that is the
ratio of coarse to fine fibers, which is based on skin follicle characteristics. Fine fibers come
from animals with a high follicle density, which is a high secondary to primary ratio (Hynd et al.,
1996). This helps determine the Grade on a scale of 1 through 6. Grade 1 is ultra fine fibers, and
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Grade 6 is robust, stronger fibers. Higher amounts of primary fibers can influence the final Grade
categorization of a section of fleece to be a higher Grade number. Additionally, a higher amount
of secondary fibers can influence the final Grade to be a finer fiber Grade. Once the ratio is
determined, the fiber samples are compared to a standard set of samples that were tested for their
micron in a laboratory. The fiber samples are visually compared to each other to determine the
Grade category. Depending on the ratio of primary to secondary fibers, the final Grade of the
fleece is determined. Grade 3 ranging from 23 to 25.9 microns is considered the most versatile
based on its softness and strength (Labrecque et al., 2016).
As a final quality check, the fiber samples are also evaluated for tenderness by pulling
from both ends to check for weak spots that can cause the fiber to tear during processing. It is
estimated that 20 to 40% of fibers break while going through carding machinery in scaled
processing (Hunter, 2002). This results in short fibers that may be too short to process and
becomes part of the fiber waste generated.
Many of the fiber characteristics evaluated in the Fiber SGC apprenticeship are identified
as important for commercial fiber processing of yarns. This includes variations in fiber diameter,
variations in fiber staple length, staple strength, breaks, and vegetable matter (Tester, McGregor,
& Staynes, 2015; Prins & Pierlot, 2010; Hunter, 2002). Scobie et al. (2015) provides a detailed
review of studies that evaluate wool fleece variability for commercial processing. Attention to
the fiber characteristics outlined in the standardized SGC process can result in more uniform and
consistent fiber products including top for spinning yarn, clothing, and textiles manufacturing
with U.S. manufacturing infrastructure.
Sorting and Grading an Alpaca Fleece. Three short videos were made as a visual and
auditory reference of the fiber sorting process for Farm A during December 2016. The audio of
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the short videos was transcribed to analyze the collaborative learning process as a slow fashion
approach. As a reflection-in-action approach, this is an example of using “virtual worlds” as
“context for [a practioner’s] experiment” (Schön 1983, p. 162). It took approximately 15 minutes
to sort through the fleece, and it was the last fleece analyzed on the specific date. This fleece also
marks the half-way point of sorting through the total fleeces during December 2016.
The following outlines the process of sorting one light fawn alpaca fleece and key
conservational points during the collaborative learning process with an alpaca farmer. It also
provides a glimpse into “a reflective conversation with a unique and uncertain situation” (Schön,
1983, p. 130) with the specific fleece. Based on our experiences sorting about 10 fleeces
previously, we “built up a repertoire of examples, images, understandings, and actions” (p. 138)
by the time we sorted the light fawn fleece. This half-way mark also conveys the standard
procedure of sorting from light to dark fleeces in practice.
Our first step was to spread the fleece out on the sorting table to allow us to carefully pick
out fiber samples to analyze. In an initial hypothesis, I compared the light fawn fibers to the
standard Grade 3 sample, and the light fawn fibers appeared larger than the Grade 3 sample. The
farmer commented, “ I think the primaries and the secondaries are about the same …” We
agreed, and I took out the Grade 5 sample to compare those. We noticed a few guard hairs. The
farmer said, “I think we’re looking at another 6” based on our experiences analyzing previous
fiber samples. I commented, “yea, the primaries are 6, the secondaries might be a 5…” The
farmer expressed her consensus by saying, “yea I would go with a 6 [for the primaries], I don’t
think it’s a 5, it’s too coarse. I’ve got to see how old she was…. she’s got some age on her…”
Many of the alpacas were older, and we found that there were many that had primary and
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secondary fibers in the Grade 5 and 6 categories. Figure 24 conveys our process from a 360°
visual perspective.

Figure 24: 360° View of Sorting an Alpaca Fleece in Collaboration with a Farmer

With constant comparison, we reached a consensus that the primary fibers were a Grade
6 with a micron ranging from 32 to 35, and secondary fibers were a Grade 5 with a micron
ranging from 29 to 32. Since we noticed few guard hairs, we decided that the blanket grade
should be a Grade 5. If there were more guard hairs, we would have categorized it as a Grade 6.
The fleece had both woolen and worsted fiber lengths, and we measured the lengths as we sorted.
In total, we created three categories of the particular light fawn fleece, WL 5, WR5, and mixed
which was fiber that was too short or had excessive guard hairs. These three categories of light
fawn fibers were set-aside to add to during later processes of sorting and grading light fawn
fleeces.
The experience sorting 20 fleeces together allowed us to develop tacit knowledge through
the Fiber SGC apprenticeship. It was helpful to reach a consensus during the process to build our
confidence and become comfortable with the technical language such as “woolen,” “worsted,”
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“primaries and secondary ratio.” This 2016 experience also led us to continue to sort Farm A
alpaca fibers during Spring 2017 to develop more “repertoires” of experiences for the
apprenticeship.
Results. The process of sorting and grading over 70 alpaca, wool, and mohair fleeces
provided experience with a variety of animal fibers to develop tacit knowledge. Table 2 conveys
the range of lengths and grades gauged for each farm with fiber ranges from Grades 2 to 7, or
micron counts of 20 µm to over 35 µm. Although fibers such as alpaca and mohair are
considered luxury fibers, there is a wide range in their quality (Franck & Textile Institute, 2001).
Common ranges for alpaca fibers is 20 to 36 µm, and for mohair 23 to 40 µm. Grade 1 fibers
were not found in this particular fiber sorting process. The number of fleeces sorted is different
from the total amount of samples based on categorizations based on color, grade, and length, not
categorization by a fiber animal’s individual fleece.
Feedback from a Master Fiber Sorting mentor is a form of inter-rater reliability to assist
in affirming accuracy to develop tacit knowledge during the apprenticeship. Table 5 conveys the
total amount of samples correct by farm based on assessment by a mentor. Going through this
inter-rater reliability process revealed 73% accuracy in sorting and grading the fibers to complete
30% of the apprenticeship.6 Accuracy in assessing the fiber Grades improved with Farms B, D,
E, and F, which suggests the gradual development of tacit knowledge. By the end of the
apprenticeship, once 250 fleeces are sorted and graded, accuracy should consistently be above
80% (Labrecque et al., 2016).

6

For Farm A, 6 samples were not reviewed by the mentor
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Table 5: Results Based on Analysis by Fiber SGC Mentor

Farm

Type of Fiber

Fleeces
Sorted

Total Amount of
Samples

A
B

Alpaca
Wool

39
20

35
16

Total
Samples Correct
18
15

C
D
E

Alpaca
Wool
Mohair, Cashgora, Alpaca

2
3
9

2
9
8

1
9
8

F

Alpaca

1

2

2

Discussion
Although the fleeces sorted are in a local context in the Northeastern United States, the
variety of animal fibers and qualities speaks to the broader spectrum of natural animals fibers
throughout world. Although many of these fibers such as alpaca, mohair, and cashgora may be
presumed to be fine, there are several factors to consider such as the ratio of primary to
secondaries, proportion of guard hairs, and the fiber processing equipment used. Stronger fibers
may be more persistent than fine fibers in a particular fleece. The variety of fiber quality
suggests the strident need for more evaluation of fleeces with this standardized process. These
findings coincide with results from the regional sorting by ACOA (2016), which revealed a wide
range of qualities in the over 10,000 pounds of alpaca fiber sorted and graded. This practice
expands farmer’s knowledge about their fiber quality in an effective way and follows principles
to support economies of scale for prospective scaled fiber processing.
Based on participating in the Fiber SGC apprenticeship, an Actor Network Theory
analysis diagram (AAD) was developed to visually convey the process (Payne, 2016). Figure 25
presents the varying entities and their relationship networks. The diagram includes three main
aspects: 1) the actors/ objects (shown in rectangle), 2) their associated attributes (shown in
ellipse), and 3) their relationships (shown in rhombus and with arrows). All actors are considered
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“fluid” objects with potential to change based on variable dynamics in local farm-to-fashion
contexts. The shaded green ovals from light to dark indicate the general order of the process. The
diagram conveys one approach of creating a network around the fiber animals and their fibers
through fiber sorting. The network can be more extensive if communication is directed through a
fiber guild or association with many farmers in the network.

Figure 25: Actor Network Theory Analysis Diagram Based on the Fiber SGC Apprenticeship, 2018
(Payne, 2016)

This experience conveys how the fiber SGC apprenticeship is creating “citizen
professionals” (Schön, 1983) with deep knowledge of fiber quality to support a prospective local
clothing and textiles economy. The apprenticeship program provides farmers with greater
empowerment to know the quality of fibers among their fiber animals. Once farmers know the
quality of their fibers, the next step is classing, making informed decisions about which fiber
products to develop (Labrecque et al., 2016). Some classing examples include Grade 2 (20 to
22.9 µm) super fine fibers, which are ideally spun into fingering or lace weight yarns for knitting,
crochet, or weaving. Items can include baby clothing or lace shawls that endure gentle wear.
Grade 3 (23 to 25.9 µm) fine fibers are ideally spun into sport or double knit yarn weights which
are popular yarns for knitting and crochet. These yarns can be worn comfortably next to the skin
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and made into hats, gloves, scarves, and sweaters. Grade 3 fibers are the most versatile and can
endure wear. Fibers ranging from Grade 5 (29 to 32 µm) through 7 (over 35 µm) are stronger and
can endure greater wear. They are suitable for bulky, or chunky yarn weights for outerwear
sweaters, hats, or rugs.

Figure 26: Hand-Spun Yarns and Knitted Samples by Dana Havas

The process of using fiber quality data to inform clothing and textile design practices is
part of reflective slow fashion. Figure 26 is an example of hand-spun yarn of wool from Farm D.
Based on experiences sorting previous fleeces from the farm and obtaining 100% accuracy based
on mentor feedback, the fibers range from Grades 5 to 7. The fiber artisan visited the farm during
2018, washed the fleece, and created yarn samples. She experimented by hand-spinning three
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different yarns 1) a single ply yarn spun from the wool locks, 2) a singly ply yarn from handcarded wool, and 3) a 2-ply combed yarn. The artisan explained that her favorite yarn was the
second yarn sample. The wool was carded, which created more air and loft in the yarn as it was
spun. She created knit textile swatches to inform future clothing and textile designs.
Prospects for Future Practice
Experiences sorting alpaca, wool, and mohair for to complete 30% of the Fiber SGC
apprenticeship led to the development of tacit knowledge with 73% accuracy. It is anticipated
that accuracy will improve with more practice and it is an example of the “continuous process of
self-education” to reach the goal of 80% accuracy (Schön, 1983, p. 299). Future progress with
the Fiber SGC Apprenticeship will involve sorting and grading fleeces in the Western part of the
United States for further reflection-in-action as part of slow fashion.
There are few apprentices who have fully completed the program to become a Master
Fiber Sorter, Grader, and Classer; however, opportunities to continue practicing as a certified
professional are extensive based on the strident need to value fiber based on quality. The strong
Fibershed network can be a helpful resource to connect with fiber farmers. Social media groups
such as the Facebook group “Spin a Pound get a Pound” might also provide interesting
opportunities to sort and grade fibers. The group facilitates a barter-based system to connect fiber
farmers with spinners who can process their fibers with washing, carding, and spinning yarns. A
spinner sends hand-spun yarn back to the farmer so that they can have a product to sell, and the
spinner obtains fiber for their personal use.
Conclusion
As part of slow fashion localism, this study conveys collaborative, evolving knowledge
around natural animal fibers such as wool, alpaca, and mohair for clothing and textiles. As a
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Fiber SGC apprentice, this experience involved constant reflection-in-action that led to a greater
understanding of raw fiber. Fiber sorting and grading is a critical step to assess the value of
fibers, and is a process that has strong roots prior to the industrial revolution throughout the
world (Ryder, 1995). Raw animal fibers are a “circulating entity” that spans beyond local places
and time throughout heterogeneous landscapes (Latour, 1999). The emergence of a
“standardized” system that is inclusive of all natural animal fibers in the 21st century conveys the
complexity with varying entities in the network including people, the animals, and heterogeneity
of fibers in the network. At a micrometer fiber level, it forces us to continuously consider core
questions of Actor Network Theory, “How to talk about complexity, to appreciate complexity,
and to practice complexity?” (Law, 1999) with diverse natural animal fibers. As renewable,
natural resources, raw fibers deserve as much attention as the base for natural clothing and
textiles that can support the emergence of slow fashion localism.
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CHAPTER 5
MADE IN NEW YORK:
A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO SLOW FASHION DESIGN PRACTICE
As consumers become aware of local food resources with “Slow Food” and “Farm-toTable” movements, consumers are also asking “Who is growing our clothes?” “Slow Food”
developed in response to the negative impacts of “Fast Food” and encourages assessment of local
resources to improve well-being and quality of life (Petrini, 2001). Similarly, “Slow Fashion”
arose in response to “Fast Fashion,” a movement led by retailers such as Forever 21, Zara, and
H&M (Fletcher, 2010; Fletcher, 2008). Fast fashion has an extremely negative effect on the
ecosystems and well-being of people in developing countries where our clothing is produced
(You, Cheng, & Yan, 2009). As an alternative, slow fashion encourages the use of local
resources to support economic, social, and environmental health (Jung & Jin, 2014; Fletcher,
2008). Several consumer studies suggest interest in local and domestic natural fiber products
linked with local farms (Stannard & Mullet, 2017; Cao et al., 2014; Peterson, Hustvedt, & Chen,
2012).
Research Purpose
This research implements Actor Network Theory, and Bye’s (2010) “research through
practice” framework for clothing and textile design scholarship to present a collaborative
workflow for slow fashion design practice that includes farmers, fiber scientists, and textile
designers. It uses the theoretical framework Actor Network Theory, which is increasingly used in
co-design research to expand ideals of design, democracy, participation, and making things
public (Storni et al., 2015). This research developed in response to New York fiber farmers’
difficulties reaching their markets and low economic profits (Trejo, 2014). This is a three-part
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research study that involved (1) the development of a New York Regional Yarn Sourcebook with
local yarns sourced directly from farmers, 2) analysis of fiber micron and yarn tensile strength,
and (3) development of a Made in New York farm-to-fashion limited-edition line of scarves
based on fiber science testing of physical fiber characteristics. Several scholars stress the
importance of quality and durable design for extended use; however there is no study that
presents a workflow for slow fashion collaboration (Labrecque et al., 2016; Fletcher & Grose,
2012; Fletcher, 2012). This co-design, slow fashion research is critical because it provides proofof-concept of a workflow that can be scaled up to support high quality slow fashion product
development.
Rather than taking a designer as expert conventional approach, this study includes several
key contributors who inform the design process such as farmers, fiber scientists, and textile
designers. This aligns with Dorst’s (2008) assertion for design teams. Dorst (2008) identifies key
components to design research that includes attention to the design problem, designer or team
action, context, and design process. Cross (1982) indicates that “designerly ways of knowing”
involves a solutions oriented approach to solve problems, and synthesized thinking based on
experimentations with solutions. This research coincides with Bye’s (2010) assertion that
“research through practice is a way to transfer the tacit knowledge of practicing designers to a
broader, more robust knowledge base that can be shared by researchers, educators, and
practitioners” (p. 213). This is a problem-based design research approach that addresses a
research problem and develops an “artifact,” in this case Made in New York alpaca and wool
scarves based on sourcing several local yarns and testing them for their quality.
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Literature Review
Slow Fashion Design. Slow fashion takes an ethical stance to foster healthy social and
environmental relationships. It centers on principles of quality, authenticity, durability, comfort,
zero waste, and use of natural materials linked to a local place (Fletcher, 2012; Fletcher, 2010;
Fletcher, 2008). This includes choice of materials, use of traditional techniques, and timeless
design strategies. From a designer’s perspective, salient aspects of slow fashion are originality,
timeless design, hand-craftsmanship, and social responsibility (Antanavičiūtė & Dobilaitė,
2015). Strategies used to capture these characteristics in slow fashion design practice include use
of natural materials, design for redesign, local production, zero waste, and sharing clothing as an
alternative to continuous consumption.
Slow fashion also emerges at individual and community levels to stimulate broader
change. The most notable example is the Northern California Fibershed non-profit organization
that developed after the success of the 150-mile wardrobe project by the founder Rebecca
Burgess. She initiated collaborations with local farmers, mill owners, and artisans that helped
create a local wardrobe. This project conveys the feasibility of a fibershed for localized clothing
and textiles in the 21st century. A play on the term watershed, fibershed draws attention to
resources including fibers, plant dyes, mills, and artisanal labor in a localized region.
Fibershed subsequently launched several research initiatives to discover the breadth of
opportunities for U.S. clothing and textile production (Fibershed, 2017; Daniels et al., 2016; Bieg
et al., 2014). More recently, Fibershed debuted their Climate Beneficial Cloth in 2017 with wool
from sheep farms that used compost as an environmental stewardship approach to sequester
carbon from the atmosphere (DeLonge, Ryals, & Silver, 2013). Bare Ranch was one of the farms
in Northern California that implemented a Carbon Farm Plan (Creque & Fibershed, 2016). It is
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estimated that Bare Ranch sequestered approximately 4,000 metric tons of CO2, which offsets 6
to 9 times green house gas emissions typically emitted from the ranch’s sheep. This is to
offsetting carbon emissions from approximately 865 cars. At the community level, Fibershed
hosted a Climate Beneficial Fashion Gala to showcase designers’ creative use of the woven
fabric. On a broader systems level, the outdoor apparel brand The North Face launched the “Cali
Wool Beanie” that uses Climate Beneficial Wool in 2017. It is an extension of The North Face’s
Backyard Hoodie project that was also a collaboration with Fibershed to support U.S. farms and
production (Sustainable Brands, 2014).
United States Natural Fibers. The landscape of animal fibers in the broader United
States offers a variety of natural, renewable fibers for clothing and textile design (Tapper &
Zucker, 2008). According to the USDA (2017) census, over 3 million sheep produced over 25
million pounds of wool in 2016. There are currently over 141,000 angora goats and they
produced 800,000 pounds of mohair in 2016. Alpacas are a relatively new fiber producing
animal from South America that were introduced to the United States in the 1980s (Safley,
2007). Registration data from the Alpaca Owner’s Association indicates that there are over
250,000 alpacas in the United States. These fiber animals provide raw material that is commonly
processed in fiber mills. Although mill infrastructure in the United States has dwindled over the
past thirty years, fiber processing mills that produce roving, top, and yarn have persisted and
support small and mid-sized farms in the U.S. (Daniels et al., 2016; Hodges & Frank, 2013;
Fairbanks, 2012).
Although New York is not currently a leading wool state and accounts for approximately
1% of all wool grown in the United States, New York has several diversified fiber farms that
provide opportunities for local fiber sourcing as part of slow fashion movement (USDA, 2018).
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New York currently has over 470 small and mid-sized fiber farms and several fiber processing
mills that can transform raw fibers into roving for spinning, felt, or yarns. In a survey with New
York fiber farmers in 2013, most farmers reported earning less than $10,000 from selling fiber
products (Trejo, 2014). Major challenges identified by farmers were reaching their fiber artisan
target market since they are in rural areas, and selling fiber products online since customers want
to touch the raw fiber, roving, and/or yarn products before purchasing. The fashion context in
New York City suggests momentum towards “Made in New York” by top fashion designers such
as Narciso Rodriguez and The Row (Iredale, 2015; Lockwood & Edelson, 2013). However, a
focus is placed on local garment construction, not necessarily sourcing local fibers, yarns, and
fabrics.
In the context of broader fiber and yarn research, fiber quality of animal fibers such as
wool, alpaca, and mohair has been characterized (Smith, 2014; Robson, 2011). The most
prominent collection of U.S. sourced yarns is in the Northern California “Wool and Fine Fiber
Book” that presents fiber quality information with micron analysis of each fiber (Fibershed,
2016). There is currently limited information about the mechanical properties of yarns processed
in the United States. Several studies evaluate the tensile strength of wool only at the fiber level
(Prins & Pierlot, 2010; Parthasarathy, Rao, & Patni, 1981; Hunter & Kruger, 1967). At the yarn
level, studies compare wool and synthetic yarns, but do not provide a comparison of diverse
natural yarns such as wool, alpaca, and mohair (Treigienė & Laureckienė, 2012;
Bandyopadhyay, Ghosh, & Ali, 2011). Tensile strength is critical since it conveys the ability of
the yarn to endure stress with mechanically induced tension. In a study by Cao et al. (2014),
handspun local wool and mohair yarns were used on a hand-knitting machine to create scarves;
however, yarn breakage during knitting was a major issue (Personal Communication, 2016).
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Theoretical Approach
This research applies Actor Network Theory to the farm-to-fashion design process for the
creation of the New York Regional Yarn Sourcebook and the Made in New York limited edition
hand-woven scarves. Actor Network Theory focuses on the “materiality” and “performativity” of
entities, and their relational links (Law & Hassard, 1999). Entities include human and nonhuman actors as an inclusive, critical thinking approach. All entities are critical based on their
position in the network and the links they create. This research is based on intersecting
relationships between the lead researchers, farmers, their fiber animals, mill owners, fiber
processing equipment, fiber scientists, and designers who are all equally important contributors.
Actor Network Theory is increasingly being applied to design studies, most notably codesign (Storni et al., 2015). In the introduction of a Co-Design special issue focused on
“designing things together,” Storni et al. (2015) indicates that Actor Network Theory is
expanding beyond its original conception in science and technology studies to address social and
political issues. Design and technology can be a powerful tool to solve “common world” issues.
In an approach to “design things together,” Storni (2015) proposed ontological, methodological,
and epistemological turns for designers to use Actor Network Theory and address “common
world” issues. In the ontological approach, Storni indicated that Actor Network Theory can assist
in discovering what can become, be done, and produced based on the interrelations of the
different actors in the network.
Method
This research is a case study focused on a collaboration with New York farmers,
designers, and students. It uses a mixed method approach that includes observations of yarns
sourced, a farmer survey, fiber science lab testing, and product development. Each phase of data
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collection informed the next. The first was sourcing yarns from farmers to develop the New York
Regional Yarn Sourcebook, distributing a survey to obtain more information from farmers,
analyzing fiber-yarn qualities, and using the data to determine the optimal yarns to create a
limited-edition line of handwoven scarves. The featured farms were chosen based on the quantity
of fibers reported in a survey during 2013, rarity of fibers in the state, and farmer’s interest in
being included (Trejo, 2014).

Figure 27: Map of New York Fiber Farms in Sourcebook

Yarns were sourced from 17 sheep, alpaca, and goat farms in upstate New York as shown
in Figure 27. The small amount of fiber farms included in the Sourcebook was based on financial
resources available to purchase yarns from each farm. The yarns were sourced in two ways: inperson directly from farmers during the New York State Sheep & Wool Festival, the largest fiber
festival in the state, and through email communication. Some yarns were sourced directly from
the farmer’s website, and were received within 1 week. Farmers without an active farm website
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for yarn purchasing were contacted via email. Reception of the yarn ranged from two weeks to
one month and a half. Most yarns sourced were mill-spun yarns, and one was hand-spun, but
included in the Sourcebook based on the unique sheep breeds on the farm. Once yarns were
sourced from farmers, they were asked to complete a short survey as a follow up during
November 2016 to April 2017. The survey asked for descriptive information about their farm,
animals, fiber products available, and mills used. Sixteen out of the seventeen farmers responded
to the survey. Once the yarns were sourced, an electronic database of the 70 mill spun yarns was
used to keep track of the yarn details (Fiore, Kadolph, & Ogle, 2005).
The morphological and fiber diameter of the animal fibers were analyzed with electron
microscope imaging (LEO-1550-Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope—3kV voltage, 5
to 7mm working distance). Fiber samples were taken directly from yarns. To determine the
average micron size, the diameter of 50 fiber samples per yarn were measured with Image J
software. The average micron data of yarns was further correlated with a standard Grading
system on a scale of 1 through 7 that can be useful for product development (Labrecque et al.,
2016).
The 70 yarn samples were tested using the standard test ASTM D2256 Tensile Properties
of Yarns by the Single-Strand Method. The yarns were conditioned in a standardized
conditioning lab prior to testing. Each yarn sample was tested 10 times to determine the average
percent of elongation and stress point to break. The length of the yarn strand and gauge length
were modified since the yarns had a variable diameter. Positioning the yarns to the original
specified lengths of the standard procedure resulted in inaccurate data. To obtain accurate data,
seven-inch strands of each yarn type were tested with a force of 120 mm/min and a starting
position distance of 31.25 mm gauge length. Since testing 70 yarns with 10 samples required at
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least 700 tensile strength tests, two researchers conducted the tests. To develop consistent testing
procedures, the researchers conducted a test trial with one yarn sample and ten repeats. The
researchers obtained results within 1 or 2 standard deviation from each other, which is acceptable
based on interlaboratory testing protocol as part of ASTM D2256.
Findings
Fiber Farm Survey. Most respondents were female, 15, and one was a male farmer. Half
of the respondents have over 20 years of experience working on their fiber farm, five have 11 to
15 years of experience, and three have 6 to 10 years of experience. Their farm acreage ranges
from 2 to over 500 acres. Most farms focus on raising sheep, and five of the sixteen farms are
considered diversified farms with more than one type of fiber animal such as sheep, alpacas, and
goats.
Fiber yields vary depending on the number of fiber animals on the farm, and type of fiber
animal. Sheep were the most common type of fiber animals. In total, participating farmers in the
study had 1,188 sheep with an annual wool yield of approximately 6,827 pounds. Figure 28
conveys the variety of sheep breeds and wool from the farms. One farmer developed her own
unique cross bred sheep “DSF Cross,” which is a cross of Corriedale, Coopworth, and many
other sheep breeds.7 The farmer also has purebreds of these sheep. Angora goats were the second
most common fiber animal and the total amount reported was 147 with a yield of 1,077 pounds
of mohair. The total number of alpacas reported by farmers was 112 alpacas that collectively
produce 920 pounds of fiber. Although rare in the U.S., the farmers collectively have 50
cashmere goats that produce 14 pounds of fibers. The low yield of cashmere is consistent with
previous studies (McGregor & Butler, 2008; Lupton, 1996).
7

DSF Sheep are a cross of Cooriedale, Coopworth, Border Leicester, Romney, Romanov, Columbia,
Southdown, Dorset, and/or Finnsheep.
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Figure 28: Different Sheep Breeds Reported by 16 Farmers Participating in the New York State Regional
Yarn Sourcebook

The farmers offer a variety of fiber products based on collaborations with Northeastern
and Midwestern fiber processing and knitting mills. Products include roving for hand-spinning,
yarn for knitting and crochet for fiber artisans and designers, as well as finished products such as
socks, gloves, and blankets for everyday consumers. In sales of fiber products, seven farmers
reported earning less than $10,000, three earned $10,000 to $24,999, four earned $25,000 to
$49,999, and one earned over $75,000. In an interview with the particular farmer earning over
$75,000, she strategically offers a variety of clothing, textile, and household products to maintain
consumer interest. She also sells directly to consumers at fiber festivals, farmer’s markets, and
specialty markets whenever possible. Her high exposure to consumers in community settings
provides additional opportunities to sell at pop up shops in New York City. This farmer’s
product differentiation, marketing, and retail strategies have led her to earn over $75,000.
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Yarn Sourcing. The yarns were spun by Northeastern and Midwestern woolen, semiworsted, and worsted fiber processing mills as shown in Figure 29. Five sets of the farm yarns
were processed in New York mills; four sets were spun in Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and
Vermont mills; and two were spun in Michigan mills. As shown in Table 6, 48 of the yarns were
100% wool, 10 were 100% alpaca, 6 had a majority mohair content, 3 were 100% cashmere, and
3 were a 50/50% blend of fine fibers such as kid mohair-Cormo wool, and alpaca-wool. The
physical characteristics of yarns were analyzed to track trends in yarn spinning and plying among
the different Northeast and Midwestern mills used by farmers. A majority of the sourced yarns
were 2 and 3-plied yarns and were plied in the S-twist direction. To spin a single ply of yarn, the
fibers are twisted towards the left (Z) or right (S) direction to keep the fibers together. To ply
yarns to make them stronger, the fibers are twisted in the opposite direction to create a balanced
twist.

Figure 29: Regional Fiber Processing Mills Used by New York Farmers Featured in the Sourcebook
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Table 6: Descriptive Characteristics of Yarns Sourced for the Sourcebook
New York Sourcebook Mill Spun Yarns
Fiber Type
Alpaca
Cashmere
Mohair
Wool
50/50 Fine Fiber Blend
Ply
1-Ply
2-Ply
3-Ply
4-Ply
Twist Direction
S-Twist
Z-Twist

Count (n = 70)
10
3
6
48
3
10
39
17
4
44
26

Fiber Micron Analysis. In an overall analysis of the 70 yarns, fiber micron ranged from
ultra-fine (<20 µm) to robust (> 36 µm). Among the different animal fiber types, cashmere fibers
from Farm 14 had the finest Grade 1 fiber with an average of 16 µm; mohair yarns from Farm 10
had ultra-fine Grade 1 fibers with an average of 19 µm, and alpaca farms 11 and 12 had Grade 1
through 4 super fine to medium fibers with a range of 19 µm to 27 µm. Figure 30 presents two
representative fiber micron images. Among the different fiber types, wool fibers had the broadest
micron range based on the variety of sheep breeds previously discussed. Average microns ranged
from 18 to 38 µm, which ranges from Grades 1 through 6. This coincides with previous research
regarding sheep breeds and their wool quality for different clothing and textile applications
(Robson, 2011). The full fiber micron and grade data by farm is presented in New York Regional
Yarn Sourcebook (Trejo et al., 2017).
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Figure 30: [left to right] New York Wool and Cashmere Fibers Under a Scanning Electron Microscope,
Photos Courtesy Nidia Trejo

Figure 31 conveys the fiber quality and grade categorization of the 70 New York yarns.
Overall, 62% of the yarns fell into fine fiber Grade categories 1 through 3 with a micron under
26µm. Grades 1 and 2 yarns are ideal for gentle, next-to-skin wear clothing and textile products
accessories (Labrecque et al., 2016). Grade 3 yarns are the most versatile and can be worn next
to the skin comfortably. In the micron analysis, 38% of the yarns fell into Grades 4 through 7
with a fiber micron over 26µm. These yarns are strong and durable for outerwear hats, sweaters,
socks, and household textiles (Labrecque et al., 2016).

Figure 31: Graph of Average Micron and Grades of Yarns Featured in Sourcebook
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Yarn Tensile Strength Analysis. Tensile strength was evaluated based on stress
(breaking point) and strain (% of elongation before break). Raw Excel data was exported from
Bluehill software, analyzed on Excel, and R software for statistical computing. The yarn ply and
twist direction were analyzed for their effect on tensile strength. A one-way ANOVA was used
to determine statistical significance at the p < 0.05 level.
There was a significant difference in break points in the yarns of different types as shown
in Table 7 (p=0.000344). The mohair yarns had the highest average strength at 392 megapascal
(mPa), but the variation was notable with a standard deviation of 392 mPa. The blended yarns
were the second strongest variety, with an average break point of 126 mPa, also with a high
standard deviation. Wool had almost as much variability as the blended yarns, but with a lower
strength of 67 mPa. While cashmere and alpaca had the lowest and second lowest strengths at 28
and 46 mPa, respectively, there was much less variability. The elongation was generally
consistent across all four categories, ranging from 29 to 33% at the break point. The yarns with
lower strengths, cashmere and alpaca, had high average elongations of 33%, while wool and
mohair had slightly lower rates of elongation 30% and 29% respectively. Nonetheless, there was
no significant statistical difference (p=0.206).
As the ply of the yarns increased, the average elongation of the yarn also increased
significantly (p=0.0219). Two-ply yarns were the strongest on average, at 107 mPa, followed by
1 and 3-ply at 93 and 67 mPa, respectively. A one-way ANOVA revealed that the ply of the yarn
does not have a significant effect on the strength of the yarn (p=0.852). Graphs of each yarn
tensile strength test with ten repeats can be found in the Sourcebook (Trejo et al., 2017).
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The average elongation of the yarns was the same for both S and Z-twists, and though the
break point did differ—the strengths still were not significantly different between the two groups
(p=0.216). This suggests that twist per inch does not affect the overall strength of the yarns.
Table 7: Tensile Strength Data Comparison Across Different New York Yarn Characteristics

Characteristic
Alpaca
Cashmere
Mohair
Wool
50/50 Blend
1-Ply
2-Ply
3-Ply
4-Ply
S-Twist
Z-Twist

Avg Elongation at Break (%)
Standard
Average
Deviation
33
2
33
1
29
3
30
5
32
0.8
28
7
30
4
32
3
35
2
31
4
31
5

Avg Break Point (mPa)
Standard
Average
Deviation
46
24
28
2
392
392
67
133
126
143
93
263
107
200
67
61
49
22
78
149
117
226

Number of
Samples
Tested
10
3
6
49
3
10
40
17
4
45
26

Using Fiber Science to Inform Slow Fashion Design. Determining the fiber micron and
tensile strength of the yarns was critical to develop high quality hand-woven scarves made with
locally sourced yarns. To use the fiber science data, the first step was to determine which Grade
of yarn to use based on quality. Since Grades 1 through 3 were the most common Grades among
the yarns sourced for the Sourcebook, these were the main yarns considered. Grade 3 yarns,
ranging from 24 to 26 µm, were chosen for the development of hand-woven scarves based on
their fineness and durability (Labrecque et al., 2016). After these yarns were identified, the
elongation before break was compared. A Finn wool true worsted 4-ply yarn was chosen as the
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ideal warp yarn.8 The yarn was spun by Stonehedge Fiber Mill in Michigan and had a 38%
average elongation before breaking.
In total, 11 other Grade 3 yarns were identified as ideal for the weft from five different
sheep and alpaca farms. Based on time constraints, eight different yarns were successfully
sourced from three different farms in a two-week period from farm websites, and email
communication with farmers. The yarns ranged in natural colors such as white, beige, fawn,
grey, and black. Most weft yarns were alpaca and spun by mills specializing in alpaca fibers such
as Autumn Mist Fiber Mill and A+ Fiber Mill in New York. The exception was a weft Finn wool
yarn spun by Salt City Fiber Mill in New York, a wool mill, which closed during 2015. This yarn
was included based on its artisanship as a “barber pole yarn” with natural brown and white color
combinations. The hand-woven scarves were created by an experienced textile weaver on a floor
loom. The designer was encouraged to experiment with the natural colors and use preferred
woven textile patterns. The Made in New York woven scarves are shown in Figure 32.

8

Though mohair yarns endured more stress in tests, their variability made their strength questionable.
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Figure 32: Made in New York Woven Scarves Made by Amanda Denham

After weaving the scarves, textile designer Amanda Denham discussed her design
process. She explained,
I definitely allowed the yarns to dictate the designs of each scarf. When I set up my loom,
I knew I wanted to keep it simple, which is why I did a simple point twill. Twills are
great for drapeability because there is less intersection than with plain weave.
She typically uses linen for the warp of woven textiles. With the wool warp, she discussed a
concern for yarns stretching or breaking and applied less tension. Overall, she did not encounter
any issues with yarn breakage or stretching. In a final reflection, Amanda explained, “I really
enjoyed working with the fibers. They were soft and luscious. I couldn't keep my hands off the
cloth as I was weaving.” This conveys how the fiber micron and tensile strength data
successfully informed the development of high quality textiles as part of local slow fashion
design practice.
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Discussion
This research presents a collaborative approach for slow fashion design with a focus on
locally sourced yarns to create a line of limited-edition scarves. It uses fiber science data to
inform the apparel design process. Based on the “research in practice” experience, this study
proposes a workflow for future approaches to farm-to-fashion that uses fiber science to inform
the slow fashion design process. The Actor Network Theory analysis diagram shows the
workflow in Figure 33. This study uses the Actor Network Theory analysis diagram (AAD) to
convey the varying actors and their relationship networks (Payne, 2016). The diagram draws
from entity-relationship diagrams, a computing database design technique and has three main
aspects: 1) the actors/ objects (shown in rectangle), 2) their associated attributes (shown in
ellipse), and 3) their relationships (shown in rhombus and with arrows). Actors/ objects in solid
encapsulated shapes are considered “fluid” objects with potential to change.

Figure 33: Visual of Actor Network Theory Analysis Diagram for Collaborative Slow Fashion

The New York Regional Yarn Sourcebook was developed in response to farmer’s issues
reaching a market with their products. This practice-based case study conveys how the
sourcebook can be a useful tool to inform the design process. The yarn sourcing, fiber testing,
and design activities are replicable in other respective regions and can be used to support
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localized slow fashion design. The variability of yarns in fiber type and yarn weight made it
difficult to compare the yarns to each other; however, it was possible to use the fiber micron and
tensile strength data to determine ideal yarns based on consistent quality attributes. During the
process of developing and completing the Sourcebook, several New York fiber initiatives came
to fruition including the “Regional Cloth” project, “Hudson.Farm.Cloth,” and the “Take or Make
Hudson Valley Mitts” project. This suggests concerted efforts among farmers, mill owners, and
designers to stimulate and support a local clothing and textiles economy.
Conclusion
This research presents a critical Actor Network Theory based collaborative workflow to
integrate fiber science and apparel design for localized slow fashion design based on Bye’s
(2010) “research through practice” framework (Fiore et al., 2005). Developing the Sourcebook to
increase the visibility of fiber farms, and obtain fiber quality information can expand
opportunities for interested consumers to find farm yarns, especially since crafters are not able to
easily find fiber farmers from which to source yarn (Stannard & Mullet, 2017). Information
about the micron, grade category, and potential uses can assist artisans and designers in their
design process, especially if they have never sourced a particular fiber. Although the yarns on the
farm change overtime based on the type of fibers available and mill used, the Sourcebook
provides baseline information for further inquiry about a specific fiber farmer’s yarn.
Future research can involve using the Sourcebook to source yarns for other clothing and
textile projects ranging from baby wear to rugs. The availability of micron data can inform
design choices, and the availability of tensile strength data can determine which yarn types are
ideal for knitting or weaving machinery. It should be noted that the variability in the sourced
yarn’s diameter can cause the yarn to break during machine knitting or weaving. The
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development of more consistent yarns from fiber mills can help prevent this issue. Future
research can also involve tracking the durability of clothing and textiles made using the fiber
science data to inform slow fashion design practices. Further expansion of the Sourcebook into
more interactive platforms such as a website, or mobile app can make it more engaging for users
interested in sourcing local fibers.
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CHAPTER 6
SETTING THE SCENE FOR SLOW FASHION:
DIGITAL EXPLORATIONS OF NEW YORK’S FIBERSCAPE
Inspired by the slow food movement that draws attention to the local value chain of our
food, slow fashion proposes design based on a local landscape (Fibershed, 2017; Fletcher, 2008).
Slow fashion calls for taking time to appreciate all aspects of production that contribute to the
creation of high quality, durable products. This includes appreciation for the embodied energy of
the raw materials, as well as knowledge of the people involved and places embedded in the final
product (Antanavičiūtė & Dobilaitė, 2015; Henninger et al., 2015; Fletcher & Grose, 2012). Core
characteristics of slow fashion include equity, localism, authenticity, functionality, and limited
edition appeal (Jung & Jin, 2014). Slow fashion is an alternative to fast fashion, which has
become a dominant business model for the apparel industry that focuses on maximized
production for low-priced, mass consumption (Gabrielli, Baghi, & Codeluppi, 2013). Cycles of
fast production and consumption have led to negative environmental and social impacts in major
clothing producing countries, which makes it critical to consider alternative approaches with
localized slow fashion (Greenpeace International, 2012; You, Cheng, & Yan, 2009).
Research Purpose
This research explores slow fashion in a local landscape using digital media to expand
knowledge about farm-to-fashion from raw fiber to final products. With varying “diffractive
perspective[s]” of people and animals in the landscape, this work aims to evoke an appreciation
for the multispecies involved in localized slow fashion (von Busch, 2016, p. 194; Dooren,
Kirksey, & Münster, 2016). Four short films provide a glimpse into New York fiber agro-
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tourism, fiber artisanship, locally produced fashion, and immersion in raw fibers as part of slow
fashion in practice.
Method
The films were inspired by continual interactions with New York fiber farmers between
2013 to 2016, and farmer’s existing use of digital media to reach broader audiences (Trejo &
Lewis, 2017). This research takes a “reflection-in-action” case study approach since the films
were developed during broader New York farm-to-fashion research (Gray & Malins, 2004;
Schön, 1983, p. 56). The experimental aspect of the farm-to-fashion research process lent itself
to creative explorations of slow fashion design practice that are presented through the short
films. This research made use of multiple digital media tools such as photography and video to
visualize and document the research process (Jenss, 2016; Harper, 2003). In their content and
technical crafting, they present the “dynamic back and forth” embedded in the research process,
as well as dynamism of the fiber farms and slow fashion design practice (Jenss, 2016, p. 13).
Photographs and short videos were taken in tandem during visits to fiber farms on open
farm days and fiber tours as a follow up after fiber farmers answered a 2015 online survey. The
design processes took place based on learning hand-spinning since roving is a very common
fiber product among farmers. Three of the four films showcase the hand-spinning process and/or
handspun yarns. The fourth film was created based on an opportunity to learn with fiber farmers
about fiber quality during a Fiber Sorting Grading and Classing Apprenticeship in 2016 and
2017. Figure 34 presents the density of fiber farms in each county and the locations in which
filming took place throughout central and eastern New York.
The four films apply “fashion thinking” as a method, which is “a paradigm of critical
thought and creative agency utilizing technology, story, experimentation, and open sourcing in
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order to add meaning and value…” (Nixon & Blakley, 2012, p. 157). As part of “fashion
thinking,” the films explore the different “temporal, spatial, and socially discursive dimensions”
of localized farm-to-fashion. Although this method was established for innovative fashion
products and services, it is suitable for this study because they use “novelty and surprise” to tell
narratives of what New York slow fashion is (Nixon & Blakley, 2012, p. 166). The films draw
inspiration from fashion film that has democratized fashion beyond material consumption, and
are an example of democratized digital production in a localized place (SHOWstudio, 2017;
Rocamora, 2016; Uhlirova, 2013). This research aligns with practice-based and spatial
approaches in broader media studies (Rodgers, 2017).

Figure 34: Map of Fiber Farms in New York and Locations that Filming Occurred during 2015 to 2017
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Literature Review
Culture for Local Fibers. Fiber farmers play an influential role in sustaining local fiber
in the United States. There are currently over 3 million sheep, over 140,000 angora goats, and
over 250,000 alpacas with fibers that contribute to small and large scale clothing production in
the U.S. and abroad (USDA 2017; Miller et al., 2016; Tapper & Zucker, 2008; Safley, 2007).
Fibershed, a non-profit organization based in Northern California, has prompted attention to
farms with natural fibers and mill infrastructure that make local clothing and textile production
feasible at a limited edition scale (Daniels et al., 2016; Bieg et al., 2014). Farmers create a
culture of celebration for fiber animals by hosting open farm days, and/or being part of fiber
tours for community engagement (Daher, 2016; Hamlin, 2011). Tapper and Zucker (2008)
visited ten different fiber farms throughout the United States and their work is a prime example
of fiber agro-tourism, which involves learning from farmers and being inspired by the local
landscape of fibers to create designs. Farmers engage with the broader community through social
media by posting fiber animal photographs to stimulate conversations beyond their immediate
geographic locations (Trejo & Lewis, 2017).
Fiber artisan designers are a key target market for fiber farmers (Lowry, 2014). Local,
artisan-brand yarns appeal to crafters based on color, unique texture, yarn weight, feel of the
yarn, their desire to support for local businesses, and ethical animal care characteristics (Stannard
& Mullet, 2017; Stannard & Mullet, 2015). Leading hand-knitwear designers use wool from a
variety of sheep breeds to support small farms (Locatelli et al., 2017). Sustainable fashion
designers throughout the world are increasingly sourcing local fibers from small farms to create
traceable farm-to-fashion value chains (Rosenthal, 2017; Fletcher & Grose, 2012). Consumer
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research suggests interest in knitwear made of local or regionally sourced animal fibers such as
wool and mohair (Cao et al., 2014; Peterson, Hustvedt, & Chen, 2012).
Place. Slow fashion is inextricably linked to place and a localized perspective makes
nuanced characteristics salient, which makes it vital to define how New York is defined (Fletcher
& Grose, 2012). New York City is a major fashion capital of the world, and can easily be
considered the central point (Rantisi, 2004). However, fiber and/or fashion creation spans
throughout the entire state as shown in Figure 34. Fiber farms persist along the Hudson river
north of the city, into the Adirondacks, throughout the Fingerlakes, and in the Western most tip
towards Niagara Falls. Each place carries its own narrative beyond the natural landmarks that
make them known in the broader landscape of New York. Fiber farmers and their animals play
critical roles in creating unique narratives for their local contexts. The short films capture what is
happening in the contemporary New York fiber landscape during a broader zeitgeist that calls for
an end to the negative environmental and social implications of the globalized fashion industry.
Exploring New York’s Fiberscape
Although fibers are not a major agricultural commodity of New York, the state has a rich
history of wool production, which makes it a critical place of inquiry with the emergence of
small-to mid-sized fiber farms in the 21st century (Donahue, 2017; New York Farm Bureau,
2015). New York was one of the first states to import Merino sheep in the early 19th century and
several fiber processing mills developed to support small scale and commercial production
(Wright, 1910; Jarvis, 1842). At its peak in the mid-19th century, New York had over 6 million
sheep and produced 13.8 million pounds of wool in 1845 (Peters, 1851a). The Northeastern
sheep and wool industry began to dwindle in the latter half of the 19th century as wool market
prices were low, and farmers shifted to other cash crops (Peters, 1854). Additionally, imported
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wool, recycled wool, and wool/cotton blends became alternative resources for mills (Wright,
1910; Stevens, 1854; Peters, 1851b). The sheep and wool industry shifted westward based on
land access and cost efficiency (Peters, 1851c). Although the supply of wool in New York
became scant, the fiber mill processes excelled in the latter 19th century with the advent of the
Industrial Revolution, and demands in mass production.
There is a resurgence of small-and mid-sized Northeastern fiber farms that alludes to the
heritage of fiber production and processing in the region. Fiber farms coincide with the vibrant
culture of fiber artisanship and fiber festivals (Lowry, 2014). Currently over 470 small-and midsized fiber farms are in New York, and fiber processing mills have developed to support them. In
a survey distributed during January and February 2015, 88 farmers expressed having a variety of
animals such as alpacas, sheep, llamas, goats, and angora rabbits based on their love for animals,
fiber arts, and/or access to land. This is consistent with previous research (Trejo, 2014), and an
ethical-political culture of care for fiber producing animals (Despret & Meuret, 2016; Tapper &
Zucker, 2008). For the year 2014, most farmers (70%) sent their raw fibers to a fiber processing
mill to obtain final products such as roving, top, or yarn. Seventy-nine farmers sold a variety of
products during 2014 including yarn (73%), raw fleeces (70%), top/roving (54%), clothing
(54%), household (25%), and felt products (12%). Several farmers actively sell their products
through their on-farm store (66%), community festivals (55%), fiber festivals (53%), online
(50%), and in local farmer’s markets (24%). Despite their efforts, most farmers (69%) earned
less than $4,000 from sales of fiber products, which is consistent with previous research (Trejo,
2014). In follow up interviews during 2016 and 2017, farmers expressed several challenges such
as difficulty managing all aspects of their farm operations, mill closures, and difficulty finding a
market for their products based on their geographic location during a time when direct-to-
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consumer marketing is the norm for small fiber farms. The following four short films were
created with this information from farmers in mind.
Film 1: Exploring Fiberscapes with Agro-tourism.9 To set the scene for the New York
fiberscape, the first film highlights farms in a part of the state that has historical and
contemporary significance as a leading fiber farm region. Washington County is in eastern New
York, north of the state capitol Albany, and shares a border with Vermont. In the early to mid19th century, Washington County was a leading producer of wool based on the hilly terrain that
made it ideal for sheep raising (Fitch, 1850). Today the range of fiber spans beyond wool, and it
continues to be a leading fiber county with 24 fiber farms. Although there is an over 150-year
gap in the historical and contemporary links of fiber production in the region, the recurring
presence of local fibers suggests a permanence of fiber that transcends time.
To celebrate the diverse fiber animals in the region, the Washington County Fiber Tour
has provided an opportunity for community engagement for the past 25 years (Donahue, 2017).
The fiber tour is an example of fiber agro-tourism; farmers walk with visitors as they give
agency, a “voice,” to their fiber animals, communicating their names, life histories, and
personality characteristics (Riley, 2010). As shown in Figure 35, the fiber animals include
alpacas, cashmere goats, angora goats, angora bunnies, and a range of sheep breeds from fine
wool Merino to longwool Romney. Fiber farmers are igniting a culture of care for fiber animals
that can extend into fibers, clothing, and textiles that carry the animal’s life spirit as well as
community narratives. Farmers also offer farm-to-fashion products directly to visitors as a directto-consumer marketing approach.

9

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3187Wv95MA
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Figure 35: Lamb and Alpacas During the Washington County Fiber Tour in 2015, Photos Courtesy David
Arellanes

The short film “Exploring Fiberscapes” provides a narrative about learning experiences
during the annual Washington County Fiber Tour in April 2015. The ten farms range an
approximately 25-mile radius, and were visited over a two-day period. As the historically coldest
winter reached its end in late April, the New York landscape began to rejuvenate. The narratives
in the short film are based on visiting the farms, talking with farmers, and seeing the fiber
animals first-hand. There were several newborn lambs, and it was shearing season, which
provided extensive learning opportunities about the diversity of animals and fibers. These fiber
animals also had unique historical origins stories. To shed light on the historical narrative of each
type of fiber animal in the film, the animals were represented in realistic and animated forms.
Based on the 2015, realistic visualizations of the fiber animals in New York, animations were
created for the historical representations based on salient features of sheep, alpacas, and angora
goats. To link the local with global, the animated fiber animals were superimposed onto a world
map indicating their country of origin. Some examples include alpacas from Chile, Peru, Bolivia,
and angora goats from Turkey (Lakshmanan, Jose, & Chakraborty, 2016). The dynamic
storytelling in the short film focuses the importance of fiber animals as contributors to localized
slow fashion, and a primary source for design inspiration.
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Figure 36: Wool and Alpaca Fibers Hand-Spun on a Drop Spindle, and New York Fiberscape Dress
Modeled by Nidia Trejo

A portion of the short film provides insight into the farm-to-fashion process with the
creation of a one-of-a-kind dress made with fibers sourced during the Washington County Fiber
Tour. Figure 36 shows the hand-spun yarns and the knitted New York fiberscape dress. As the
model wears the dress, her body and skin interact with the rich diversity of fibers used—alpaca,
mohair, and wool—from several sheep breeds such as Cormo, Merino, Romney, and Lincoln
Longwool. The human skin and animal fibers coalesce to create a “haptic space” with protein
coming from the skin’s hair follicles and animal fibers, both designed to protect the body from
the external environment. Her body fills the fiberscape dress, making it a mirror representation of
her silhouette, and a new representation of the animal fibers on her body. It is a multispecies
human-fiber animal interaction represented through slow fashion. The dress shows the natural
color variations of the fiber animals and speaks to the boutique aspect of these farms that offer
limited edition, specialty fibers. These small to mid-sized farms are helping preserve the natural
color tones ranging from beige to browns, grays, blacks, and heterogeneous mixes. This is
distinct from larger, commercial scale fiber producing farms that strive to maintain a
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homogenous color, such as white fibers for dyeing in large-scale production (Simpson &
Crawshaw, 2002).
With the development of the short film, the fiber farms are positioned in a permanent
virtual space with the fiber animals depicted in eastern New York during Spring 2015. Several
farmers were excited about the short film and shared it on their Facebook pages to promote the
farm tour in Spring 2016. Although the fiber animals would look different on second or third
visits based on their growth, or they may not be on the farm anymore based on their life path, the
film positions them as vibrant beings that are part of the diverse New York fiberscape. The
perpetuity of the fiber tour with 2017 marking the 25th anniversary, suggests a permanent culture
of support towards the fiber farms and processing mills in the region.
Film 2: Fiber Artisanship.10 Fibers, agro-tourism, and plants inspired the short process
film “Sourcing Local Fibers and Natural Dyes.” A canvas of white wool, mohair, and alpaca
provided an opportunity to explore natural colors from the local landscape. By observing the
animals and creating a textile swatch as part of the pre-design process, this short film conveys
the unique place and processes embedded in slow fashion design practice. Knitting a swatch is an
integral design step to determine how the yarn and knitwear pattern will act as a fabric,
especially for hand-spun yarns (Robson, 2011). This is an example of reflective and
contemplative slow fashion design practices meant for endured wear of a final fashion product.
Several fiber farms have more than one type of fiber animal and are diversified farms.
Laughing Goat Fiber Farm in Ithaca New York has angora goats, sheep, alpacas, and hosts an
annual Open Farm Day every Spring. During initial visits to the farm in 2013, the farm had
angora goats, cashmere goats, and a few sheep. On the Open Farm Day visit in 2014, the farm

10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8r-THdCU4lQ
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acquired nine male alpacas from a neighboring farm. This speaks to the transience of animals in
the landscape moving from one farm to another based on the most suitable atmosphere. With
these new alpacas, the farm diversified its fiber offerings to include mohair, alpaca, cashmere,
and wool. For the film, wool, mohair, and alpaca fibers were chosen based on their status as
staple, reliable fibers of the particular farm.
The spinning process on a drop spindle provides an opportunity to connect with fibers at
hand. Each fiber has its own characteristics that make them unique. In the spinning process, wool
has a loft based on the crimp that helps the fibers interlock with each other. Mohair has a natural
luster that is reflective during the spinning process. Alpaca has an immediate sense of softness at
first touch. The top whorl spindle in Figure 37 is the central object that determines what the yarn
characteristics will be based on the direction it is spun towards, the speed of drafting, and rate of
twists per inch. However the yarn is spun, it always wants to balance out the energy embedded in
it by slightly unspinning in the opposite direction. Processes of adding value, such as spinning
fibers to create yarns, has a transience based on what the fibers want to do. The process of
spinning the fibers into yarns transforms their status to have permanence as part of a larger,
interconnected knitwear product.

Figure 37: Hand-Spinning Alpaca Fibers on a Top Whorl Drop Spindle
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For natural dyes, eucalyptus leaves were chosen because the eucalyptus tree is widely
available in local and global contexts (Flint, 2011). With the eucalyptus’ permanence throughout
different landscapes, the process portrayed with local fibers has the potential to be repeated with
slight variations in color (Blake, 2017). Eucalyptus leaves were sourced from a local florist that
creates floral arrangements for special events. They offered eucalyptus trimmings that were
unusable in their arrangements. With the particular eucalyptus used in the film, the white fibers
became a golden yellow hue.
Three different knitwear patterns were chosen to create the mohair, alpaca, and wool knit
swatches. Patterns were chosen to highlight texture, as well as tints and shades of the eucalyptus
dyed yarns. The patterns included alpaca yarns in a parallelogram knit design, mohair in a flame
chevron design, and wool in a diamond honeycomb design (knittingstitchpatterns.com). Based
on feeling the final hand of the knitted textile swatches, the best end uses were determined to be
for hats, outwear sweaters, or interior textiles such as pillow cases or throws.
Layering throughout the short film combines moving images with photographs to
visually narrate the story and create a sense of continuity. Fibers are also physically layered on
each other and layers of processes such as hand-spinning, natural dyeing, and knitting are
presented throughout the film. An emphasis is placed on the hand, and the role of the hand in
each process of adding value. The recurring image of the hand is meant to motivate viewers to
also try their hand at the processes with local fibers in their respective regions. Greater awareness
of local fiber resources and practice of fiber artisanship can lead to a long-term permanence of
small fiber farms that persist in the 21st century.
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Film 3: Fibers as Embellishments.11 The unique characteristics of natural fiber provide
opportunities to explore rich textures with fibers as embellishments. Raw wool was sourced from
Fossil Creek Farm in Norwich New York. The sheep farmer is also a professional sheep shearer,
and has a fiber processing business where she adds value to fibers from sheep farms that would
otherwise throw their wool away. In an interview during 2016, the farmer expressed a major
challenge that a local wool mill closed. This suggests that mill infrastructure can also be
transient. The mill was near her, and closed because the owners moved to another state. Before
the mill closed, the owner offered the sheep farmer leftover fleeces that were never processed.
The wool locks in the short film are a remnant of the recently closed mill. The wool fleece is
from a Bluefaced Leicester-Romney cross sheep, and the curly lock characteristics provided a
direct source of inspiration for the short film. This short film emphasizes usage of local fibers as
creative embellishments that can make slow fashion more accessible for end users. It also
juxtaposes slow fashion and art to stimulate greater appreciation for the natural animal fibers.
At the start of the “Wool Embellishments” short film, a fashion illustration presents the
models in an animated farm setting to suggest the underlying concept of farm-to-fashion prior to
their realistic representations. Static image photography and filming were used as media that
informed each other throughout the process. Models were placed in a natural setting indoors and
outdoors for photography and filming. They used friendly expressions and everyday gestures. In
fashion photography, this is a commercial approach to reach a mass audience who can imagine
themselves in the situation wearing the clothes (Van Der Laan & Kuipers, 2016). The process of
photographing the individual garments positioned against a solid background inspired filming of
movement across the garments in the short film. The presentation of the individual garments
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xs5ZrjBT2h4&feature=youtu.be
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removed from the body aims to evoke greater appreciation for the nuanced details of the wool
locks.
The wool locks are part of the intersection of body and dress represented through
“fashion-as-moving” image in the short film (Uhlirova, 2013, p. 153). They are fashion details
with both “symbolic” and “locational” value based on the incarnated narrative of the mill
closure, connection with the sheep farmer, unique sheep breed, and the geographical place in
central New York (Black, 2009, p. 508). Flounces of gray wool locks are presented in the
beginning of the film to highlight the natural color and shades of gray interspersed. Throughout
the film, different tones of gray appear in the wool locks, including cream and browns based on
the play of light. The variety of curl structures formed from the hand-spinning process gives
physical integrity to the curls as parts of a stronger, collective yarn. Throughout the short film,
the models give greater life to the fibers as they carry the wool locks on their shoulders, and wear
the fibers along their chests as shown in Figure 38. Their bodies give the fibers movement in
their gestures throughout localized household and outdoor scenery spanning a small radius. As a
backdrop to the wool locks, the fabrics are reclaimed silk, another animal fiber, from a local
textile re-use store.
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Figure 38: Wool Locks Used as Embellishments for a Locally Produced Design Modeled by Ibrahim
Desooky

The use of natural animal fibers that have existed for centuries such as wool, alpaca, and
silk speaks to the staple permanence of these fibers as part of human culture. In her poem,
“Spindle my Spindle” LeeAnn Olivier (2016) suggests the historical and contemporary
significance of fibers, the drop spindle as a tool to add value to fibers, and the relationship
between the body and clothing. In her reinterpretation of the 19th century fairy tale by the Grimm
brothers, she tells a love story with the spindle as the central object that brings fiber, clothing,
and people together. In describing a garment, she explains “silken seam that holds my spine in
place.” Like the garment shown in Figure 38, silk is the foundation and the seams provide
grounding for the garment’s composure on the body. The white silk outlined with wool locks in
Figure 38 is like a central “spine” that connects everything together; for the women’s garment,
the “spine” of wool locks is represented dangling in the center front. In thinking about the
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“spine” as the foundation of human body and its relationship to dress in this context, the fibers
act as a metaphorical “spine.” The historical significance of New York wool dating back over
three centuries in the early 19th century, and emergence of diverse fibers in the 21st century
suggests their symbolic permanence as a “spine” that sustains local fiber, clothing, and textiles.
The short film also features wool and alpaca cowl scarves as symbols of the current fiber
farm and mill omnipresence throughout upstate New York. Both alpaca and wool fibers were
sourced from a dual fiber farm and mill businesses in central New York—Riverside Alpaca Farm
at A+ Fiber Mill in Jordan, and the Hog Island Sheep Farm at the Fingerlakes Woolen Mill in
Genoa New York. The fibers were hand-spun to create a tweed colorway with the natural colors.
Brown and black alpaca fibers, and white fibers from a heritage breed of Hog Island sheep that
are currently considered critical on the Livestock Conservation Priority List. Although the
Fingerlakes Woolen Mill is not currently operating, several artisan designers and sheep farmers
have expressed interest in helping to make the mill a permanent asset to central New York.
To further illuminate notions of permanence and transience, this short film uses “layers”
of different media to present the locally produced design. Fashion illustration, photography, and
film were used to show the garments on and off the model’s bodies. Several dualities were
juxtaposed such as “realism | animation” and “stillness | motion” to suggest the transient
relationship between body and dress. The underlying symbol of permanence in the short film is
the continuous presentation of animal fibers as a “spine” that makes localized farm-to-fashion
possible in 21st century New York.
Film 4: Immersion with Fibers.12 To explore fibers and film from a unique perspective,
a 360° short film was developed to document the process of sorting alpaca fiber, an initial step of
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYAmdMiuph8
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farm-to-fashion. Animal fibers are intrinsically variable in their diameter and length because they
are natural. Analyzing fiber quality is not limited to the micron count, a quantitative assessment
of fiber fineness. Throughout a fleece, the fiber quality varies depending on the location of the
fiber on the fiber animal’s body (Scobie et al., 2015). Standards have recently developed to sort
fibers based on the fineness; fibers are graded based on the ratio of primary thicker fibers, to
secondary finer fibers, and consideration of whether fibers will go through dehairing machinery
to remove guard hairs (Labrecque et al., 2016). The sorting and grading process informs the
classing process, which involves recommendations for potential end uses for the fiber as a
contemplative part of slow fashion.
The standardized fiber sorting, grading, and classing process is a step towards collecting
uniform fibers for the development of high quality clothing and textile production (Labrecque,
2016). This process also helps farmers make the most of their fiber by minimizing fiber waste
during fiber processing. With unsorted fiber, it is common to lose between 35 to 50% of fibers
during fiber processing. Sorting the fibers can reduce the loss to be between 25 to 30%. For
alpaca fibers, there are six grades with Grade 1 that is the finest, ideal for baby clothing and light
weight scarves, and Grade 6 that is coarse and strong, best for household rugs or felted products.
Ideally, fiber sorting, grading, and classing would help farmers earn higher profits for their fiber
products, and create customer loyalty based on higher quality products. Currently, this
standardized system of sorting, grading, and classing fiber is nascent, but emerging in the United
States with an apprenticeship program.
The short 360° film captures the process of sorting a light fawn alpaca fleece as part of
the fiber sorting, grading, and classing apprenticeship program in collaboration with an alpaca
farmer of Hidden Alpaca Acres in Winter 2016. It provides a visualization of what localized
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slow fashion can be in the future with farmer’s cooperative efforts to combine same quality
fibers for the creation of limited edition Made in New York clothing and textiles. The farmer
featured in the short film has 22 alpaca fleeces ranging from white to black, and wanted to sort
the fibers based on quality for mill processing. The 360° format was chosen because it parallels
the practice of being immersed in fibers during the fiber sorting and grading process. It is a
behind-the-scenes perspective of farm-to-fashion. Throughout the film, the alpaca fleece is laid
out on the sorting table, fiber samples are picked out, visually analyzed, graded based on the
fiber fineness, length, and sorted into bins for mill processing. The short film is a time-lapse
video that condenses the original 20-minute fiber sorting process into three minutes.
The fleece in the short film is from an alpaca named White Zinfandel that is light fawn.
The fibers are reflective of the fiber’s growth during a year period between Spring 2015 to 2016.
Like clothing for people, the fleece grown over the year is like clothing that protects the alpaca
during the cold season. Fleeces can weigh between one to five pounds depending on the alpaca,
and shearing relieves alpacas of the additional weight added by the annual growth of their
fleeces. Each fleece is unique and carries a narrative of the alpaca’s genetics based on breeding
and age. The fleece is a capsule of the animal’s life and can speak to the alpaca’s life experience
in its interactions with other alpacas, people, or the landscape. The film gives a peak into the
emerging standardized fiber sorting process in the U.S. that aims to create a sustainable,
permanent alpaca fiber community with scaled up production opportunities for the development
of high quality, durable products.
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Figure 39: Raw 360° Camera Image of Helen Trejo Sorting Alpaca Fleece

Although virtual reality is not new technology, this short film was possible based on the
availability of 360° camera technology at the everyday consumer level. As 360° cameras are
relatively new to the everyday consumer, 360° film development is in initial stages of
development with great opportunities for creative exploration. For the short film, a Ricoh Theta
360° S camera was used, a model that is easy to use with high quality 360° photography and
filming capabilities. The editing process involved a process called “stitching.” The 360° raw
video format was displayed as two spherical images of the front and back camera view as shown
in Figure 39. The two spheres were “stitched” together on the sides to combine the front and
back, and create a seamless 360° view for observers. Viewers can click on the video to see
different parts of the room, or wear a virtual reality headset and experience full immersion by
moving through the virtual space (Manovich, 2001). Figure 40 presents the use of an Insignia
virtual reality viewer to show the 360° fiber sorting short film.
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Figure 40: Demo Using the Insignia VR Viewer to See the 360° Fiber Sorting Short Film at the Hudson
Valley Textile Summit in 2017, Photo Courtesy Kelsie Doty

Discussion
Documenting the farm-to-fashion research process with digital media is a way of making
things public to democratize localized slow fashion by sharing experiences in the field (von
Busch, 2016; Latour, 2005). These films also present a multispecies approach to slow fashion by
showcasing the “shared world” among people and fiber animals in a localized landscape (Dooren
et al., 2016, p. 6; Fletcher & Grose, 2012). Recurring themes that bridge the four short films
together includes embracing diverse fibers available at a local scale, engaged learning, and
collaboration in the process. These are intangible aspects of slow fashion that were explored
through digital media.
These films take “diffractive” approaches to tell narratives of what slow fashion is in a
localized place based on temporal, spatial, and social aspects (von Busch, 2016; Nixon &
Blakley, 2012). At the temporal level, the short films consider the historical, contemporary
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aspects, and anticipate future directions. At the spatial level, they consider how local place is
defined across New York. At the social level, the films provide opportunities to consider
producer-consumer interconnections.
More broadly, the films suggest the transience and permanence of local fibers, animals,
and mill infrastructure throughout time and space, as well the fiber’s and animal’s current role as
a metaphorical “spine” that makes farm-to-fashion possible in New York. The dynamic story
telling of Film 1 highlights the “voices” in the field, the historical origins, the prevailing
presence of diverse fiber animals, and design inspiration as part of slow fashion. Farm-to-fashion
process based Film 2 emphasizes fiber sourcing, spinning, and textile sample making as a
contemplative and reflective part of slow fashion to determine the best possible end-product for
endured use. Highlighting end-users of fashionable designs made with wool fibers as
embellishments in Film 3 suggests accessibility of slow fashion designs; it also juxtaposes slow
fashion and art to evoke appreciation for the embodied energy in the materials and process. The
use of 360° video in Film 4 suggests a futuristic, localized slow fashion scene with cooperative
analysis of raw fibers for scaled production of high quality, durable products. Additionally, just
as fashion is always in flux, the scene for local fibers is constantly changing and provides ample
opportunities for further exploration.
To bridge the producer-consumer paradigm at the social level of “fashion thinking,” the
films were shared with community members. All the films, except the newest 360° video, has
over 100 views on YouTube, an open sourced digital media platform. The most commonly
shared film was “Exploring Fiberscapes with Agrotourism” since it shows the wide breadth of
fiber animals and the farm-to-fashion design process. It was shared with audiences at the
International Textile & Apparel Association Fiber & Place session in 2015, Textile Society of
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America Digital Media session in 2016, local events, and exhibits. Audiences expressed interest
in learning about the diversity of fiber farms and the natural colors available. Filmmakers,
educators, and fiber artisans also expressed interest in sharing the content with their peers and
students ranging from university level to elementary school kids throughout the United States.
The short film was also shared with a new 2017 Fibershed Affiliate in the Southern Adirondacks
that is near many of the farms featured and conveys how digital media can support local
initiatives. The experimental 360° “Immersion with Fibers” short film was shared as a Marketing
and Communications case study at the Hudson Valley Textile Summit with farmers, mill owners,
and designers in 2017. The short film acted as proof-of-concept to show the audience how farms
and mills can be more accessible to the broader public with virtually “immersed” experiences.
Conclusion
Digital media is a powerful tool to democratize slow fashion from the ground up and
“scale-up” the idea with exchange of farm-to-fashion knowledge. As Hazel Clark (2008) posited
in her reflection of slow fashion in the flux of a global fashion system, a salient feature of slow
fashion is localism that creates a “multi-local society” of networks in a global sphere (p. 430).
This paper focused on farm-to-fashion in New York and aimed to create a permanent presence
with the short films available digitally in open source platforms (Lunenfeld, 2005). This
“reflection-in-action” case study approach suggests how slow fashion can be democratized with
direct power of “technologies that affect [our] lives” (Fletcher, 2010, p. 264). The slow fashion
community can take direct action in creating digital media content based on experiences with
resources in their respective vicinities.
Experimentation with multiple digital media from DSLR photography to 360° film
provided opportunities to explore different facets of multispecies, localized slow fashion. Future
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experimentation with 360° film can help create immersive experiences that highlight the full
farm-to-fashion design process that includes the fiber animals, shearing, classing, processing,
and design practice. Virtual reality technology is expected to become more “tactile” and it may
be possible to “feel” a fiber animal or fiber product for a more immersive experience. This 360°
technology can also be a valuable tool for virtual fiber agro-tourism, or direct-to-consumer
marketing since many crafters are interested in supporting small farms, but have difficulty
finding them (Stannard & Mullet, 2017). The use of 360° film by major fashion and educational
platforms such as Vogue, Google Arts & Culture, National Geographic, and PBS suggests the
emerging importance of this technology in the 21st century. The emerging accessibility of
augmented reality for a more fully immersed experience can further democratize localized slow
fashion in the digital sphere by allowing immediate 360° access to distinct aspects of farm-tofashion such as the farms, mills, and design practices.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
Principles of Actor Network Theory are explored through theoretical and practice-based
approaches to understand the intersections of slow fashion and agriculture in New York. Several
entities were given attention ranging from fiber animals to objects that inform design practices.
This research includes archival methods to explore New York’s legacy of wool, contemporary
survey and interview qualitative methods, and practice-based approaches through the wide
breadth of practice-based case studies. This includes the development of the New York Regional
Yarn Sourcebook, participation in the Fiber Sorting, Grading, and Classing Apprenticeship, and
creation of exploratory farm-to-fashion short films are small representations of creative
opportunities that were available during 2015 to 2017. This dissertation provides a model for
future research that explores the intersection of slow fashion and agriculture.
Fiber farms have always faced significant challenges in New York, but entrepreneurial
approaches consistently developed to support the local fiber community. Historically, sheep
farmers struggled to earn fair economic profits based on difficulty reaching a market, and
farmers face the same struggle today. Fiber processing and knitting mills have developed to help
farmers scale their production and make products available for artisan and everyday local
consumers. However, several fiber mills have closed throughout central New York, which poses
an additional challenge for many farmers. A major theme in the historical and contemporary
research indicates that farmers find innovative approaches to address challenges. Historically, the
wool depot system developed to help New York farmers bring their wool to a market and gain a
fair assessment of the fiber quality to earn a fair price. Today, these are wool pools that provide a
market for wool. To provide alternative opportunities, farmers, who are often also artisans and
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sometimes mill owners, are developing informal fiber barter systems to exchange labor, fiber,
and land to support each other’s economic development. The Local Fiber initiative in Ithaca, and
the Hudson Valley Textile Project in the Hudson Valley both launched in 2017 with the mission
to support local farms and provide educational outreach in support of the larger slow fashion
movement. These efforts from fiber community members suggest momentum to support the
long-term sustainability of fiber farms in New York.
Recommendations
Fibershed & Cooperative Extension. Linking back to slow fashion and the local-global
Fibershed network, the question remains what can be done to ensure the long-term sustainability
of fiber farms in New York? How can the existing infrastructure of fiber farms, mills, festivals,
and New York City as a major fashion capital be used to support a local clothing and textiles
economy? How can the local-global Fibershed network be used to support local fiber initiatives
in New York as part of the broader slow fashion movement?
With a land-grant mission for teaching, research, and service, Cornell University’s
Cooperative Extension infrastructure can be a centralized connecting point as part of their
“Community and Economic Vitality” initiative. A synergistic collaboration with existing New
York Fibershed Affiliates such as the Textile Lab Fibershed, Chenango Fibershed, and
Adirondack Fibershed can provide foundational knowledge of existing farm, mill, and design
economic development initiatives. An umbrella Fibershed can provide comprehensive
knowledge of different local fiber initiatives and can be a centralized organization for the fashion
industry to discover local fibers available.
Based on knowledge of existing New York Fibershed initiatives, Cooperative Extension
can host workshops to fill in gaps determined by the fiber community. Workshops about fiber
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farm business development, supply chain management, product development, marketing, and
merchandising strategies can be helpful resources. These workshops may be taught by farmers,
mill owners, and/or design practitioners who have developed successful strategies. Hosting these
workshops at Cooperative Extension offices can create greater connectivity throughout the state.
Some fiber farmers also have ideas for on-farm research and development, but they are
limited to pursue their ideas based on funding. Lisa of Laughing Goat Fiber Farm in Ithaca is
interested in developing an on-farm closed loop system to wash her mohair fleeces. As one of the
few farms with Angora goats that produce mohair, she has faced difficulties finding a vertically
integrated mill to process her raw mohair into yarn, clothing, or textiles. Since Salt City Yarn &
Fiber Mill closed in Syracuse, Lisa re-configured her supply chain and faced the issue that no
New York mill is willing to wash her mohair for processing. Michele at Rosehaven Alpacas &
Mill currently has a mill to process fibers from small farms, and hopes to develop a strategy to
provide sustainable employment opportunities in Bethel New York. These are just some ideas
proposed by farmers.
Several fiber farms also raise fiber animals to improve fiber quality and genetic traits.
This includes Trinity Farm with sheep in Aurora and Lazy Acre Alpacas in Bloomfield New
York. These farms can provide extensive learning opportunities for students and educators
interested in natural fibers, animal husbandry, and agriculture. Opportunities for farmers to
develop research proposals and seek collaborations with Cornell faculty and students can play a
significant role in helping farmers expand their on-farm fiber research.
The Northern California Fibershed provides a leading model for local fiber collaboration
with the broader fashion industry, and can be a useful resource for New York farmers. The North
Face recently launched the “Cali Wool Beanie” using wool sourced from California farms.
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Several sustainable fashion designers, including New York City-based Tara St. James of Study
NY, also used Fibershed’s Climate Beneficial Wool for 2017 collections. The Northern
California Fibershed has proven that there is a demand for local fibers from several fashion
brands. The recent development Northern California Fibershed Cooperative suggests further
collective growth among fiber farmers.
In sum, an umbrella New York Fibershed and connection to Cornell Cooperative
Extension can support the long-term sustainability of fiber farms and provide a centralized
resource for the New York City fashion industry. The fragmentation of fiber farms and markets
has historically limited the fiber industry of New York. Addressing this issue by using existing
Cooperative Extension infrastructure, and emerging Fibersheds can provide a renewed vision for
a successful New York fiber, clothing and textiles economy in the 21st century.
Consumer Education. One of the largest barriers of slow fashion is consumer education
although environmental sustainability is entering mainstream discussions. Beyond material
consumption of slow fashion designs, this research conveys how local slow fashion is accessible
based on exploratory personal learning. I traced the roots of wool by exploring the historical
context and engaging with farmers, mill owners, and designers to learn about the contemporary
context of today’s diverse natural fibers. In slow fashion, the process is just as important as the
final product and developing digital media films as educational outreach speaks to this.
Capturing photos and videos during the research process provides a visual reference point for
future research. This research has been shared in both academic and community settings
throughout New York and other states to expand knowledge about localized slow fashion. Many
scholars explained that there should be research initiatives like this in all states since sheep,
alpacas, and goats persist throughout the entire United States. Community members have
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expressed interest in learning more about farms in their respective regions and Fibershed since it
is generally assumed that natural fibers are only available at a global level.
Embracing Emerging Technologies. Overall, this research led to a broader question of
how technology can be used to support principles of slow fashion in the 21st century. This will
become an increasingly important question as technology-based initiatives develop to expand the
economy. The most successful U.S. companies today are Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google
that have revolutionized how we buy, interact with digital media, socially engage, ask questions,
and learn (Galloway, 2017). Determining how localized slow fashion can make effective use of
these platforms in the global economy zeitgeist is essential for sustainable development. How
can these platforms be strategically leveraged to provide fiber artisans, designers, students, and
educators deeper insight into the diverse fibers available in the United States? How can they
provide economic development opportunities for fiber farmers who want to expand further into
e-commerce and reach a consistent reach a market year-round?
Google already recognizes its value in U.S. rural communities. The largest youth
development organization in the United States, 4-H (2017) announced a collaboration with
Google to teach youth computer science skills through cooperative extension offices. As many
fiber farms with sheep, alpacas, and goats are in rural areas, fiber farm research can easily be
integrated into computer science. An open-source comprehensive U.S. fiber farm database web
and mobile app database can simplify the process of searching for fiber farms for potential
consumers since data identifying where farms persist is fragmented. Potential consumers may be
fiber artisans, designers, students, and educators.
As several farmers already use Facebook to engage with the broader public, emerging
technologies can further support farmer’s outreach efforts (Trejo & Lewis, 2017). Facebook has
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made it possible to upload 360° photographs and videos to increase user engagement on the
Facebook website and mobile app. Facebook also recently introduced AR Studio for developers
to create their own augmented reality content through Facebook (Hollander, 2017). Specialized
AR filters featuring fiber animals and farms can create a unique social engagement opportunity
in the future.
Further exploration of local fiber e-commerce opportunities can provide insight to help
farmers expand their market reach to generate a sustainable income. Farmers sell directly on
their websites, Etsy, Facebook, and at times Craigslist. Etsy recently launched Etsy Studio,
which provides a curated marketplace of raw materials for artisans interested in creating unique
products (Dickerson, 2017). Since the general Etsy marketplace carry items that vary from raw
material to finished products, Etsy Studio was created to efficiently and effectively help
consumers find products for making. Etsy Studio does not currently have many local fiber
options, which suggests an opportunity for farmers to gain traction in this relatively new ecommerce niche. Amazon Handmade may be an Etsy competitor since it has provided a platform
for handmade products, but it currently focused on finished products (Gelles, 2017).
Exploring disruptive, technology-driven business models can provide ideas to expand
market reach for local fiber. In the beauty industry, subscription-based online retail models have
been successful based on the convenience they provide for customers, and tailored curation of
items (Randall, Lewis, & Davis, 2016). The subscription-model also provides an opportunity for
ongoing engagement with customers to refine product offerings and services. Ipsy and Birchbox
offer curated beauty products for $10 each month (Lynley, 2017). Birchbox has a multi-channel
approach by selling online and in a brick-and-mortar, which parallels some of the farms that have
an on-farm store, and sell online (Perez, 2017). Blue Apron translates the subscription-based
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model with food. They collaborate with U.S. farms to offer weekly farm-fresh recipes and
ingredients. With natural fibers, Fibershare is a step in this direction, but currently operates as an
online-based, international fiber swap as part of a barter economy. An e-commerce farm-tofashion model that provides a curated selection of U.S. fibers for artisan designers can help
farmers find a larger market to support their economic development.
Developing an e-commerce farm-to-fashion model that combines virtual reality and fiber
agro-tourism can be an innovative marketing strategy. Since fiber farms are widely dispersed in
rural areas that are difficult to reach, 360° videos can provide opportunities for consumers to feel
virtually “immersed” in the farm. Farmers can provide guided tours to expand knowledge about
the fibers, their animals, and their farm. This marketing approach aligns with the goal of slow
fashion to more strongly connect farm producers with consumers. It also helps generate more
meaning for natural fibers as part of the broader experience economy. Ideally, this approach
would increase artisan designer knowledge of U.S. fiber farms and provide an exploratory point
of reference to learn about fibers from farmers first hand. This can also help farmers build
greater brand recognition and generate customer loyalty.
Future Research
This research led me to develop Fiber Novation Loops LLC, a social enterprise increase
the visibility of U.S. fiber farms to support their long-term sustainability. In Fall 2017, I had an
educational booth at the Vista Fiber Arts Fiesta and spoke with over 100 people about my
research with Ne York farmers and design. I also showed different applications for fibers of
different qualities ranging from earrings and scarves, to using fiber embellishments for clothing
designs.
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In the future, I plan to develop a comprehensive U.S. fiber farm database to highlight
where fiber farms are. I began a New York Fiber Farm pilot map in 2018, and approximately 70
farmers were interested in being included. They provided an update about the types of animals
on their farm, fibers products available, special events, and their websites. In the future, I plan to
develop the U.S. Fiber Farm map into an interactive mobile app. I received a “Grow with
Google” Basic Android Programming scholarship, which involves taking a Udacity online
course to learn about mobile app development. I also plan to explore integrating virtual and
augmented reality into the mobile app. I will obtain artisan consumer feedback about the U.S.
Fiber Farm mobile app prototype during the Vista Fiber Arts Fiesta during Fall 2018. This will
help me refine it to make it as user friendly as possible. Ultimately, I hope that these digital maps
can be useful resources for artisan designers searching for local fibers, Fibershed Affiliates, and
Cooperative Extension networks that are part of land-grant Universities throughout the United
States.
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APPENDIX A: List of Over 470 New York Fiber Farms
New York County

Farm Name

Albany

Alpaca Shack

Albany

Alpacas of Reid Smith
Farm

Albany

Weston Hill Farm

Albany

Sheepy Valley

Albany

Longfield Farm

Albany

Lymans Sleighbell Farm

Albany

Abbruzzese Corriedales

Albany

Heather Ridge Farm

Albany

Hessian Hill Farm

Albany

Lewis Dale Farm

Albany
Albany
Allegany

Autumn Hill Alpacas

Allegany

East Valley Alpacas

Allegany

Hy-Haven Farm

Allegany

Kellogg's Alpacas

Allegany

Ruebarb Alpacas

Allegany

Smiling Moon Alpacas

Location
498 Irish Hill Road,
Berne NY 12023
399 Stovepipe Road,
Voorheesville NY
12186
133 County Route 412,
Westerlo NY 12193
191 County Route 360,
Medusa NY 12120
1093 Township Road,
Altamont NY 12009
140 Meads Lane,
Delmar NY 12054
689 Posson Road,
Altamont NY 12009
989 Brome Center
Road, Preston Hollow
NY 12469
PO Box 174, Berne NY
12023
158 Camp Medusa
Road, Medusa NY
12120
22 Fuglein Lane,
Altamont NY 12009
278 Thompkins Road,
Ravena NY 12143
3763 Barrett Road,
Andover NY 14806
4889 East Valley Road,
Andover NY 14806
516 Johnson Hollow
Road, Cuba NY 14755
3071 Pixley Hill Road,
Scio NY 14880
10089 County Route 23,
Houghton NY 14744
7734 North Branch
Road, Friendship NY
14739
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Type of Animals
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas

New York County

Farm Name

Allegany

WePaca Punch Alpacas

Allegany

V.M. Farm

Allegany

Poetry Book Farm

Allegany

E-I-E-I-O Farm

Broome

Aleatory Alpaca Farm

Broome

Castle Tower Alpacas

Broome

Frisky Lamb Farm

Broome

Log Cabin Alpacas

Broome

Mountain Treasure
Alpacas

Broome

Nyala Farm Alpacas

Broome

Thunder Bay Alpacas

Broome

Sweetland Hill
Finnsheep

Broome

Spice O Life Farm

Broome

Three D's Farm

Cattaraugus

A Slice of Heaven
Alpacas

Cattaraugus

Bearkat Alpacas

Cattaraugus

Cardinal Acre Alpacas

Cattaraugus

Edgewood Farm
Alpacas

Cattaraugus

Lakeview Farm Alpacas

Location
9820 Keller Hill, Cuba
NY 14727
9315 Beebe Hill Road,
Cuba NY 14727
5080 McAndrews Road,
Andover NY 14806
553 County Road 10,
Scio NY 14880
704 County Road 9,
Chenango Forks NY
13746
1549 US Highway 11,
Castle Creek NY 13744
43 Davis Road, Glen
Aubrey NY 13777
178 Hurd Road,
Harpursville NY 13787
245 County Road 1,
Chenango Forks NY
13746
104 Rockwell Road,
Vestal NY 13850
1637 Old State Road,
Binghamton NY 13904
64 Sweetland Hill Road,
Chenango Forks NY
13746
97 Underwood Road,
Vestal NY 13850
2305 Carmen Road,
Barker NY 14012
11144 Pope Road,
Randolph NY 14772
4685 Route 98,
Humphrey NY 14741
9759 Manley Hill Road,
Little Valley NY 14755
1232 Four Mile Road,
Allegany NY 14706
1789 David Drive,
Olean NY 14760
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Type of Animals
Alpacas
Angora Goats
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep, Angora Goats
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas

New York County

Farm Name

Cattaraugus

Long Meadow Farm

Cattaraugus

Mager Mountain
Alpacas

Cattaraugus

Never Ending Alpaca
Farm

Cattaraugus

Persia Catt Alpacas

Cattaraugus

Sugartown Farms

Cattaraugus

The Pastel Paca at
LadySong Farm

Cattaraugus

Mapleview Alpacas

Cattaraugus

Patriot Pacas

Cattaraugus

Diamond L Alpacas

Cattaraugus

Care A Lot Farms

Cattaraugus

Five Sisters Farm

Cattaraugus

Blackberry Hill Farm

Cattaraugus

Countyline Alpacas

Cayuga

A.L. Pacas Farm

Cayuga

Alpaca Haven Farm

Cayuga

Alpaca Place

Cayuga

Breezy Meadows
Alpacas

Cayuga

Dresserville Alpacas

Cayuga

Finger Lakes Alpacas

Location
11110 Sandbank Road,
Freedom NY 14065
69 Mountain View
Drive, Little Valley NY
14755
1285 Lillibridge Road,
Portville NY 14770
8403 Route 353,
Gowanda NY 14770
6277 Sugartown Road,
Ellicottville NY 14731
2473 Bunker Hill Road,
Randolph NY 14772
9573 Maple Ave,
Machias NY 14101
8881 Otto East Otto
Road, Cattaraugus NY
14719
East Otto NY 14729
11532 County Route 36,
Freedom NY 14065
1281 MacKinaw Road,
Perrysburg NY 14129
1646 Dewey Road,
Perrysburg NY 14129
12946 West Main
Street, Randolph NY
14772
10136 Smith Road,
Weedsport NY 13166
7567 Fosterville Road,
Port Byron NY 13140
2427 Richardson Hill
Road, Moravia NY
13118
2061 Moravia Venice
Townline Road,
Moravia NY 13118
5196 Dresserville Road,
Moravia NY 13118
8418 Cooper Road,
Weedsport NY 13166
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep, Angora Goats
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas

Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas

New York County

Farm Name

Cayuga

Foxrun Farms Alpacas

Cayuga

Leap of Faith Alpaca

Cayuga

Stone Hill Alpacas

Cayuga

Twilight Alpacas

Cayuga

Trinity Farm

Cayuga

Thorndon Farm

Cayuga

Lochan Mor Farm

Cayuga

Ketchacres

Cayuga

Meadows

Cayuga

REP Rambouillets

Cayuga
Cayuga
Chautauqua

Blackpine Alpacas

Chautauqua

Barneswallow Farm

Chautauqua

Dun Roving Farm

Chautauqua

Allen-Dale Farm

Chautauqua

Alpacaville

Chautauqua

Hunter Dorsets

Chautauqua

Location
10877 Slayton, Cato NY
13033
8434 Centerport Road,
Port Byron NY 13140
12829 State Route 34,
Martville NY 13111
2670 State Route 34,
Venice Center NY
13147
PO Box 372, Aurora
NY 13026
16171 Irwin Road,
Sterling NY 13156
3690 Lloyd Road, Cato
NY 13033
188 East Venice Road,
Genoa NY 13071
8201 Barnes Road, Port
Byron NY 13140
6365 Cayuga Road,
Cayuga NY 13034
10230 Spook Woods
Road, Port Byron NY
13140
8228 Centerport Road,
Port Byron NY 13140
5320 Ellicott Road,
Brocton NY 14716
6292 Barnes Road,
Dewittville NY 14728
454 Dodge Road,
Frewsburg NY 14738
7093 Fish Road,
Westfield NY 14787
4463 Mahanna Road,
Bemus Point NY 14713
3910 Fluvanna
Townline Road,
Jameston NY 14701
2012 Shadyside Road,
Lakewood NY 14750
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Type of Animals
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Angora Goats
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Chautauqua
Chemung

Here Babe Sheep Farm

Chemung

Misty Ridge Alpacas

Chemung

Hidden Alpaca Farm

Chemung

Sage Hill Farms
Alpacas

Chenango

Alpacas in the Glen

Chenango

Brat-Paca Farm

Chenango

Heather-Rayne Alpacas

Chenango

Lone Spruce Alpacas

Chenango

Northern Star Alpacas

Chenango

Red Barn Alpacas

Chenango

Rhodie Hill Farm

Chenango

Rock Garden Alpacas

Chenango

Shannon Valley Alpacas

Chenango

Spinner's Hill

Chenango

Tasind Tak Alpacas

Chenango

Fossil Creek Farm

Chenango
Chenango

Location
8903 Farrington Road,
Forestville NY 14062
Main Street, Van Etten
NY 14889
1634 Mt. Zoar Road,
Pine City NY 14871
90 East Vargo Road,
Horseheads NY 14845
111 Ridge Road,
Wellsburg NY 14894
701 Route 41,
Smithville Flats NY
13841
168 George Peasley
Road, McDonough NY
13801
429 Dingman Hill Road,
Bainbridge NY 13733
663 County Road 13,
South Otseic NY 13155
676 County Highway
10, South Plymouth NY
13815
366 Gibbon Road,
Norwich NY 13815
625 County Road 24,
Sherburne NY 13460
173 Wilcox Road,
Oxford NY 13830
733 Balsam-Tyler Road,
McDonough NY 13801
1377 County Road 17,
Bainbridge NY 13733
419 Ireland Road,
Bainbridge NY 13733
16 American Ave,
Norwich NY 13815
503 County Road 16,
Plymouth NY 13832
496 Graham Road,
Smyrna NY 13464
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas

Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Llamas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Chenango
Chenango
Chenango
Chenango
Chenango
Clinton

Apple Rose Farm

Clinton

Pond View Alpacas

Clinton

Stoney Acres Farm

Clinton

Woolen Barn

Columbia

Buckwheat Bridge
Angoras

Columbia

Chatham Alpacas

Columbia

Gansvoort Farm

Columbia

Fat Stock Farm

Columbia

Hollow Road Farms

Columbia

Spruce Ridge Farm

Columbia

Blackberry Hill Farm

Columbia

Green River Hollow
Farm

Columbia

Sauerkraut Hill Farm

Columbia

Fox Hollow Farm

Columbia

Wild Apple Hill Farm
LTD

Location
228 John Graham Road,
Smyrna NY 13464
156 Gardener Road,
Greene NY 13778
122 Bundy Road, New
Berlin NY 13411
117 Tiffany Road,
Norwich NY 13815
192 Sandbank Hill
Road, New Berlin NY
13411
487 Patent Road, Peru
NY 12972
62 Mayott Road, Altona
NY 12910
7482 Route 22, West
Chazy NY 12992
3452 State Route 11,
Mooers Forks NY
12959
111 Kozlowski Road,
Elizaville NY 12523
29 Sullivan Road,
Valatie NY 12184
1827 Route 9,
Germantown NY 12526
271 Hollow Road,
Stuyvesant NY 12173
271 Hollow Road,
Stuyvesant NY 12173
434 County Route 13,
Old Chatham NY 12136
156 Bells Pond Road,
Hudson NY 12534
446 Overlook Drive,
Hillsdale NY 12529
PO Box 590, Philmont
NY 12565
49 Fox Hollow Road,
Valatie NY 12184
271 Roxbury Road,
Hudson NY 12534
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Angora Goats, Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep, Alpacas, Llama,
Angora rabbits
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Columbia

Waterside

Columbia
Cortland

Stillmeadow Finnsheep

Cortland

Tartan Acres

Cortland

Jon-Lin Farm

Cortland

Twin Creek Farm

Cortland

Armstrong's Jacobs

Delaware

Braestone Farm Alpacas

Delaware

Eagle Hollow Farm

Delaware

Gunhouse Hill Alpacas

Delaware

Hasu Ranch Alpacas

Delaware

Hilltop Alpacas

Delaware

River Breeze

Delaware

Tinbrook Alpacas

Delaware

Merry Maid Farm

Delaware

Sylvia's Farm

Delaware

Highland Springs Farm

Delaware

Promiseland Farm

Location
62 Chair Factory Road,
New Lebanon NY
12125
120 Pine Tree Lane,
Elizaville NY 12523
5883 Randall Hill Road,
DeRuyter NY 13052
707 Houghton Hill
Road, Homer NY 13077
1791 Owego Hill Road,
Cortland NY 13045
826 Fish Hill Road,
Marathon NY 13803
5092 Foster Road,
Cortland NY 13045
642 Otego Road,
Franklin NY 13775
2004 MacGibbon
Hollow Road, Walton
NY 13856
5012 Gunhouse Hill
Road, South Kortright
NY 13842
939 Mcdougal Road,
East Meredith NY
13757
7825 County Highway
67, Hancock NY 13783
20 Hood Lane,
Downsville NY 13755
563 East Terry Clove
Road, Delancey NY
13752
9225 State Highway 28,
Meridale NY 13806
Meridale NY 13757
3428 Peakes Brook
Road, Meridale NY
13757
2714 Houghtaling
Hollow Road, Meridale
NY 13757
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas

Alpacas

Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Delaware

The Green Shepherd
Farm

Dutchess

Alpacalypse Farm

Dutchess

Cooper Star Alpaca
Farm

Dutchess

Creekside Acres Fiber
Farm

Dutchess

Crooked Creek Alpaca

Dutchess

Dashing Star Farm

Dutchess

Ewe'll Wonder Farm

Dutchess

Mcs-Cms Livestock

Dutchess

Midnight Merinos

Dutchess

Wil Hi Farm

Dutchess

Sawkill Farm

Dutchess

Willow Park Farm

Dutchess

Cagney's Way Alpacas

Dutchess

Hudson Valley Sheep
and Wool Company

Dutchess

Hahn Farm

Dutchess

Fiddlehead Farm

Dutchess

Uphill Farm

Dutchess

Point of View Farm

Location
1310 Mountain Brook
Road, Bovina NY
13740
56 Welwyn Road,
Millbrook NY 12545
132 Carson Road,
Millerton NY 12546
14 Creekside Place,
Pleasant Valley NY
12569
254 Gardner Hollow
Road, Poughquag NY
12570
157 Indian Lake Road,
Millerton NY 12546
786 Spring Lake Road,
Milan NY 12571
93 Hicks Lane, Cinton
Corners NY 12514
109 Fancor Road,
Cinton Corners NY
12514
69 Scism Road, Tivoli
NY 12583
7770 Albany Post Road,
Red Hook NY 12571
31 Parker Ave, Hyde
Park NY 12538
Bangall Amenia Road,
Bangall NY 12506
192 Yantz Road, Red
Hook NY 12571
1697 Salt Point
Turnpike, Salt Point NY
12578
Rhinebeck NY 12572
2947 Salt Point
Turnpike, Cinton
Corners NY 12514
Ludlow Woods Road,
Stanfordville NY 12581
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas, Llama

Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Dutchess

Twin Birches

Dutchess

Elizabeth Wachs

Dutchess

Lilymoore Farms

Dutchess

Morehouse Farm

Dutchess

North Breeze Farm

Dutchess

Six Dutchess Farm

Dutchess

Zfarms

Dutchess

Grape Hollow Farm

Dutchess

Bield Farm

Erie

Alpaca Odyssey

Erie

Five Wolfe's Alpacas

Erie

Humming Herd Alpacas

Erie

Kindred Kreek Alpacas

Erie

Thistle Creek Alpacas

Erie

Windy Hill Farm
Alpacas

Erie

Woodside Farm Alpacas

Erie

The Critter Ranch

Erie

Rocky Knoll Acres

Erie

Rolling Hills Farm

Location
692 Smithfield Road,
Millerton NY 12546
289 Lake Drive,
Rhinebeck NY 12572
21 Moore Road,
Pleasant Valley NY
12569
141 Milan Hill Road,
Red Hook NY 12571
74 Clinton Corners
Road, Salt Point NY
12578
227 Dorn Road,
LeGrangeville NY
12540
355 Poplar Hill Road,
Dover Plains NY 12522
62 Paines Road, Holmes
NY 12531
90 Germond Road,
Clinton Corners NY
12514
8100 Marble Road,
Akron NY 14001
8160 Wolcott Road,
East Amherst NY 14051
3380 Route 39, Collins
NY 14034
11932 Rapids Road,
Akron NY 14001
1091 Ostrander Road,
East Aurora NY 14052
7772 Eddy Road,
Colden NY 14033
12858 Gowanda Street,
Lawtons NY 14091
12998 Sisson Highway,
Lawtons NY 14091
283 Schad Road, Alden
NY 14004
1400 Three Rod Road,
Alden NY 14004
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Angora goats
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep

Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Llamas
Sheep
Cashmere Goats

New York County

Farm Name

Erie

Eden Valley Alpacas

Erie

Heary's Hoof Hearted
Farm

Erie

Elderberry Farm

Erie
Erie
Erie
Erie
Erie
Essex

AuSable Valley Alpacas

Essex

Chilson Brook Alpacas

Essex

Elfenwood Alpacas

Essex

High Peaks Alpacas

Essex

Jay Mountain Alpacas

Essex

Ben Wever Farm

Essex

Manzini Sheep Farm

Essex

Buster Hill Farm

Franklin

Marble River Alpacas

Franklin

Mountain Meadows
Farm

Franklin

White Stone Farm

Franklin

Kirbside Gardens

Location
2712 Bauer Road, Elden
NY 14057
11291 Moore Road,
Springville NY 14141
8152 Winkelman Road,
Eden NY 14057
1441 Gowans Road,
Angola NY 14006
700 Mill Road, East
Aurora NY 14052
10890 Domes Road,
East Concord NY 14055
6990 Heise Road,
Clarence Center 14032
1965 Sturgeon Point
Road, Derby NY 14047
57 Howard Heights
Lane, Jay NY 12941
464 County Route 56,
Ticonderoga NY 12883
69 Santo Lane, AuSable
Forks NY 12912
1183 Haselton Road,
Wilmington NY 12997
284 Glen Road, Jay NY
12941
444 Mountain View
Drive, Willsboro NY
12996
122 Robare Road,
Keeseville NY 12944
484 Breed Hill Road,
Crown Point NY 12928
127 County Route 39,
Chateaugay NY 12920
31 Pendergast Road,
Saranac Lake NY 12983
880 County Route 35,
Chateaugay NY 12920
43 West Main Street,
Chateaugay NY 12930

198

Type of Animals
Suri Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep, Angora Rabbit
Sheep

New York County
Franklin
Franklin
Fulton
Genesee

Genesee
Genesee
Genesee
Genesee
Genesee
Genesee
Genesee
Genesee
Genesee
Genesee
Greene
Greene
Greene
Hamilton
Herkimer

Farm Name

Location
12 Conservation Road,
Shady Hill Sheep &
Dickenson Center NY
Wool
12930
131 Alburg Road,
North County Sheep Co.
Brushton NY 12916
135 Kingsboro Ave,
Some Day Soon Farm
Gloversville NY 12078
1177 Sumner Road,
Darien Center NY
Above the Rainbow
14040
10311 Bethany Center
Road, East Bethany NY
Alpaca Delights
14054
7676 Byron Holley
Peartree
Road, Byron NY 14422
Enchanted Forest
7477 Selden Road, Le
alpacas
Roy NY 14482
6499 North Lake Road,
Northwoods Alpaca
Bergen NY 14415
7643 Lake Road,
Orchard View Farm
Bergen NY 14416
1892 Sharick Road,
Darien Center NY
Triple B's Alpaca Farm
14040
Reisdorf Family
11030 Alexander Road,
Oxfords
Attica NY 14011
11188 Chaddock Road,
Alexander NY 14005
7276 Maple Road,
Basom NY 14013
9626 Colby Road, Corfu
NY 14036
Ewe and Me Merinos
Ashland NY 12407
330 Alcove Road,
Brooklyn Alpacas
Hannacroix NY 12087
78 Paul Horn Road,
Catskill NY 12414
811 Chase Road, Hilton
Dakota Creeks Alpacas
NY 14468
Mohawk Valley
228 Main Street,
Suffolks
Jordanville NY 13361
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas

Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Herkimer

Inghams Mill Farm

Herkimer

Paca Gardens

Herkimer

Phyllis Schlag

Herkimer
Jefferson

Home Again Farm

Jefferson

Two Chicks Farm
Alpacas

Jefferson

Jakahrvis Farm

Jefferson

Janet Schrader

Jefferson

Sweet Pea Farm

Jefferson

Goetz Farm

Livingston

Hemlock Hills Alpaca
Farm

Livingston

Kyle's Farm

Livingston

Ol'Mcdonald's Alpaca
Farm

Livingston

Emily West

Livingston

Seven Spirits Farm

Livingston

Old Glory Farms

Livingston

Grateful Hearts Farm

Livingston

Verduins Apple Hill
Farm

Location
292 Inghams Mills
Road, Little Falls NY
13365
198 Cheese Factory
Road, Little Falls NY
13365
177 High School Road,
Little Falls NY 13365
10907 Davis Road,
West Winfield NY
13491
37098 Schell Road,
Theresa NY 13691
13720 Heath Road,
Rodman NY 13682
6869 Lake Road,
Henderson NY 13650
22657 Williams Road,
Rodman NY 13650
33761 Lamb Road,
Carthage NY 13619
28043 Stony Point,
Cape Vincent NY
13618
4151 Clay Street,
Livonia NY 14487
3872 Hogmire Road,
Avon NY 14414
5775 Decker Road,
Livonia NY 14487
6637 East Swamp Road,
Conesus NY 14435
6424 Liberty Pole Road,
Dansville NY 14437
9185 Carney Hollow
Road, Wayland NY
14572
8060 East Main Street,
Lima NY 14485
4391 Miller Road,
Dansville NY 14437
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Type of Animals
Alpacas

Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Livingston
Madison

Maggie's Farm

Madison

Amondale Farms

Madison

Limestone Creek
Alpacas

Madison

Stillmeadow Finnsheep

Madison

Location
11564 Canaseraga
Road, Dansville NY
14437
902 Academy Road,
Brookfield NY 13314
5427 Soule Road, Eaton
NY 13334
3537 Pompey Hollow
Road, Cazenovia NY
13035
5883 Randall Hill Road,
DeRuyter NY 13052
3601 Kotary Road,
Oneida NY 13421

Split Acres Fiber Farm

Madison

Eden Hollow Lamb

Madison

JEM Mills Farm

Madison

Dunham Homestead

Madison

Tassel Hill Farm

Madison
Monroe

Berean Hills Alpacas

Monroe

Blooming Field Farm

Monroe

East River Alpacas

Monroe

Outback Alpacas

Monroe

San Ger-La Alpacas

Monroe

Sixth Day Farm

Monroe

Windy Meadows Farm

2477 Eden Hollow
Road, Erieville NY
13061
3167 Ray Road,
Canastota NY 13032
1611 Poolville Road,
Hamilton NY 13346
2927 Smith Road,
Hamilton NY 13346
PO Box 268, Brookfield
NY 13314
54 Sherwood Drive,
Brockport NY 14420
836 West Bloomfield
Road, Honeoye Falls
NY 14472
6550 East River Road,
Rush NY 14543
507 Peck Road,
Spencerport NY 14559
2845 Colby Street,
Brockport NY 14420
1192 Clarkson Parma
Townline Road,
Brockport NY 14420
408 Drake Road,
Hamlin NY 14464

201

Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep, Angora Goats,
Angora Rabbits
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep, Angora Goats,
Alpacas, Angora
Rabbits
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas

New York County

Farm Name

Monroe

High Bid Farm

Monroe

Burnt Mill Farm

Monroe
Montgomery

Alpacas at Clear View
Farm

Montgomery

Merry Hill Farm

Montgomery

Patchwork Meadow
Alpacas

Montgomery

The Joyce Farm

Montgomery

Stoney Meadows Farm

Montgomery

Moonflower Farm

Nassau

Autumn Kiss Alpacas

Nassau

Sheep in Wool Clothing

Niagara

Alpacas of Niagara

Niagara

Andies Dandies

Niagara

Creek Edge Alpacas

Niagara

Season of alpacas

Niagara

Whispering Pines Farm

Niagara

Mud Creek Farm

Oneida

Hillcrest Farm

Oneida

Red Creek Farms

Oneida

Warm N' Woolie Farm

Location
550 Beadle Road,
Brockport NY 14420
174 Burnt Mill Road,
Churchville NY 14428
5837 East Henrietta
Road, Rush NY 14543
899 Old Trail Road,
Fonda NY 12068
653 Shellstone Road,
Amsterdam NY 12010
151 South Buel Road,
Canajoharie NY 13317
649 Reynolds Road,
Fultonville NY 12072
138 Crane Street,
Charleston NY 12302
821 Fordsbush Road,
Fort Plain NY 13339
3510 Howard
Boulevard, Baldwin NY
11510
PO Box 113, Nassau
NY 12123
7403 Tonawanda Creek
Road, Lockport NY
14094
5245 Salt Road,
Middleport NY 14105
9011 Ridge Road,
Gasport NY 14067
5912 Wynkoop Road,
Lockport NY 14094
9920 Chestnut Ridge,
Middleport NY 14105
8687 Akron Road,
Lockport NY 14094
9987 Roberts Road,
Sauquoit NY 13456
119 Ridge Street, Rome
NY 13440
5911 Bartlett Road,
Rome NY 13440

202

Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Oneida

Liberty Ridge Farm and
Gardens

Oneida

Pinecroft Farm

Oneida
Oneida
Onondaga

Bentwood Alpacas

Onondaga

Cedarvale Farm Alpacas

Onondaga

Claddagh Farm

Onondaga

Laure-Lin Alpacas

Onondaga

Rainbow Acre Fiber
Farm

Onondaga

Riverside Alpacas

Onondaga

Shepherd's Fall Farm

Onondaga

Song Meadows Alpacas

Onondaga

Springside Farm

Onondaga

Zen Alpaca

Onondaga

Chamberlin Hill Farm

Onondaga

Blustery Hill's Farm

Onondaga
Onondaga
Ontario

Caribbean Alpacas

Ontario

Eastwest Alpaca Ranch

Location
6175 Greenway Lowell
Road, Verona NY
13478
7353 Sanger Hill Road,
Waterville NY 13480
1289 Curtiss Road,
Camden NY 13316
3003 Shultz Road,
Camden NY 13316
5344 Route 80, Tully
NY 13159
4626 Cedarvale Road,
Syracuse NY 13215
6905 Stebbins Road,
LaFayette NY 13084
4884 Beef Street,
Syracuse NY 13215
8487 Dunham Road,
Baldwinsville NY
13027
6781 River Road,
Jordan NY 13080
953 Bailey Road, Fabius
NY 13063
5197 Dewitt Road,
Skaneateles NY 13152
1940 Jerome Road,
Fabius NY 13063
108 Steele Road,
Camilus NY 13031
145 Chamberlin Road,
Jordan NY 13080
1525 North Road, Tully
NY 13159
3950 Kennedy Road,
Nedrow NY 13120
6588 River Road,
Jordan NY 13080
300 Pultney Street,
Geneva NY 14456
691 Brownsville Road,
Victor NY 14564
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas, Angora Goats,
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas

New York County

Farm Name

Ontario

Golden Oak Farm

Ontario

Lazy Acre Alpacas

Ontario

Thistle Down Romneys

Ontario

Stone Edge Fibers

Ontario

Ox Creek

Ontario

Down Valley Farm

Ontario
Orange

Our Father's Farm

Orange

Rock Ridge Alpacas

Orange
Orange

Catskill Merino Sheep
Farm
Shalimar Alpacas of
Warwick

Orange

Blue Boar Herd

Orange

Crosswind Farm
Alpacas

Orange

Stone Ridge Farm

Orange
Orleans

Stoney Meadows
Alpacas

Orleans

Barnfield Farms

Orleans
Orleans

Location
8395 State Route 20A,
Honeoye NY 14471
8830 Baker Road,
Bloomfield NY 14469
4975 CanandaiguaFarmington TL Road,
Canandaigua NY 14424
1390 Gifford Road,
Phelps NY 14532
575 Parrish Street,
Canandaigua NY 14421
PO Box 121, Honeoye
NY 14471
1148 Honeoye Falls
Five Points Road,
Honeoye NY 14472
83 McVeigh Road, New
Hampton NY 10958
229 Gibson Hill Road,
Chester NY 10918
4358 Route 94, Goshen
NY 10924
164 East Ridge Road,
Warwick NY 10990
45 Lagrange Road,
Campbell Hall NY
10916
262 Gillespie Street,
Pine Bush NY 12566
535 Winding Hill Road,
Montgomery NY 12549
274 Old Mountain
Road, Port Jervis NY
12771
16038 Glidden Road,
Holley NY 14470
4562 Johnny Cake
Lane, Albion NY 14411
5242 Merril Road,
Holley NY 14470
3419 Hulberton Road,
Holley NY 14470
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Type of Animals
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Oswego

Salmon River Alpacas

Oswego

Black Sheep Farm

Oswego

Seven Acres Alpaca
Farm

Otsego

Connemara Farm

Otsego

Gentle Breeze Alpaca

Otsego

Hermit Pond Farm

Otsego

Ideuma Creek Alpacas

Otsego

Kisimul Meadows

Otsego

Preston's Alpacas

Otsego

The Schuyler Grange

Otsego

Dutchayr

Otsego

Zoar Farms

Otsego

Glimmer Glass Alpacas

Otsego

Hulse Hill Farm

Otsego

Wharton Creek Woolies

Otsego

Three Dog Farm on
Windswept Hill

Otsego

Fox Hill Farm

Otsego

Snow Valley Roost
Farm

Location
184 County Route 41A,
Pulaski NY 13142
138 Chapel Road,
Hannibal NY 13074
9457 Dinglehole Road,
Phoenix NY 13135
2378 County Highway
26, Fly Creek NY
13337
1079 County Road 19,
Burlington Flats NY
13315
10601 Merrill Road,
Edmeston NY 13485
321 Ideuma Road,
Unadilla NY 13849
2 Marion Ave,
Gilbertsville NY 13776
805 County Road 39,
Worchester NY 12197
239 Valder Road,
Schenevus NY 12155
410 Crawford Road,
Otego NY 13825
144 Bert Washburn
Road, Otego NY 13825
1409 County Highway
26, Fly Creek NY
13337
PO Box 190, Fly Creek
NY 13337
117 County Highway
17, New Berlin NY
13411
340 Fish Hill,
Cooperstown NY 13326
105 Washburn Road,
Unadilla NY 13849
795 Dutch Valley Road,
Edmeston NY 13335
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Type of Animals
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas

Alpacas
Cashmere Goats
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Cashmere Goats
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Otsego

Valley Brook Farms

Otsego

Blossom Farm

Otsego
Otsego
Otsego
Queens

Queens County Farm
Museum

Rensselaer

Alpacas of Four Winds

Rensselaer

Alpacas of Maggie's
Brook Farm

Rensselaer

Dyenamic Yarns

Rensselaer

Otter Creek Alpacas

Rensselaer

Thorn Hill Alpacas

Rensselaer

Tybush Mtn Alpaca
Farm

Rensselaer

Sunset Ridge Alpacas

Rensselaer

Edelweiss Farm

Rensselaer

Hickory Hill Lamas

Rensselaer

Godricstead

Rensselaer
Rensselaer

Location
2075 County Highway
31, Cooperstown NY
13376
152 Marlette Road, Mt.
Vision NY 13810
505 Arnold Lake Road,
Milford NY 13807
1029 State Highway 80,
Edmeston NY 13335
665 Millstone Road,
Richfield Springs NY
13434
73 Little Neck Parkway,
Floral Park NY 11004
207 Stover Road, Valley
Falls NY 12185
366 Hoags Corners
Road, Averill Park NY
12018
69 Smith Road,
Petersburgh NY 12138
62 Clum Road,
Johnsonville NY 12094
57 Irish Hill Road,
Schodack NY 12123
62 Tybush Lane, Troy
NY 12180
292 Hoag Road, Valley
Falls NY 12185
4075 County Road 21,
Schodack Landing NY
12156
43 Boylan Road, Averill
Park NY 12018
161 Piser Hill Road,
Melrose NY 12121
427 Warren Cemetary
Road, Hoosick Falls NY
12090
103 Clum Road,
Johnsonville NY 12094
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Angora Goats
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Saratoga

Saratoga Llamas

Saratoga

Wilmat Alpacas

Saratoga

Foster Sheep Farm

Saratoga

Llady Bug Llamas

Saratoga

Woodland Meadow
Farm

Saratoga

Foster Farm

Saratoga

Shepherd's Hey Farm

Saratoga

Indian Spring Farm

Saratoga

Icy Acres

Saratoga

New Covenant Farm

Schenectady

The Yellowfarm

Schenectady
Schoharie

Applewood Acre Sheep

Schoharie

Wilderhook

Schoharie

Van-Dale Farms

Schoharie

Kipp Hill Farm

Schoharie

Brookworks

Schoharie

Schoharie

Location
12 Marion Place,
Saratoga Springs NY
12866
27 Paisley Road,
Ballston Spa NY 12020
449 West River Road,
Schuylerville NY 12871
1115 Goode Road,
Ballston Spa NY 12020
40 Bulliard Lane,
Saratoga Springs NY
12866
449 West River Road,
Schuylerville NY 12871
43 Riverview Road,
Clifton Park NY 12065
1266 Saraoga Road,
Balston Spa NY 12020
4692 Jockey Street,
Balston Spa NY 12020
86 Broad Street,
Schuylerville NY 12871
Delanson NY 12053
2356 Giffords Church
Road, Schenectady NY
12306
411 Knox Road,
Schoharie NY 12157
3777 State Route 30,
Middleburgh NY 12122
1498 Street Route 30A,
Sloansville NY 12160
199 Shenandoah Drive,
Sloansville NY 12160
413 Rossman Hill Road,
Summit NY 12175
5517 State Highway
30A, Esperance NY
12066
542 Rosenburg Road,
Sharon Springs NY
13459
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Type of Animals
Llamas
Alpacas
Sheep
Llamas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Schuyler

Wolftree Farm

Schuyler

Russell Alpaca Acres

Schuyler

Windsong Farm

Schuyler

Past Time Farm

Seneca

Owl Ridge Alpacas

Seneca

Fingerlakes Farm

St. Lawrence

Upon This Rock Alpaca
Farm

St. Lawrence

Windance Farms

St. Lawrence

Trudeau Family Farm

St. Lawrence

Sawyer Creek Farm

St. Lawrence

Double H Sheep
Company

St. Lawrence

Pair-A-Docs Ranch

St. Lawrence

The 1.43 Acre Farm

St. Lawrence
Steuben

Autumn Mist Alpaca
Farm

Steuben

Close-Knit Alpacas

Steuben

Heavenly Sunset Farm

Steuben

K-Ran Alpacas

Steuben

Nistock Farms

Steuben

Steuben Farms Maple
Grove

Location
4041 County Route 2,
Burdett NY 14818
4815 Fitzgerald Road,
Burdett NY 14818
5051 Tuttle Road,
Burdett NY 14818
4475 County Road 14,
Montour Falls NY
14865
7842 Hall Road,
Interlaken NY 14847
309 Fall Street, Seneca
Falls NY 13148
20 Riverside Drive,
Postdam NY 13676
1698 County Route 11,
Gouverneur NY 13642
288 Harmon Road,
Edwards NY 13635
80 California Road,
Gouverneur NY 13642
284 Finnegan Road,
Canton NY 13617
256 Irish Settlement
Road, Heuvelton NY
13654
529 Pollock Road,
Canton NY 13617
1675 State Highway 68,
Canton NY 13617
11579 Wessie Road,
Prattsburg NY 14873
4526 Olmstead Road,
Woodhull NY 14898
1166 County Route 99,
Woodhull NY 14898
11579 Wessie Road,
Prattsburgh NY 14873
10137 Mattoon Road,
Prattsburg NY 14873
6235 Fort Hill Road,
Bath NY 14810

208

Type of Animals
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep, Angora Goats,
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Steuben
Suffolk

8 Hands Farm

Suffolk

Long Island Livestock
Company

Suffolk

Garden of Eve Farm

Suffolk
Sullivan

Alpacas in Harmony

Sullivan

Buck Brook Alpacas

Sullivan

Catskill Merino

Sullivan

Imagine Alpacas

Sullivan

Nature's Reserve
Alpacas

Sullivan

Oden

Sullivan

Pacapoo Alpacas

Sullivan

Peaceful Breeze Farm &
Alpacas

Sullivan

Rosehaven Alpacas

Sullivan

VonSiegler Alpaca
Farm

Sullivan

Apple Pond Farm

Sullivan

Will-O-Wool Sheep
Farm

Sullivan

The Vital Farm

Tioga

Alpacalachin Farms

Tioga

Golden Grove Farm

Location
5882 Nicholson Road,
Canisteo NY 14823
4735 Cox Lane,
Cutchogue NY 11935
125 Gerard Road,
Yaphank NY 11980
PO Box 216,
Aquebogue NY 11931
PO Box 2280,
Aquebogue NY 11931
483 County Road, 114
Cochecton NY 12726
39 Bestenheider,
Roscoe NY 12776
745 Willi Hill Road,
Swan Lake NY 12783
132 East Hill Road,
Jeffersonville NY 12748
408 River Road,
Callicoon NY 12763
36 Little Road,
Mountaindale NY
12763
28 Schaefer Road,
Jeffersonville NY 12748
3301 State Highway 42,
Monticello NY 12701
540 County Road 164,
Callicoon NY 12723
2988 Klondike Road,
Long Eddy NY 12760
80 Hahn Road,
Callicoon NY 12724
153 Gabel Road,
Callicoon NY 12723
147 Cutler Road, Swan
Lake NY 12783
2571 Chestnut Ridge
Road, Apalachin NY
13732
Willseyville 13864
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Tioga

Twist of Fate

Tioga

Ironwood Hill Farm

Tioga

Hawk Hill

Tioga

Our Green Acres

Tioga
Tompkins

Angel Tree Farm

Tompkins

Bel Canto Farm

Tompkins

Cabin View Alpacas

Tompkins

Ellis Hollow Farm

Tompkins

White Pine Farm

Tompkins

Laughing Goat Fiber
Farm

Tompkins

Spinning Bunny

Tompkins

Spot Hollow Farm

Tompkins

Hum Hollow Farm

Tompkins

Kentswold Shetlands

Tompkins

Ginlip Farm

Tompkins

Burdock Hill Farm

Tompkins
Tompkins

Location
96 Targosh Road,
Candor NY 13743
12085 State Route 38,
Berkshire NY 13811
720 Level Green Road,
Berkshire NY 13736
3965 Waverly Road,
Owego NY 13827
66 Vanwoert Road,
Spencer NY 14883
554 Scofield Road,
Groton NY 13073
331 Buck Hill Road,
Trumansburg NY 14886
9435 Congress Street
Extension, Trumansburg
NY 14886
832 Ringwood Road,
Ithaca NY 14850
953 Snyder Hill Road,
Ithaca NY 14850
1485 Mecklenburg
Road, Ithaca NY 14850
311 Tupper Road,
Newfield NY 14867
2586 Agard Road,
Trumansburg NY 14886
260 Speed Hill Road,
Brooktondale NY 14817
1273 Daisy Hollow
Road, Dryden NY
13053
1327 Spring Street
Extension, Groton NY
13073
313 Ellis Hollow Creek
Road, Ithaca NY 14850
410 Slaterville Road,
Dryden NY 13053
1685 Trumansburg
Road, Ithaca NY 14580
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Type of Animals
Angora Rabbits, Sheep,
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Angora Goats, Alpacas,
Cashmere Goats, Sheep
Alpacas, Angora
Rabbits
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Ulster

Anchorage Farm

Ulster

Cedar Lane Farm

Utica

Two Moon Acres

Warren

Gore Mountain Farm

Washington

Alpacas on Breezy Hill
Ranch

Washington

Alpacas on Haven Hill

Washington

Big Red Alpacas

Washington

Eilhu Farm

Washington

Ensign Brook Farm

Washington

Hartshorn Ridge Farm

Washington

Parkland Alpaca Farm

Washington

Ryder Road Farm

Washington

Truthville Fiber Farm

Washington
Washington

September Morning
Alpacas
St. Mary's On-The-Hill
Cashmere

Washington

3 Corner Field Farms

Washington

Blind Buck Angora
Goats

Washington

Fiber Kingdom

Washington
Washington

Icelandics Sweet
Dreams Farm
Moments in Time
Creations

Location
8 Mynderse Street,
Saugerties NY 12477
173 Mill Hook Road,
Accord NY 12404
1186 Old North Main
Street, Oneida NY
13421
2642 State Route 28,
North Creek NY 12853
2215 County Route 47,
West Hebron NY 12865
20 Stevenson Road,
Greenwich NY 12834
30 County Route 59,
Buskirk NY 12028
654 Beadle Hill Road,
Easton NY 12185
82 Mahaffy Road,
Greenwich NY 12834
234 County Route 52,
Greenwich NY 12834
7565 New Route 149,
Granville NY 12832
3 Ryder Road,
Whitehall NY 12887
69 County Route 12A,
North Granville NY
12854
30 County Route 59,
Buskirk NY 12028
575 Burton Road,
Greenwich NY 12834
County Route 64,
Shushan NY 12873
346 Blind Buck Road,
Salem NY 12865
137 East Broadway,
Salem NY 12865
49 Tiplady Road, Salem
NY 12865
137 East Broadway,
Salem NY 12865
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Cashmere Goats
Sheep
Angora Goats, Sheep,
Angora Rabbits
Angora Rabbits
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Washington

Quarry Ridge Alpacas

Washington

Simple Pleasures Farm

Washington

Ewetopica Farm

Washington

Wedding Hill Farm

Washington

Crazy Legs Farm

Washington

Birken Hill Farm and
Fiber

Washington

Heidi and Merrit Bruce

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Wayne

Majestical Meadows

Wayne

Nether Walnut Hill
Alpacas

Wayne

Spirit Wind Farm

Wayne

Stoney Elm Alpacas

Wayne

Eddy Ridge Grassland

Wayne

Cacia Farms

Wayne

Campbell Tunis Farm

Wayne

Lindenview Meadow
Farm

Location
453 Quarry Road,
Salem NY 12865
588 Chamberlain Mills
Road, Salem NY 12865
547 County Route 18,
Whitehall NY 12887
46 Cambridge Road,
Greenwich NY 12834
2146 County Route 46,
Fort Edward NY 12828
561 Blind Buck Road,
Salem NY 12865
348 County Route 12,
Granville NY 12832
433 State Route 29,
Greenwich NY 12834
84 East Main Street,
Cambridge NY 12816
222 Street Road,
Argyle NY 12809
27 Reynolds Road,
Cambridge NY 12816
577 Finches Corners
Road, Red Creek NY
13143
4516 DeNeef Road,
Lyons NY 14489
4504 Smith Road,
Marion NY 14505
4836 Walworth-Ontario
Road, Walworth NY
14568
4513 Eddy Ridge Road,
Marion NY 14505
4738 Maple Ridge
Road, Marion NY
14505
5257 Steel Point Road,
Marion NY 14505
5550 Eddy Ridge Road,
Marion NY 14505
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Type of Animals
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Angora Goats
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep

New York County

Farm Name

Wayne
Wayne
Westchester

Faraway Farm Alpacas

Westchester

Little Creek Farm

Westchester

Black Sheep Hill

Westchester

Alpacatrax

Westchester
Wyoming

Alpaca Play Pen

Wyoming

Breezy Hill Alpacas

Wyoming

JB's Alpacas

Wyoming

Troll Bridge Farm

Wyoming

7 Snells Farm

Yates

Morningstar Farm

Yates

Black Oak Wool
Company

Yates

Pine Corners Farm

Yates

Four Season Alpacas

Location
2207 Wilsey Road,
Savannah NY 13146
2787 Lakes Corner
Road, Clyde NY 14433
1315 Baptist Church
Road, Yorktown
Heights NY 10598
321 Hardscrabble Road,
Salem NY 10560
1891 Route 83,
White Plains NY 12567
12 Fancher Road Pound,
Ridge NY 10576
PO Box 136,
Granite Springs NY
10527
10869 Bowen Road,
Attica NY 14011
7403 Northwoods Road,
Arcade NY 14009
6833 Flynn Road,
Bliss NY 14024
20 Sawmill Drive,
Arcade NY 14409
6760 Cowie Road,
Wyoming NY 14591
778 Mertz Road,
Middlesex NY 14507
333 Main Street,
Penn Yan NY 14527
279 Gray Road,
Rushville NY 14544
4418 Six Corners Road,
Dundee NY 14837
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Type of Animals
Sheep
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Sheep
Alpacas
Alpacas
Alpacas
Angora Goats
Sheep
Sheep
Sheep
Angora Goats
Alpacas

APPENDIX B: List of New York Fiber Mills
New York County

Mill Name

Allegany

East Valley Alpacas Fiber Mill

Dutchess
Monroe
Onondaga

Buckwheat Bridge Angoras
Solar-Wind Powered Mill
Hudson Valley Sheep & Wool Co.
Acorn Works Fiber Processing
A+ Fiber Mil

Steuben

Autumn Mist Fiber Mill

Sullivan

Rosehaven Alpacas & Fiber Mill

Washington

Battenkill Fiber and Carding Mill

Columbia
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Location
493 Clark Road,
Alfred Station NY 14803
111 Kozlowski Road,
Elizaville NY 12523
192 Yantz Road, Red Hook NY 12571
800 Chili Ave, Churchville NY 14428
6781 River Road, Jordan NY 13080
11579 Wessie Road,
Prattsburgh NY 14873
2027 State Highway Route 17B,
Bethel NY 12720
2532 State Route 40,
Greenwich NY 12834

APPENDIX C: List of New York Fiber Festivals
New York County
Columbia
Cortland
Dutchess
Erie
Kings

Festival Name
Chancellor Sheep
and Wool Showcase
Little York
Fall Fiber Festival
New York State
Sheep and Wool Festival
Western New York
Fiber Arts Festival
Kings County
Fiber Festival

Location

Month of Event

87 Clermont Ave,
Germantown NY 12526

April

6799 Little York Lake
Road, Preble NY 13141

October

6550 Spring Brook Ave,
Rhinebeck NY 12572

October

2084 Emery Road,
South Wales NY 14139

September

336 3rd Street,
Brooklyn NY 11215

October

Livingston

Finger Lakes Fiber Festival

1 Fair Street,
Hemlock NY 14466

September

Madison

Central New York
Fiber Festival

6893 State Highway 20,
Bouckville NY 13310

July

Onondaga

Empire Alpaca
Extravaganza

581 State Fair Blvd,
Syracuse NY 13209

October

Long Island Fleece
and Fiber Fair
Winter Recess
Fiber Arts Festival

6038 Sound Ave,
Riverhead NY 11901

May

1150 Danby Road,
Ithaca NY 14850

February

Suffolk
Tompkins
Tompkins

ROC Day Fiber Festival

Washington

Southern Adirondack
Fiber Festival

347 Ridge Road,
Lansing NY 14882
392 Old Schuylerville
Road, Greenwich NY
12816
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January
September

APPENDIX D: List of New York Mills Developed During 1800 to 1820
Data is from the American State Papers Volume IV 1858 (p. 416 – 419)
New York County

Mill Name

Albany
Albany

Albany Manufacturing Society
Verbank Manufacturing Society
Verbank Woolen Manufacturing
Company
Wharton Creek Manufacturing
Company
Farmers' Manufacturing Company
Chenango Manufacturing Society
Farmers and Mechanics'
Manufacturing Company

Albany
Albany
Albany
Chenango
Chenango

Year
Established
1809
1812

Products
Manufactured
cotton, woolen goods
wool, linen goods

1813

Do

1813

woolen, cotton goods

1819
1811

Do
woolen, cotton goods

1812

woolen, cotton goods

Chenango

Norwich Manufacturing Company

1812

Chenango

Schenando Cotton Manufactory

1813

Columbia Manufacturing Society

1809

Do
woolen, cotton, linen
goods
cotton, woolen goods

Columbian Manufacturing Company
First Homer Woolen Manufacturing
Company
Mohawk Factory
Mohawk Manufacturing Society
Pleasant Valley Manufacturing
Company

1818

woolen, cotton goods

1815

woolen goods

1811
1816

woolen, cotton cloths
do

1809

cotton, woolen goods

Stanford Manufacturing Company
Fishkill Woolen Manufacturing
Company
Amenia Manufacturing Company
Washington Cotton and
Manufacturing Company
Farmers' Woolen Manufacturing
Company
Franklin Woolen Company
Harmony Cotton and Woolen
Manufacturing Company

1813

woolen, cotton goods

1813

woolen cloths

1814

woolen, cotton goods

1814

cotton, woolen goods

1815

woolen cloths

1816

woolen goods

1814

cotton, woolen goods

Herkimer

Herkimer Manufacturing Company

1814

woolen, cotton, linen
goods

Jefferson

Rutland Woolen Manufacturing
Company

1811

woolen cloths

Columbia
Cortland
Delaware
Dutchess
Dutchess
Dutchess
Dutchess
Dutchess
Dutchess
Franklin
Genesee
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Year
Established
1810

Products
Manufactured
cotton, woolen goods

1814

woolen cloths

1814

cotton, woolen goods

1813

woolen cloths

1814

cotton, woolen goods

New York

Smithfield Manufacturing Company
Eaton Cotton and Woolen
Manufacturing Company
Salisbury Manufacturing Company
Minden Cotton and Woolen
Manufacturing Company
Farmers' Woolen and Cloth Factory

1811

cotton, woolen cloths

New York
New York

Woolen Manufacturing Company
Pine Grove Woolen Factory

1812
1813

New York

Eagle Manufacturing Company

1813

woolen cloths
do
woolen, cotton, linen
goods

New York

Elm Grove Woolen and Cotton
Factory

1813

woolen, cotton goods

Farmers' Woolen Factory
Farmer's Manufacturing Company
Leeds Woolen Manufacturing
Company

1814
1814

woolen goods
cotton, woolen goods

1814

woolen cloths

New York

Starr Manufacturing Company

1814

woolen, cotton, linen
goods

New York
New York

1815
1815

woolen, cotton goods
do

1815

do

New York

Phoenix Manufacturing Company
Finance Factory Company
Mechanics' Cotton and Woolen
Manufacturing Company
American Manufacturing Company

1815

woolen cloths

Onondaga

Onondaga Manufacturing Company

1812

Onondaga

Manlius Stocking Company

1814

Oneida

Oneida Manufacturing Company

1810

cotton, woolen goods
stocking looms,
cotton, woolen goods
cotton, woolen goods,
scythes, axes

New York County

Mill Name

Madison

Smithfield Manufacturing Society

Madison
Madison
Montgomery
Montgomery

New York
New York
New York

New York

Oneida
Oneida
Oneida
Oneida
Ontario
Ontario

Clinton Woolen Manufacturing
Society
Oldenbarneveld Manufacturing
Society
Whitesborough Cloth Factory
Whitestown Cotton and
Manufacturing Company
Ontario Manufacturing Company
Willliams Manufacturing Company
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1811

woolen cloths

1811

cotton, woolen goods

1811

cotton, woolen, linen
cloth

1813

cotton, woolen goods

1811
1818

woolen, cotton goods
woolen, cotton goods

New York County

Mill Name

Year
Established

Orange

Montgomery Manufacturing Society

1811

Otsego

Butternut Woolen and Cotton Factory

1812

Otsego

Otsego Card and Wire Factory

1813

Otsego

Susquehannah Cotton and Woolen
Manufacturing Company
Manufacturing Company in
Burlington
Unadilla Manufacturing Company
Milford Cotton and Woolen
Manufacturing Company

Products
Manufactured
wool, cotton, flax,
hemp, paper
woolen, cotton goods
iron, brass wire,
cotton, wool cards

1813

woolen, cotton goods

1813

cotton, woolen goods

1814

do

1816

cotton, woolen goods

Garretsville Manufacturing Company
Garrats Manufacturing Company
Rensselaer Woolen and Cotton
Factory
Nassau Manufacturing Company

1818
1818

do
do

1810

woolen, cotton goods

1812

do

1812

do

1815

cotton, woolen goods

St. Lawrence
Saratoga

Troy Wool and Cotton Factory
Richmond and Livonia
Manufacturing Company
Potsdam Manufacturing Company
Milton Manufacturing Society

1817
1810

woolen, cotton
cotton, woolen cloths

Saratoga

Cohoes Manufacturing Company

1811

Saratoga

Ballston Spa Company

1813

do
woolen, cotton, linen
goods

Otsego
Otsego
Otsego
Otsego
Otsego
Rensselaer
Rensselaer
Rensselaer
Richmond

Schoharie
Steuben

Western Woolen and Linen
Manufacturing Company
Steuben Woolen Manufacturing
Company

1812

woolen, linen goods

1812

woolen cloth
woolen, cotton goods
cotton, wool, flax,
hemp, earthen ware,
iron
woolen goods
cotton, woolen goods

Steuben

Dansville Manufacturing Company

1815

Ulster

Woodstock and Saugerties General
Manufacturing and Mining Company

1814

Ulster
Washington

New Paltz Factory
New Hartford Manufacturing Society

1814
1810

Washington
Washington

Cambridge Farmers' Woolen Factory
Glen's Falls Manufacturing Company

1812
1813

Washington

Greenwich Cloth Company

1814

Washington

Union Manufacturing Company

1814
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woolen cloths
cotton, woolen goods
cotton, woolen goods,
linen
woolen, cotton goods

New York County
Washington
Washington
Westchester
Westchester
Westchester
Westchester
Westchester

Mill Name
Merchanicsville Manufacturing
Company
Farmers' Woolen Manufactory
Westchester County Manufacturing
Society
Somerstown Manufacturing Society
Cason Woolen Manufacturing
Society
Walloomsack Manufacturing
Company
Friendly Woolen and Cotton
Manufacturing Company

Year
Established

Products
Manufactured

1814

woolen, cotton goods

1816

woolen goods
woolen, cotton cloths,
paints, linen
paper, cotton, yarn,
woolen, cotton cloths

1811
1811
1812

woolen cloths

1812

woolen, cotton, paper

1813

woolen, cotton goods
cotton, woolen goods
do
cotton, woolen, linen
goods

Westchester
Westchester

Farmers' Manufacturing Company
Eastchester Manufacturing Company

1814
1814

Westchester

Farmers' Manufacturing Company

1815
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APPENDIX E: New York Survey Consent Form

Project Title:

Slow Fashion in New York: Exploring Farm-to-Fashion Intersections

Principal Investigator:

Helen Trejo
Fiber Science and Apparel Design
hxt2@cornell.edu

Faculty Advisor:

Professor Tasha Lewis
Fiber Science and Apparel Design
tll28@cornell.edu

Please read the following information about the study carefully:
What the study is about
This study aims to gain insight about the local apparel supply chain through knowledge about
New York fiber farms. Information regarding quantity of fiber animals (sheep, goats, alpaca to
name a few), fiber products produced, and marketing strategies would be significant for
designers interested in partnering with local farms.
What we will ask you to do
You will be asked to answer an online survey.
Risks and discomforts
We do not anticipate any risks from participating in this research.
Benefits
This study focuses on New York fiber farms and can inspire future research about fiber
farms in other states. Information from this study may benefit the apparel industry in the
future by showing that local, renewable fiber resources are widely available. This may lead
the apparel industry to support local agriculture to a greater extent.
Payment for participation
There is no payment for participation in this study.
Privacy/Confidentiality
We anticipate that your participation in this survey presents no greater risk than everyday use of
the Internet. Your information will remain confidential in the Cornell online survey that will only
be accessed by the lead researcher. Survey responses will be coded to assure confidentiality of
your responses.
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Please note that email communication is neither private nor secure. Though we are taking
precautions to protect your privacy, you should be aware that information sent through e-mail
could be read by a third party.
Taking part is voluntary
Your participation is voluntary, you may refuse to participate before the study begins,
discontinue at any time, or skip any questions/procedures that may make you feel uncomfortable.
Everything in this study is voluntary and you are not required to complete all tasks.
If you have questions
Helen Trejo, a Cornell graduate student is the main researcher. Please ask any questions you
have now. If you have questions later, you may contact Helen Trejo at hxt2@cornell.edu. If
you have any questions or concerns regarding your rights as a subject in this study, you may
contact the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for Human Participants at 607-255-5138 or access
their website at http://www.irb.cornell.edu. You may also report your concerns or complaints
anonymously through Ethicspoint online at www.hotline.cornell.edu or by calling toll free at 1866-293-3077. Ethics point is an independent organization that serves as a liaison between the
University and the person bringing the complaint so that anonymity can be ensured.
This consent form will be kept by the researcher for at least five years beyond the end of the
study.
Please indicate whether you would like to participate in this study after reading the consent
form:
__ I agree to participate in this study.
__ I disagree, I do not want to participate in this study.
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APPENDIX F: New York Farmer Survey Questions

Part 1: Description of Fiber Farm
What is the name of your farm, and where is it located?
What inspired you to begin your fiber farm business?
Which types of fiber animals do you have? (Please input the number of animals)
___Sheep (specify breed)
___Goats (specify breed)
___Angora Rabbits (specify breed)
___Alpacas (specify breed)
___Llamas
___Guanacos
Please indicate your years of experience on your fiber farm
___1 to 5
___6 to 10
___11 to 15
___16 to 20
___Over 21 years
What is the size of your farm in acres?
How many people work on your farm?
Part 2: Fiber Products & Processing
What fiber products did you sell in 2014? Please enter the prices for each.
___Raw fleeces
___Top, roving
___Felt
___Yarn
___Clothing, accessories
___Household textiles
___Other
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In 2014, did you send your raw fibers to fiber processing mills?
___Yes
___No
Which fiber processing mill/s did you use in 2014? (Name, Location)
How many pounds of fibers were processed in fiber processing mills in 2014?
___1 to 10 lbs
___11 to 30 lbs
___31 to 60 lbs
___61 to 90 lbs
___91 to 200 lbs
___Over 201 lbs
How much did you spend to process fibers in fiber processing mills in 2014?
___Less than $100
___$100 to $299
___$300 to 499
___$500 to $799
___$800 to $999
___Over $1,000, please specify
In 2014, did you send any fiber products to knitting mills?
___Yes
___No
Which knitting mills did you use in 2014? (Name, Location)
How much did you spend to process your fibers in knitting mills in 2014?
___Less than $100
___$100 to $299
___$300 to 499
___$500 to $799
___$800 to $999
___Over $1,000, please specify
Did you process any fibers by hand beyond the skirting stage in 2014?
___Yes
___No
What hand-processing techniques did you use?
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Were any of your fiber products naturally dyed in 2014?
Please indicate the sources of color for your fiber products (indigo, weld, etc.)
Part 3: Fiber Markets & Revenues
Please indicate the retail venues you used in 2014 to sell your fiber products:
___Fiber Festivals
___Local Community Festivals
___Farmer’s Market
___On Farm Store
___Online Store
List the specific venues that you used to sell fiber products in 2014:
Please indicate the income earned from fiber products sold during January to December 2014:
___Less than $499
___$500 to $999
___$1,000 to $3,999
___$4,000 to $6,999
___$7,000 to $9,999
___$10,000 to $12,999
___$13,000 to $15,999
___$16,000 to $19,999
___Over $20,000, please specify
Have you previously had any partnerships with artisan designers, fashion designers, or major
brands? If so, please describe who the partnership was with.
___Yes
___No
Part 4: Demographics
I work on the farm:
___Full time
___Part time
What is your gender?
___Male
___Female
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What is your race or ethnicity?
___Caucasian
___African-American
___Native-American
___Latino/a
___Asian-American
___Inter-racial
___Other
Please indicate your age:
___18 to 24
___25 to 44
___45 to 59
___60 to 84
___85 and over
Comments or suggestions?
Thank you for your participation!
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APPENDIX G: New York Farmer, Mill Owner, and Designer Interview Consent Form

Project Title:

Slow Fashion in New York: Exploring Farm-to-Fashion Intersections

Principal Investigator:

Helen Trejo
Fiber Science and Apparel Design
hxt2@cornell.edu

Faculty Advisor:

Professor Tasha Lewis
Fiber Science and Apparel Design
tll28@cornell.edu

Please read the following information about the study carefully:
What the study is about
This research aims to evaluate the current state of the fiber community, feasibility of scaled up
Farm-to-Fashion production, the supply chain of Farm-to-Fashion companies, and consumer
interest in local fibers. New York farmers, mill owners, designers, and consumers are being
interviewed for their insight and expertise.
What we will ask you to do
You will be asked to participate in an interview that will be between 20-50 minutes. If
applicable, you may also be asked to provide a tour of the site (i.e. farm, mill) to help illustrate
key points from the interview.
Risks and discomforts
We do not anticipate any risks from participating in this research.
Benefits
The expected benefit of the study is to develop a better understanding of the links between
agriculture and fashion, especially the contributions of farmers, mill owners, and designers to
Slow Fashion in New York State. This research can be a helpful resource to existing and new
farmers, mill owners, and designers who are interested in further developing the New York local
fiber industry.
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Compensation for participation
There is no payment for participation in this study.
Audio Recording
Audio recording the interview will help ensure accuracy during the analysis of data.
Please sign below if you are willing to have this interview audio recorded. You may still
participate in this study if you are not willing to have the interview recorded.
! I do not want to have this interview recorded.
! I am willing to have this interview recorded:
Privacy/Confidentiality
We anticipate that your participation in this interview poses limited risks. Your interview will be
assigned a code to de-identify your information. The consent form will be kept secure as a hard
copy locked in the researcher’s desk. Interview transcriptions will receive a code and will be kept
secure on the researcher’s laptop, hardrive, and a secure dropbox server. The researcher will only
have access to the identifying information. Data may be stored beyond the timeframe of this
research project.
Please note that email communication is neither private nor secure. Though we are taking
precautions to protect your privacy, you should be aware that information sent through e-mail
could be read by a third party. Your confidentiality will be kept to the degree permitted by the
technology being used. We cannot guarantee against interception of data sent via the internet by
third parties.
Taking part is voluntary
Your participation is voluntary, you may refuse to participate before the study begins,
discontinue at any time, or skip any questions/procedures that may make you feel uncomfortable.
If you have questions
Helen Trejo, a Cornell graduate student, is the main researcher. Please ask any questions you
have now. If you have questions later, you may contact Helen Trejo at hxt2@cornell.edu. If
you have any questions or concerns regarding your rights as a subject in this study, you may
contact the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for Human Participants at 607-255-5138 or access
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their website at http://www.irb.cornell.edu. You may also report your concerns or complaints
anonymously through Ethicspoint online at www.hotline.cornell.edu or by calling toll free at 1866-293-3077. Ethics point is an independent organization that serves as a liaison between the
University and the person bringing the complaint so that anonymity can be ensured.
Statement of Consent
I have read the above information, and have received answers to any questions I asked. I consent
to take part in the study.
Your Signature

Date

Your Name (printed)
This consent form will be kept by the researcher for five years beyond the end of the study.
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APPENDIX H: New York Fiber Farmer Semi-Structured Interview Questions

Fiber Farm History
• What inspired you to develop your own fiber farm?
• How has your fiber farm developed over time? (animals, equipment, etc.)
• How much fibers do your animals produce every year?
• How many employees?
• What is the farm acreage?
Products Available
• What products do you sell? Which products are the best selling?
• Do you plan on adding more products?
Marketing
• Where do you sell your products?
• How do you try to retain customers?
• How do you try to attract new customers?
Engagement with the Fiber Community
• Do you participate in any fiber festivals or tours? If so, which ones?
• How has your participation in the fiber events supported your business?
• Do you work with any mills or designers?
Benefits
• What is the most rewarding part of your work?
Challenges
• What do you think are the major challenges of having a fiber farm?
• What do you think are the major challenges of the local fiber industry?
Policy impact
• Have you benefited from any policy that supports small farms? If so, how?
Fiber Farm Economics
• How much do you make annually from fiber product sales?
• Are there other sources of income that help support your farm? If so, please explain.
Future
• What is your vision for your fiber business in the next 5 years? 10 years?
• What do you think needs to happen for the New York fiber industry to continue to grow?
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APPENDIX I: New York Fiber Mill Owner Semi-Structured Interview Questions

Fiber Mill History
• What inspired you to develop or manage a fiber mill?
• How has the mill developed over time? (equipment, scale, etc.)
• How many employees?
Products Available
• What services do you offer? What types of fibers are processed?
• How many fibers are you able to process every year? (production capacity)
• What is the average wait time for fiber processing?
• Do you plan on adding more services?
• Do you sell your own mill products? (roving, yarn, etc.)
• Do you implement any sustainability strategies? (water reuse, solar power, etc.)
Marketing
• How do you try to retain customers?
• How do you try to attract new customers?
Engagement with the Fiber Community
• Do you participate in any fiber festivals or tours? If so, which ones?
• How has your participation in the fiber events supported your business?
• Does your mill host a fiber pool? If so, please explain.
Benefits
• What is the most rewarding part of your work?
Challenges
• What do you think are the major challenges for your mill?
• What do you think are the major challenges of the local fiber industry?
Policy impact
• Have you benefited from any policy that supports small businesses? If so, how?
Mill Economics
• How much does your mill make annually from fiber product sales?
• Are there other sources of income that help support your mill? If so, please explain.
• Do you think your mill supports regional economic development? If so, how?
Future
• What is your vision for this mill in the next 5 years? 10 years?
• What do you think needs to happen for the New York fiber industry to continue to grow?
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APPENDIX J: New York Artisan Designer Semi-Structured Interview Questions
Personal Design History
• What skills have you learned overtime? How did you learn them?
Motivations
• What inspires you to create different fiber products?
• What is your creative process?
Products
• What types of products do you make?
• Are your products gifts, or do you sell them?
Fiber & Yarn
• What types of yarn do you prefer to work with? (wool, alpaca, mohair, etc.)
• On average, how much are you wiling to pay for the yarn?
• Do you have any interest in New York yarns? If so, please explain.
• How much are you willing to pay for New York yarns?
Engagement with the Fiber Community
• Are you involved with any fiber community organizations? If so, which ones?
• Have you met, or visited any New York fiber farms? If so, what was your experience?
• Do you go to any fiber festivals or tours? If so, how often? Which ones?
• What has been your most memorable experience? (classes, farmers, animals, etc.)
Benefits
• Do you think there are benefits of having New York fiber farms?
Challenges
• What do you think are the major challenges of the New York fiber industry?
Future
• What is your vision for your creative work in the next 5 years? 10 years?
• What do you think needs to happen for the New York fiber industry to continue to grow?
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GLOSSARY
Actor Network Theory
Founded in science and technology studies, it is a framework that considers all entities in a
network to be equally important, including human and non-humans. It is increasingly used in
cultural studies, social geography, and design research.
Agricultural District
Land designated for agricultural purposes under the Agriculture & Markets Law of 1971.
Agricultural districts aim to reduce the development of non-farm enterprises that can inhibit farm
business development.
Farm-to-Fashion Value Chain
Full knowledge of everyone involved in the production of clothing or textiles made from fibers
sourced directly from a farm, including fiber processing mills and artisans/ designers adding
value to the raw fibers (i.e. through spinning, knitting, weaving).
Fiber Sorting, Grading, and Classing Apprenticeship
Volunteering to determine animal fiber quality based on raw wool, alpaca, mohair, cashmere, or
angora samples. It is a subjective assessment of fiber micron, ratio of guard hairs, color, and
length that includes mentorship from a fiber expert. To complete the apprenticeship, 250 raw
fleeces must be sorted and graded with consistent accuracy of 80% or better.
Fiber Processing Mill
A mill that can add value to raw fibers through skirting, scouring, picking, carding, pin drafting/
combing, spinning, plying and/or skein winding to create roving, batts, yarn, and other products.
Fiberscape
A creative term that combines “fiber” and “landscape.”
Fibershed
A geographical landscape that defines and gives boundaries to a natural textile resource base
including physical and infrastructure such as farms and mills, as well as community members
interested in developing a local clothing and textiles economy.
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Grade
Determined by the fiber diameter, Grades 1-6 provide a general range of fiber fineness that can
be grouped together based on similar quality. Grade 1 fibers are ultra fine and Grade 6 fibers are
robust and strong.
Micron
Measured with the unit µm, it is the objective measurement of fiber diameter that can determine
optimal uses as clothing and/or textiles. This is typically expressed as an average since it varies
for natural fibers.
Slow Fashion
Coined by Kate Fletcher in 2008, this term draws inspiration from the Slow Food movement
with attention to local resources for sustainable fashion that contribute to social, environmental,
and economic well-being.
Tensile Strength
Evaluated by both strain (% of elongation) and stress values (pressure unit megapascal), this can
determine how much a fiber or yarn can endure before breaking. It can be a useful for
determining optimal fiber type and yarns to use for knitting/ weaving equipment.
Semi-Worsted Yarn
Fibers that are carded and combed to be aligned with each other before spinning; there may still
be some misalignment of fibers. The yarn type is in between woolen and worsted.
Wool Pool
Historically called a wool depot, an annual marketplace where sheep farmers can take their wool
to obtain some income based on the amount of wool and quality.
Woolen Yarn
Fibers that are carded and full of air due to their random alignment before spinning. This creates
a soft, lofty yarn.
Worsted Yarn
Fibers that are carded and combed multiple times to align fibers to be parallel to each other
before yarn spinning. This creates a fine, smooth yarn.
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